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W h a t theyUl be 
talk in g  ab o u t
The stories that shaped 
the news this summer:
MUSTAN(; DAUY
Biciclysts filled the roads and spectators lined the streets to watch 
(he third annual SLO Criteriuni Central Coast Cycling Classic race 
through town July S. “We want to get people who are not typically 
interested in bike races to come out and watch,” said Shaba Mohseni, 
the founder o f Nimble Creative Events, a race sponsor.
N i t  K  (  A M A t H O  M l s iA N i;  d a i i v
Many have kept an eye on Poly foothail through preseason camp to 
find out if the Mustangs can duplicate last year's impressive season un­
der new head coach Tim Walsh, despite losing seven ofiFensive starters.
A L E X  K A C IK  MUSTANG DAILY
Lawns around campus stayed a little less green when Cal Poly Facility 
Services cut back on watering to save money. “We want to make sure 
that we don’t use more resources than we need to.” said Scott Loosley, 
.issistant director of operations for Facility' Services.
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A semitruck carry ing carrots got stuck under the Highland bridge Sept. 2. Although traffic slowed, transit schedules were not 
delayed and there was no structural damage to the bridge. “ I his is a horrible intersection, its  a big traffic dogger,” said me­
chanical engineering senior Stefan Owechko, who witnessed the crash and helped move the carrots to another truck. “ It was 
lucky this happened during summer and not the school year,” he added. No one was injured during the incident.
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become a member of SESLOC,
Cal Poly’s on-campus credit union.”
SESLOC Federal Credit Union is a not-for-profit, member owned 
financial institution, serving San Luis Obispo County since 1942.
I
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Convenient ATM
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Student Friendly
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FREE ^
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MUSIANCi DAIIV
C>al l*oly second baseman Matt Jensen (above) earned a third freshman 
All-American honor, this time from Baseball America. Jensen, a Hrst- 
team choice, joined three other Big West (Conference players. San Luis 
Obispo residents, including KathleenUyttewaal (below), queued up for 
hours awaiting the midnight showing o f “ Harry Potter and the Half- 
Blood Prince” July 16. “We grew up wanting to go to Hogwarts,” said 
Uyttewaal. “ I waited for my letter for so long.”
lAURF.N RABAINO mustang daiiy
Congresswoman Lois (Capps (above) visited Cal Poly in July to discuss the benefits the campus received as 
part ofPresident Obam as stimulus plan. However, some county residents doubt the value o f the package. 
“Although Cal Poly is a premier university and its research projects push the envelope in needed research 
and development, the stimulus package isn’t the most efficient solution, said Brian Klotz, press secretary for 
Representative Kevin Mc(Carthy
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Geeked on greeki Look before you leap
Katie Koschalk
MIISTANCi DM1 Y
Rachel stood back and watched 
as her sorority sisters were forced 
to take shots with dead goldfish in 
them, dress up in revealing outfits, 
fake sexual noises and acts, strip 
for fraternity guys, participate in 
drunken swiinining relays and get 
lap dances from fraternity guys.
“There were about 50 girls in 
my pledge class. We were thrown 
together not knowing anyone. A 
lot o f girls who partook m the haz­
ing said that it completely helped 
because it forced them into un­
comfortable situations, which actu­
ally made them bond and get closer 
with each other,” Rachel said. “ I 
remember thinking, 1 kind o f wish 
1 had been involved in the hazing.”
In Rachel’s case, her older men­
tor m the sorority, who is affiliated 
with C'al Poly, gave her the option 
of opting out o f the hazing activi­
ties. Although Rachel decided not 
to participate, she always wondered 
if she missed out on some bonding 
experiences.
While this sorority did haze as 
recently as two years ago, it now
has drastically reduced its hazing 
activity after being investigated by 
the university on several occasions. 
While they were never put on pro­
bation, all members had to fulfill 
community service 
obligations.
“We don’t do any 
really intense hazing 
anymore, but the defi­
nition o f hazing is so 
obscure, people some­
times don’t even know 
what they are doing 
is actually hazing. We 
could probably have a 
sleepover during rush 
week and that would 
be considered hazing,”
Rachel said.
What is hazing?
A sleepover, as it turns out, could 
be considered hazing based on the 
university’s definition.
“ Hazing refers to any activity 
that causes physical or emotional 
harm, degradation, or humilia­
tion during initiation into a social 
group,” according to Cal Poly’s 
OtTice o f Student Rights and R e ­
sponsibilities Web site.
When investigating hazing on a 
college campus, however, both the 
university’s definition as well the 
state kiw’s definition must be ap­
They drove all the guys out 
to the beach and made the 
little bros fight their big bros 
butt naked ... some guys got 
beat up pretty bad.
— Rachel
Former sorority member
plied.
The state law differentiates from 
the university’s definition in that an 
act is only considered hazing if it is 
“likely to cause serious bodily in­
ju ry” to a student.
Stephan Lamb, the associate di­
rector o f Student Life & Leadership, 
thinks hazing started with men at­
tending college after coming back 
from combat.
“My theory is the origins came
from the hazing o f Cil’s that came 
back from World War II. A lot ot 
hazing looks like boot camp. They 
tear people down then build them 
back up,” Lamb said. “ I think the 
experiences from war 
carried over into social 
organizations.”
Hazing does not ap­
pear solely in the form o f 
boot camp-like activities, 
however.
It can include ridicul­
ing, embarrassing outfits 
or actions in public, binge 
drinking, sleep or food 
deprivation, personal ser­
vitude, physical beatings 
and sexual harassment 
and assault, according to 
Cal Poly’s Office o f Student Rights 
and Responsibilities Web site.
Hazing comes in two 
main forms.
“It can have devastating impacts 
on people’s lives, both physically 
and psychologically,” Lamb said.
Physical acts o f hazing have the 
potential o f causing injuries, where­
as acts such as ridiculing or public
embarrassment, can cause short or 
long-term mental problems.
Sarah, a Cal Poly sorority mem­
ber, thinks what is deemed hazing 
is very ambiguous.
“ I think there is a fine line be­
tween what is considered hazing 
and what is not. Things that you 
think o f as fun traditions, such as 
giving nicknames are considered 
hazing. And then things such as 
having people drink a ton ot al­
cohol are also,” she said. “There is 
such a wide range o f events that 
could be considered hazing.”
What are some examples 
on the Cal Poly campus?
Rachel describes a couple haz­
ing acts that took place two years 
ago during “big/little week” (a 
week in which new pledges find 
out who their older mentor in 
their sorority is).
“ After taking a bunch o f shots, 
some girls dressed up in bikinis 
and some put condoms on their 
nipples. Then they had to answer 
the door like that to fraternity guys
see Greek, page 11
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who were delivering us our baskets 
(girts given to new members by 
their big sisters),” she said.
Another act involved a type o f 
drunken swimming relay. Shots o f 
hard liquor were placed on either 
side o f the pool’s ledge. The girls 
had to swim across the pool, take 
a shot, swim back to the other side 
and take another shot until all the 
shots were taken.
While sororities might haze 
with acts that have a potential for 
more emotional harm, fraternities 
tend to engage in more hazing acts 
that have a potential for physical 
injury.
John, a C'al Poly student and 
fraternity member, describes a few 
hazing acts that took place three 
years ago during pledge week.
After consuming many shots o f 
hard liquor, all the pledges were 
told to sit on ice blocks and were 
given a mouth full o f chewing 
tobacco. From there, the pledges 
had to defecate in their pants or 
throw up to be allowed off the ice 
blocks.
Another incident involved fill­
ing hosiery with fish with which 
they beat the pledges.
While those acts were specific 
to one fraternity, a more common 
act o f hazing within C'al Poly fra­
ternities is called “don’t fuck your 
bro,” in which all the pledges sit 
and circle and are given a 60-ounce 
bottle o f hard liquor and told to 
pass It around in a circle. Whoever 
is holding the bottle at the end o f a 
song must finish it.
“When 1 did it we only did one 
handle and it was mi.xed in with 
other stutT. Sometimes it’s done 
with three to five handles. Another 
classic example is locking a bunch 
o f pledges in a room together 
and giving them a few handles 
and wine bags. When we did we 
poured some o f the alcohol into a 
trash can,” John said.
This situation is eerily similar 
to a C'.al Poly hazing incident that 
lead to the death o f  1 S-year-old 
C'arson Starkey on 1 )ec. 2, last year 
as a result o f alcohol poisoning.-
In some cases, what might seem 
harmless, could turn violent and 
life-threatening.
Kachel also recalls a very vio­
lent hazing act that her friend, who 
is 111 a C'al Poly fraternity, was in­
volved in.
“They drove all the guys out 
to the beach and made the little
Friday, September 11,2009
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bros fight their big bros butt naked. 
T hey fought until one o f the guys 
surrendered, but the big bros didn’t 
want to lose so it got pretty intense. 
Supposedly some guys got beat up 
pretty bad,” she said.
Why do students haze?
Students will endure hazing 
because o f the potential assur­
ance that they will be accepted by 
their fellow fraternity brothers or 
sorority sisters after the hazing is 
completed. Many students even 
look back fondly on acts o f haz­
ing because the experiences helped 
them form bonds with their Cireek 
brothers or sisters.
Sarah agrees that what some 
people think o f as hazing could 
be seen as connecting with your 
brothers and sisters by others.
“ 1 think that certain things like 
giving nicknames is a fun tradi­
tion. Nobody does things that they 
don’t want to. I guess that’s the 
perfect way to put it: I have never 
seen anyone do anything against 
their will,” she said.
Fven John admits that he didn’t 
perform any acts against his will.
“1 here wasn’t one time where 1 
felt I was forced to drink more than 
1 wanted to. 1 only threw up once 
during pledging and no one forced 
me to do anything,” he said.
Megan, a C'al Poly sorority 
member, on the other hand, does 
not agree with the principles o f 
hazing.
“ I think that the point o f these 
particular organizations are to ac­
cept the people they have chosen 
to represent their fraternity/soror- 
ity. They chose these people for 
who they are and what they stand 
for and that should be enough,” 
she said. “ It is important to know 
histories and things like that, but 
forcing people to do ridiculous or 
dangerous things is not the way to 
do it.”
While Megan might disagree 
with hazing on all levels, John ex­
plains the intended purpose behind 
the hazing.
“The goal o f all the hazing is to 
make you come together as group 
stronger that we were as individu­
als with the philosophy being that 
as you go through these dirterent 
act you make connections with 
your fellows brothers,” he said.
In addition, particularly with 
fraternities, going through hazing 
is a means o f proving oneself.
“ It teaches your body to be able 
to push through things that you
see Greek, page 12
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Clubin’ it up at Cal Poly
An introduction to a few of the hundreds of ciubs on campus
This list is designed as an ifitroduction to a few  clubs that could be a good fit fo r  incoming freshman during their time at Cal Poly.
For a fu ll listing o f  Cal Poly clubs, students can visit the Clubs page at unvw.asi.calpoly.edu.
SUPERMILAGE
CLUB
The Superniilage club is an en­
gineering club that makes super 
t'uel-efFicient vehicles.They took 
second place in the 2009 Shell 
Eco-marathon Americas, creat­
ing a prototype car that got 2,358 
miles to the gallon.This year the 
club will have an entry in the 
UrbanConcepts category to make 
a car that could be seen on the 
streets.
CAL POLY SURF 
TEAM
The Cal Poly surf team was one 
o f  the reasons that Cal Poly was 
rated the third best surfing cam­
pus by surfline.com this year.
AMTGARD
The Barony o f  the Seven Sleep­
ing Dragons is Cal Poly’s live ac­
tion role playing club. They have 
weekly meetings every Saturday 
afternoon in Santa Rosa Park. 
Keep your eyes peeled for their 
demo during Week o f  Welcome.
DESIGN VILLAGE
Last year the Design Village club 
built structures meant to with­
stand the apocalypse, a zombie 
apocalypse. The builders then 
had to live in their structures for 
a weekend in Poly Canyon and 
were judged on their design.
COUNTRY LINE 
DANCE CLUB
Students who want to learn how 
to do the Continental Cowboy 
or the Copperhead Stomp might 
want to check out the Country 
Line Dance Club.
SLO CORE
SLO  C O R E  is Cal Poly’s com ­
petitive ultimate frisbee team. 
They participate in tournaments
throughout the state with their A 
and Ü teams for men and women. 
They keep their blog up-to-date 
about all the latest frisbee action.
VINES TO WINES
This wine-makmg club is open 
to all majors that want to jo in  in 
the “learn by tasting’’ philosophy 
o f  wine production. Students who 
want to learn the businesses, sci­
ence and art o f  wine production 
should check this club out.
POLYCON
From Soul Caliber to Magic the 
Gathering, PolyCon deals with 
game theory at all levels. The 
club stresses social gaming at 
its M iniCons where players get 
together and strategize.The club 
also holds a three-day summer 
convention that brings approxi­
mately 250 players from around 
the world.
ASHRAE
The air conditioning and refrig­
eration club was officially char­
tered in I960  to promote student 
interest in the field with guest 
speakers and field trips.
CAL POLY AMA­
TEUR RADIO CLUB
Founded in 1947, the amateur 
radio club is the second oldest 
club on campus. The club uses its 
broadcasting capabilities to aid 
disaster relief in times o f crisis, as 
well as to cover local events like 
parades and bike races.
IMAGEN Y ES­
PÍRITU BALLET 
FOLKLÓRICO DE 
CAL POLY
This group is for Cal Poly stu­
dents, faculty, staff and commu­
nity members who are interested 
in learning about and preserving 
the M exican culture on campus.
kkí
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The members learn dances from 
at least three different regions a 
year and perform at special events 
and private gatherings.
THE FUTURE OF 
REAL ESTATE CLUB
The market downturn o f  the past 
few years makes looking to the 
future o f  the housing market an 
interesting and dynamic enter­
prise for its members. This club 
helps members secure intern­
ships and jobs in the current jo b  
market.
WHITE HAT
As Sir Francis Drake said, 
“Knowledge is Power.” The 
members o f  the W hite Hat group 
recognize that this power is not 
always a good thing when it 
comes to online. The club’s mis­
sion is to help make the Inter­
net a safer place by performing 
educational exercises and projects 
to better equip their peers with 
necessary resources to avoid 
hackers and exploitation.
CAL POLY WHEEL-
The Cal Poly Wheelmen is a club 
for those who like to ride bikes 
recreationally, as well as competi­
tively. It also has a wheelwomen 
chapter.
DANCE SPORT 
TEAM
The Dance Sport Team competes 
at ballroom dance competions 
throughout the state. Besides 
competing, they offer lessons and 
practice sessions fof new dancers.
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FOLLOW WOASHP SIR'
WB.COME TO SLO SUNDAY
welcoming students A their families to SLO
Sunday, Sept 20 §  9:30am
Join us for Worship & a Free BBQ lunch after service
TRUTH PROJECT
looking at life from a biblical perspective
Monday Nighfs §  6:30pm 
Beginning Monday, Sept 21
FOR t r a n s p o r t a t io n  CALL [805] 543-3192
iwww.niustangdaily.net
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While you were gone... CONSTRUCTION
CAM PUS
P I Z Z E R I A
COME VISIT US
AT THE MARIGOLD
SHOPPING CENTER AND GET
T R A T T O R I A
15% OFF
A N Y  M E A L !
MUST PRESENT STUDENT ID
OFFER GOOD THROUGH END OF OCTOBER
3 8 1 Ü B R G A D S T .S U IT E 3  • SLÜ, CA 9 3 4 G 1  • 8 0 5 .7 8 4 .9 9 9 9
W e're G lad
You're Here.
Last year Cal Poly students and faculty saved countless lives by donating blood more than  
2,000 times. That provided for a month's worth of blood needs in San Luis Obispo County.
Find the hero in you. 
Donate Blood.
Save a life. Ilubscc
805.543.4290
Donate
• At Our Center 
• Blood Drives On Campus 
Blood Drives Around Town
Host a drive
www.unitedbloodservices.org/centralcoast
• As A Club Project 
• At A Special Event 
• To Show Dorm Spirit!
Win A New Prius!
Every donor th rough  Sept. 3 0  will be 
autom atically entered to win.
U n ite d  B lo o d  S e rv ic e s
F ind  the  fiero in ycxi.
G iv e  b lo o ci 3  t i m e s  a  y e a r !
IMeave bring U) ami ikmor card. I rcc t'holestcn»l Testing every (kmation!
Photos: Daniel Triassi 
R ep ort; T in i Miller
New Olympic-size pool
Status: Complete
Cost: Total gym renovation $71 Million
The pool in the Anderson Aquatic Center was completed this summer. 
The current Rec Center pool will be demolished and a new one will be 
built behind it.
Walkway on Dexter Lawn
Status: Complete
Brick was isntalled at the end o f  University Drive next to Dexter I.awn 
to highlight the pedestrian walkway.
South Perimeter closure
Status: Starts Friday, September 11
THIS ISA
HARO hat! ‘" ' f( Zone
»
EVERYOME Mutf Wear a ^
M a rd M a ta tA lir im a f >
Keep Del
.South Perimeter w ill be permanently closed as part o f the plan to make 
a more pedestrian-friendly campus.
' f r  t
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University Union Piaza
Status: To be completed Spring 2010 
Cost: $3.1 Million
rhe University Union will undergo a transformation this year to add 
space. Ail business will be open starting Friday, Sept. 11.
New bus stop
Status: Complete
The bus route that formerly followed South Perimeter Road was relo­
cated, with a new stop near Robert E. Kennedy Library.
Rec Center renovation
Status: To be completed June 2012 
Cost: $71 Million
The main court of the Recreation Center gymnasium has been 
remodeled to house more workout equipment and flat-screen televi­
sions. Part of the center was closed in late summer.
f
V O T E D , ,IBkestSuslhiii
LO CATIONS IN  SAN LUIS OBISPO!
Monday-Saturday
i l : 3 0 a m * 2 ; 3 0 p m  
5 p m - 1 o p m
Sunday
4 : 3 0 p m - 9 : 3 0 p m
eii Poly
Biscooot
up to «  pauptft
,
Must presMit coupon: ono pet wiw.
(^tor valKl at San Lu» Obttpo tocatton oMy. 
:« Exp«es May 31, JOO*
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Yana g i  Sushi
1203 Marsh St.
San Luis Obispo. CA 
8Q5.541 5282
P I s m o  B e a c h
Y a n a g i  S u s h i  + Gr i l l
‘5 55 J a m e s  Wa y  
P i s mo  B e a c h ,  CA 93401 
8 0 5 . 7 7 3 . 3 5 3 5
WOW Su s h i
8 6 9  Oa k  Pa r k  B l v d . 
P i s mo  B e a c h ,  CA 9344^^ 
8 0 5 . 4 8 9 . 6 3 5 8
S a n t a  M a r l a
Y a n a g i  Su s h i  + Gr i l l
2431  S o u t h  B r o a d w a y  
S a n t a  M a r i a ,  CA 93454 
8 0 5 . 7 7 3 . 3 5 3 5
P a s o  R o b l e s
Y a n a g i  Su s h i  + Gr i l l
1 2 2 1  Pa r k  St ,  
P a s o  R o b l e s ,  CA 93446 
8 0 5 . 2 2 6 . 8 8 6 7
. n  trtt\ e
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Cerro VHt* 
Apartments
BrizTotars %
Footpath —  — »  *
í - a r í v ® "
North »»enmeter Bif -----
To AdnwHStntion % Buridhip
Purchoi» itudani iuppfm  A kits.
Rósmva yout J^xlbooks and sovtt 10% on 
start} ta ll Quarttu purchams of studont sypplias,
____—
Save J 0% by Reserving your Textbooks,
Educational discounts on 
Apple computers and low priced 
accessories like mice, keyboards, 
tablets, software and so much morel
K J
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EL CORRAL BOOK 
WOW WEEKEND STO
FRIDAY, September 11  >  
SATURDAY, September 12  
SUNDAY, September 1 3 «
Locoted in the Universit
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Search for "Friends of El Corral Bookst'^
B
3ceboo
dictionaries
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Low educational prices 
on select Adobe and Microsoft titles.
■■•t" -'■
"s". Í
I f f ? - '
r ^  ■
Adobe
Adobe CS4 Design Standard $229.00 
Adobe CS4 Design Premium $329.00
M ic r o s o f t '
Microsoft Office 2007 Enterprise $79.0 
Microsoft Office 2008 Mac $79.00*
'Licensing avaH oble only w ith a  v a lid  C a l Poly issued ID  
Prices subject to change w ithout notice I
y e f '
Iff?
f
TORE
^  HOURS
am - 4pm 
' 9am - 6pm 
)am  • 5pm
j^Union
Gaming 
Headquarters
We carry an extensive line 
ofXbox 360, Wii, DS & PS3 
titles & peripherals!
i.W •
95% OF NEW STUDENTS RESERVE 
THEIR TEXTBOOKS WITH US!
• SAVE 10% when you reserve your textbooks.
• GET the books when you need them. Reserve your texts on-//V|
• CONVENIENT returns & INSTANT refunds.
• LARGEST used book inventory (saving you $$J.
• GUARANTEED highest buyback prices. 
pmi|L • PROFITS stay on campus which benefits the University.
AETT
W ed n esd ay  vScptetnber 30'*' 
B o ) ) ‘/ i n g u t  I m /zcs
T h u rsd a y  ( )ct()bc*r
Hookah Xii^ ht
Frid ay  O cto b er 2'"’ 4 ? ^  
Desset't n ith . IEPi
J  Satu rd ay  O cto b er 3''* 
j||k Meditemmean Xight
Su n d ay  ( )ctober 4'*' 
Football, BBO, Ma^ ya£ley
M o n d ay  O cto b er 5*^ * 
Tfi-Fecta (Pi':^ :^ a, Pong, C ' Pie)
F o r  m ore info co n ta c t
M ayan Atid
(5 b!) 282-3021 
m;ifid(i/ Ciilp )Iy.edu 
O r  ch e c k  ou t o u r w ch site
s lo a e p i.o r g
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How to spot a tourist 
in San Luis Obispo:
a H o w -to  guide fo r new  stu d en ts
T im  M iller
M l'SIANCi DAILY
doesn’t rcnicinbor they can't just pull up to the 
window.
Now that new students have moved into San Luis 
Obispo, there’s a pitfall for them to avoid —  looking 
like a tourist. While the older tourist is easy to spot 
with the fanny pack, hula shirt and visvir, some 
behaviors are less black and white.This list e.xplams 
some activities that new students won't want to be 
caught doing to .ivoid the dreaded tourist appellation.
Taking pictures in bubble gum alley.
Quite frankly this local oddity is gross and it’s 
best to avoid it. If being surrounded by that much 
commingled comnumity waste is your kind ot thing, 
a trip to the public potil would be more worthwhile 
—  and less touristy —  than visiting this eyesore.
Going into both bathrooms at 
Madonna Inn
I here is a waterfall in the guys bathroom and the 
women’s bathroom does have holographic wallpaper 
and they are both worth seeing, just make sure you 
only do it once.You w ill be distracteil enough by the 
giant dolls on sw ings and practically blinded by the 
overw helming amount o f pink.
Driving around Taco Bell five times, 
looking for the Drive-Thru
The city o f San Luis Obispo outlawed drive-thrus 
nearly 30 years ago. While it might be inconvenient 
for some, it can make a normal jaunt to get a 
cpiesadilla much more interesting w hen someone
TIM  Mil l.FR Mll.STANC DAILY
Higuera and Marsh Streets run parallel to each other 
but only accommodate one-way traffic.
Taking a wrong turn on a one-way 
street
The two mam streets in downtow n San Luis Obispo 
only go one way. It might seem silly to mention but 
you’d be surprised how many people turn the wrong 
way.
Cal Poly Downtown
This store, w hich specializes in ‘Cal I'oly M om’ and 
‘I )ad” T-shirts, is an easy spot to find tourists.
h o m e  OF THE
quare 
977 E Foothill Blvd, 
805.546.0369
TIM MILLER mustang daily
Mom, Dad, look the Apple store is just ahead!
r c i o f ík d é o
BR,G.WiN
 ^ w o w  LEADERS 
EAT FOR FREE
WOWIES 1/2 
OFF WRAPS
STORE HOURS
SUNDAY - WEDNESDAY: 11 AM - 9PM 
THURSDAY - SATURDAY: 11 AM -1 0PM
893 HIGUERA ST. • SLO.CA 93401 • I80SI544-29S6
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Cal Poly *Mom’ and 
*Dad‘ apparel
In the same vein, parents walking 
around with ‘M om ’ and ‘Dad’ on 
their sweatshirt almost certainly are 
tourists.
Disgrunteled-looking 
teenager with parents
Even if their parents are wearing 
embarrassing sweatshirts, new 
freshmen should know it doesn’t 
look cool to walk five feet in 
front, looking angry. Instead o f 
looking embarassed, they should 
be thankful they get to eat off 
campus and then try to convince 
their parents they need to listen 
to Mozart on a brand new streo 
system m order to properly prepare 
for midterms.
Camping out on highway 
one looking for zebra
Although I t  might seem super 
touristy, taking a trip to Hearst 
C'astle is acutally quite an 
experience. The t)bnoxious tourists 
are the ones with the camera on 
the side o f Highway 1 looking 
for zebra on the castle property.
A better option would be to spot 
them on the bus on the way to the 
castle.
___ ' ■ » , -  tik X.
» I"- - ‘ '
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TIM  MILLER m u s t a n g  d a il y  
Morro Bay can be a good experi­
ence for those who like to get out 
and explore.
Going to the Rock in 
Morro Bay and not 
getting out of your car.
Even though it’s windy, the drive 
to Morro Bay wouldn’t be worth 
It without actually getting out o f 
the car. Tourists sometimes make 
this mistake and miss the beauty 
o f the rock up close as well as the 
great waves.
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San F ran cisco  
con tin u es fight 
over im m ig ratio n
Alex Em slie and Greg Z etnan
I Mh (lUAUI )SMAN
A 2008 immigration policy in­
stituted by Mayor Ciavin Newsom is 
being challenged by the San Fran­
cisco Board o f Supervisors.
The legislation authored by Dis­
trict y Supervisor David Campos 
would amend the policy, providing 
greater protection from deportation 
for undocumented juveniles accused 
o f criminal conduct. Seven other 
supervisors co-sponsored the legisla­
tion introduced Aug. 17.
The San Francisco Immigrant 
Rights Defense Committee is a di­
verse coalition o f over 65 commu­
nity organizations, unafFiliated with 
the hoard, that support the amend­
ments which they say “restore due 
process rights to immigrant youth.” 
The committee accentuated the fact 
that many undocumented juveniles, 
particularly those from Latin Amer­
ica and the Caribbean Islands, come 
to the United States fleeing extreme 
poverty and gang warfare.
“I’m here now representing 130 
families who have been destroyed by 
this new policy by Gavin Newsom,” 
said the mother o f one juvenile hie­
ing deportation.“It is an unjust pro­
their countries,” according to San 
Francisci^’s ofFicial government Weh 
site.
In 2008, the mayor altered the 
city’s long-standing policy o f passive 
noncompliance with U.S. Immi­
gration and Cmstoms Enforcement. 
Under policy 8.12 o f the San Fran­
cisco Juvenile Probation Depart­
ment, San Francisco law enforce­
ment is required to report suspected 
undocumented juveniles arrested for 
a felony crime to ICE.
“The existing practice reports 
children the moment they are 
booked for something, irrespective 
o f whether they did it,” Supervisor 
Campos said.
Once approved by the Board o f 
Supervisors, the new amendments 
to the Sanctuary Ordinance will 
be passed on to the mayor’s office, 
though it remains to be seen wheth­
er Newsom will approve the legis­
lation. Eight o f 11 supervisors are 
needed to override a veto from the 
mayor and there are currently eight 
supervisors who support the ordi­
nance. If one supervisor backs down 
from support o f the ordinance, the 
board’s veto-proof majority could be 
shattered.
“1 actuallv don’t know where he
The existing practice reports 
children the moment they are 
booked for something, irrespec­
tive o f whether they did it.
— David Campos 
llistru t Supervisor
cess for young people, and I want 
him to know this.”
The unidentified woman was 
addressing a sympathetic crowd at 
an Aug. 18 press conference on the 
steps o f Caty Hall. Roughly 2(H) 
people encircled the woman, some 
waving signs reading “No human is 
illegal,” or “Ningún ser humano es 
ilegal!”
San Francisco’s Asian Law Cau­
cus was instrumental in writing the 
legislation and organizing the press 
conference. African, Filipino, Arab. 
Asian and Latino American groups 
were all represented there, demon­
strating that immigration issues affect 
a diverse population in this country.
“The rc*ason why many of us are 
wearing black today is because we 
are mourning the fact that there am 
130 undocumented youths who are 
facing deportation,” said Rachel Eb- 
ora, director o f community engage­
ment at the Bernal Heights Neigh­
borhood Center.
San Francisco passed the City and 
County o f Refuge Ordinance —  or 
Sanctuary Ordinance —  in 1989. 
The ordinance bars city departments 
and employees from aiding the fed­
eral government in immigration en­
forcement efforts. “The ordinance is 
rooted in the sanctuary movement 
o f the 1980’s, when churches across 
the country provided refuge to Cen- 
_ t ^  Americans fleeing civil .wars in .
stands on it. It’s just insurance,” Dis­
trict 1 1 Supervisor John Avalos said 
about the board’s veto-pmof major­
ity. “I’m hoping he’ll be supportive 
and we’ll have his signature on this 
legislation.”
Avalos added that Newsom could 
have simply ended policy 8. \2, but 
the board t>f supervisiirs was forced 
to draft the amendment.
“It’s a sanctuary city with lots of 
holes in the policy,” Avalos said.
In the past, Newsom has re-af- 
firmed San Francisco’s sanctuary city 
policies, going as far as to institute 
a city identification caal. The card 
identifies the holder as a San Fran­
cisco resident, eligible for access to 
all city services, regardless o f their 
immigration status. However, the 
mayor has publicly criticized the 
board’s pending legislatic>n.
“The supervisors arc putting at 
risk the entire Sanctuary City Ordi­
nance, which we’ve worked hard to 
prx>tect,” Newsom told the ^ Chron­
icle Aug. 20. Newsom and the city 
attorney’s office are worried that 
returning to pre-2(K)8 sanctuary 
policies would leave the city open to 
federal legal challenges.
The mayor’s more stringent poli­
cy concerning ICE notification was 
enacted in response to public out­
rage surrounding the triple homi-
...............see San Francisco, page 24,.
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Rude behavior in 
college classrooms is 
often a matter of course
Lisa B lack
C H K A (.( )  IklM UN E.
COllC'ACiC^ —  Lee Shumow 
doesn’t w.mt to text her students, 
or be their friend on Faeebook, 
but to their chagrin prefers an 
old-fashioned way to connnuni- 
cate; e-inail.
The educational psychology 
professor at Northern Illinois 
University appreciates when stu­
dents take the time to reply. It’s an 
extra treat when they don’t begin 
their message with, “ Hey, Lee.’’
She and many o f her colleagues 
believe such informality has seeped 
into the college classroom envi­
ronment, citing student beh.ivior 
that’s best described as rude or 
oblivious. As students begin a new 
semester this month, instructors 
bracing for yet another onslaught 
blame technology for creating a 
disengaged generation whose at- 
tentum is constantly diverted by 
laptops, phones and iPods.
Others point to the unruly 
classroom as a reflection o f an 
increasingly ill-mannered society. 
Nearly 70 percent o f Americans 
polled in 200.S said they believe 
people are more rude than they 
were 20 to 30 years ago.
“ 1 literally cannot imagine 
h.ivmg addressed any teacher I 
had in my career as ‘1 ley’ and then 
their first name,’ “ said Shumow, 
who has a doctoral degree and has 
taught 15 years at NIU. “ I love 
them, I won an award for under­
graduate teaching m 2005. But 
man, the world has really changed 
from when I was a student.’’
Lo their credit, most students 
are respectful and more inquisitive
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Lee Shumow, College o f Education professor, has a discussion with stu­
dents. Shumow has noticed poor classroom etiquette in some students.
than ever, faculty members say.
Yet professors also find they 
must devote space in the syllabus 
to ask students to refrain from surf­
ing the Web, texting or answer­
ing cell phones during a lecture. 
Some have to remind students 
that, when making a presentation, 
they should remove the backward 
baseball cap and save the bare 
m idriff for a beach party. Others 
complain that students randomly 
leave and enter the classroom dur­
ing class.
For their part, students art- 
irked by others who slurp and 
chew food, doze o ff or dominate 
discussion.
Some blame high schools for 
lowering the bar on classroom 
conduct, while others s.iy the 
problems begin at home, when 
families fail to instill in children 
basic skills such as how to s.iy 
“please” or “thank you.”
In some cases, parents are more 
obnoxious than their offspring.
One professor reported hearing 
from an irate father whose child 
had failed a class. The father in­
sisted he had paid enough tuition 
for “at least a I ).”
Yet experts believe there is 
more to collegiate rudeness than 
perhaps a feeling o f entitlement.
The attitude often is: “ I don’t 
need you, I have the Net,” said 
I’ M. Form, director o f the Civility 
Initiative at Johns Hopkins U ni-
see Classroom, page 24
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(. idc o f San Francisco resident Tony 
Mologna and two ot his three sons 
in |une 2008. Bolopia and his sons 
were brutally gunned down three 
blocks from their home in the Ex­
celsior district. Bolognas surviving 
son. who witnessed the incident, 
identified undocumented El Salva­
doran immigrant Edwin Ramos as 
the shooter.
Fhe criminal investigation re­
vealed Ramos was arrested mul­
tiple tunes prior to his arrest for the 
Bologna homicide —  twice as a 
minor —  but the Sanctuarv Ordi­
www.niuiitangdaily.net
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nance kept otFicials from reporting 
his immigration status to K 'E  lor 
those offenses. The new policy is 
an attempt to avoid any repetition 
of the Ramos incident. Campos 
and his coalition feel that Newsom 
went too far with juvenile proba­
tion department policy 8.12, to the 
point o f compromising the due 
process rights o f juveniles.
“What this legislation does is 
it tries to strike the right balance 
between two extremes,” Campos 
said. If the new legislation is passed, 
San Francisco will report juveniles 
to federal immigration officers, but 
only after they have been afforded 
due process and convicted o f a 
crime.
763A foothill Blvd. • San Luis Obispe • CA 93405
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versity and a professor o f Italian 
literature.
“These are students for whom 
the computers are the training 
wheels o f their knowledge since 
early childhood. Many o f  them 
will think nothing o f starting to 
text as you convey a commentary 
on D ante’s ‘1 )ivine tT)inedy.’ “
Although the decline in class­
room manners has not been doc­
umented in evidence-backed re­
search, Forni said, the “anecdotal 
evidence is so massive it becomes 
rather reliable.”
There is a sense, he said, that 
the relationship between student 
and teacher is now likened to one 
between a client and service pro­
vider.
“The prestige o f the teacher 
and the professors as providers o f 
knowledge and wisdom has de­
creased as the importance o f the 
information technology has in­
creased.” he said.
Brofessors should set a tone 
o f relaxed formality and define 
boundaries from day one, Forni 
said.
For instance, he begins his 
classes by explaining that he grew 
up in Italy during a different gen­
eration. where wearing caps^in a 
classroom was considered rude. 
He considers it a distraction.
“ I say.‘Listen, I cannot enforce 
this. 1 am just asking you as a fa­
vor not tc. wear a cap in class for 
this reason,'“ Forni said.“ Nobody 
from that moment on wears his 
cap in class.”
Students usually respond well, 
teachers s.iy, when they under­
stand what is expected o f them 
and what they can expect from the 
professor —  including respect.
Rebecca Lessenberry, 19, o f 
Waukegan, 111., and a classmate 
would agree. They were stung 
last spring by an instructor’s rep­
rimand when they arrived for a 
speech class at the C'ollege of Lake
The prestige of the 
teacher and the pro­
fessors as providers of 
knowledge and wds- 
dom has decreased 
as the importance of 
the information tech­
nology has increased.
— I’ M. Forni
nirci tor o f the ('ivilitv Initi.uive
Cxuinty in Cirayslake.
“We smelled like cigarette 
smoke and our teacher decided 
to humiliate us and say.‘Do not 
smoke before my class and sit next 
to me.’ “ Lessenberry said.
In response. “ We would just 
silioke even more before class.” 
said Allyce Doorey. 21. tif Lake 
Villa, 111. The two recalled htnv 
they wet their hair before smok­
ing, to be sure the odor stuck.
Students also have little pa­
tience for instructors who ramble 
ofT topic, talk extensively about 
their personal lives or espouse po­
litical views or religious doctrine.
The very nature o f  some class 
subjects can provoke discussion —  
or arguments that ofFend.
“ I think it’s all in the w'ay the 
instructor approaches the particu­
lar situation and addresses stu­
dents,” said Kerry Lane, assistant 
English professor at Joliet junior 
College. She assigns readings on 
topics such as race and faith that 
can be delicate.
“W hen we are 18, we may not 
be aware o f how different our 
views are from others’,” Lane said. 
“ I find It is interesting and worth­
while territory for us to cover, but 
at times it can be challenging.”
John Koepke, an electrical en­
gineering instructor at Joliet Ju ­
nior College, once had to dismiss 
a student for tossing wads o f paper 
around the room. Fhe two talked 
about it before the next class, and 
Koepke said he learned that the 
student didn’t feel challenged and 
was acting out because o f that.
He encourages students to drop 
preconceived tiotions and try to 
figure out what class material they 
can apply in their lives.
On a positive note, “They feel 
more comfortable asking ques­
tions than in earlier years,” Koep­
ke said. “ It used to be almost all 
dictation.”
Ill-mannered stu'dents don’t 
just grate on the teacher, they also 
irritate classmates.
“ I alw.iys have the one (class­
mate) who thinks they know ev-
see Cdas.sroom, page 25
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Site of ‘60s California communew
becomes archaeological dig
Susan Ferriss
MC C lA Iv  MY N tW SI’Al’HKS
NOVATO, —  The ‘60s
aren’t dead. They’re in an archaeo­
logical site north o f San F rancisco.
An old commune where the 
Cirateful Dead and other bands used 
to romp is being excavated and 
items catalogued by state park ar­
chaeologists at Olompali State His­
toric Park.
Among the artifacts; the classic 
hippie beads, a marijuana “roach 
clip,” fragments o f tie-dyed clothes 
and a reel-to-reel tape a Marin 
(.x)unt\' studio technician has prom­
ised to try to restore.
They are the stuff o f memories 
for Noelle Olompali-barton, who 
was 16 when she and her showbiz 
mom plunged into t'alifornia’s new 
counterculture, retreating to this 
once-private ranch north o f San 
Francisco to establish one o f the 
first hippie communes.
The teenager baked bread to 
give away in (lolden Cate Park. She 
sat with the (irateful Dead under an 
oak tree for a famous 16()6 album 
photo.
For two intense, often drug-laced 
years, the commune nourisheil uti)- 
pian dreams —  and some bad trips, 
too, she said.
but never in her wildest hallu­
cinations did the teen imagine that 
more than 4() years later, she would
Classroom
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erything,” said Natalia Carcia, 
2 1, ofWaukegan, a C^ LC] student. 
“They actually argue with the 
teacher sometimes. It’s annoy­
ing.”
Sarah Katula, an assistant 
nursing professor at Elmhurst 
C'ollege, recently sat on the other 
side o f lectern as a graduate stu­
dent at a (diicago university She 
was surprised at the number o f 
students playing games on their 
laptops during lectures, and was 
especially annoyed by a woman 
who sat behind her in statistics 
class. “ Every class, she would eat
her yogurt and she would clink 
her spoon ... to get every last bit 
o f it,” Katula said. “The chewing 
o f food made me nuts.”
N lU ’s Shuinow agrees that 
older returning graduate stu­
dents pose a special set o f chal­
lenges, especially if juggling full­
time jobs.
“They are tired and on class 
nights they haven’t eaten a de­
cent meal and their nerves are 
frayed,” she said. Some are snip­
py, she said, and argue about class 
requirements, such as preparing 
a formal paper.
“This is graduate school,” 
Shumow said. “Yeah, you- really 
do hav'e to include citations in 
your paper.”
■ Mcca Altai Y-TRIBl!NK
California state parks archeologist E. Breck Parkman iooLs at a record 
from the burned ruins at Olopail State Park in Novato, California.
assist an archaeologist in identifying 
inacrame headbands, old records 
and other commune artifacts re­
trieved from the abandoned ruins 
o f her former home.
“You know you're old when 
you’re pictured in Archaeologs’ 
magazine,”chuckled Olompali- 
Barton, now .SS, who was profiled 
in that journal m July along with 
C'aliforma state parks archaeologist 
E. Breck Parkman.
Sitting under oaks outside the 
park's visitor center. Parkman 
laughed along with Olonipali-Bar- 
ton. who has been using the ranch’s 
name as her own since she lived 
here.
The state o f Cialifornia boimht
Olompali in 1677, and opened a 
park on its 7(HJ acres o f oak-studded 
rolling hills.
Parkman knows some niighl scoff 
at his project to catalog and display 
the artifacts of an era many alive re- 
nieniber well —  or not so well if 
they were especially indulgent.
But the conmume, he said, is as 
much a part o f Olompali as the rest 
o f its history, stretching back thou­
sands o f years.
“1 see the commune as part of 
the Ciold War,” he said.“ If we hadn’t 
had the ( iold War, we wouldn’t have 
had Vietnam, and if we hadn’t had 
Vietnam, we wouldn’t have had the
.see Dig it, page 28
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Would tort reform make a difference in health care?
Dan M argolies
M Ci l A I l  MY NliWSI’AI'h.RS
KANSAS CITY, Mo. —  At a 
health care town hall tbrum over the 
August recess in Kansas Cuty, Sen. 
Claire Mc('a.skill, a Missouri Demo­
crat, prv)inised to not lake questions 
shouted out from the audience.
Out she took this one: “What 
about tort reforiu?” someone yelled 
. " ^ ^ iii the bli?0ichers, Yti
4 “ThatY ^  'll answer
t^3iat,” she respoitded.’ *
 ^ Few cau.se»-in the health care de- 
, bate draw moR* support than tort 
reform —  the idea o f  reining in 
frivolous lawsuits that lead to unjust 
cash awards, soaring nulpractice pR*- 
imums and “defensive medicine,” the 
unnecessary tests ordered by doctors 
to avoid being sued.
Yet the push for tort reform rests 
brgely on aheodoul evidence o f the 
oecasionil laqjS^liry verdict or out­
rageous bwiuit. Despite the perrep- 
tion that “Jaclq)ot justice” has fueled 
soaring costs, hani data yield a much 
different picture.
The most Reliable estimates peg 
the costs o f malpractice litigation at 
2  pereent o f overall health care costs. 
And while tort reform measures 
have helped tamp down malpractice 
premiums, national health spending 
continues to rise.
“ If you’re talking about pay­
ments made on behalf o f doctor*» 
or hospitals to plaintiffs, that’s actu­
ally a drop in the bucket compared 
to the nation’s $2 .2  trillion in health 
care costs,” said Amitabh Chandra, a 
pmfessor o f public policy at Harvard
University.
Ask any physician how he or she 
feels about tort reform and you’re 
likely to get an impassioned answer 
about how malpractice litigation has 
raised insurance premiums and led to 
an epidemic o f defensive medicine.
“The one central goal that any 
health care reform should include 
is cost containment,” said Steve R e- 
intjes, a local neurasurgeon.“! think 
that federal tort reform will go a 
great way to ease the practice o f de­
fensive medicine.”
It’s no mystery why Reintjes and 
fellow physicians feel that way. Six or
so years ago, malpractice ______
premiums skyrocketed, 
the latest in u series o f 
liability crises that galva­
nized the medical com­
munity. *
Doctors pressed state 
lawmakers to enact tort 
reform measures, in­
cluding caps on non­
economic damages such 
as pain and suffering, 
caps on punitive dam­
age's, and requiring ver­
dicts to be reduced by 
amounts plaintiffs get 
from health insurance 
and other sources.
In 2(M)5, Missouri
capped non-economic . .... ..... .
damages at $35(),()()0 
per defendant and made it more dif­
ficult for cases to be filed in Jackson 
County and St. Louis —  venues seen 
as favorable to plaintiffs.
“From my perspective, that was 
one o f the best things ever to hap­
pen in the state o f Missouri,” said 
Kansas Cuty ophthalmologist John 
Hagen, an outspoken supporter o f 
tort reform. “It not only enabled us 
to retain physicians but to recruit 
new ones.”
Since the 2(M).S reforms in Mis­
souri, malpractice premiums at Ha­
gen’s practice have fallen 24 percent 
—  a decline he attributes to the re­
forms. Reinyes said his premiums 
have declined 30 percent.
But —  and here’s where the de­
bate gets sticky —  overall health care 
costs in Missouri continue to rise. 
The same is true in states that have
In fact, it’s not clear that malprac­
tice awards have risen anywhere near 
as dramatically as tort-reform propo­
nents insist. Nor is it clear that jack­
pot justice, as opposed to declines 
in insurers’ investment income, is to
verdicts. In 2006, 23 claims were 
filed; just 2  resulted in plaintiffs’ ver­
dicts.
“Actual claim payments were less 
than 2 0  percent o f overall premiums 
in Missouri in 2(X)8,” said John Huff',
blame for rising malpractice premi- director o f  the Missouri I )epartment
urns. y» /^f [iisurancc, Financial Institutions
From my perspective, that was 
one of the best things ever to ^  
happen in the state of Missouri 
... It not only enabled us to . 
retain physicians but to recruit .
Missouri, as it happens, is» one , 
o f the few states that issues regular., 
reports on medical malpractice, its 
most recent report states tliat, from 
20f )6 to 2007» the number ot|iaid ‘^ 
claims incteased from 514 to 719 but 
declined to 5()4 in 2 iX)8 .
From 2005
• - • w
• - age, awards in the state
„.declined by . 15,9 iper-^^  ^
Cent, .from ' $ 2 5 3 .^ ^  - 
to $213,454, «nd l jy '- . t  
,,,an additional 8.5 per-h 
cent ro $195J[39 m 
' 2(1^7*, according to-die  ^ .
Registr.ition.
-■'■V
and 2006, aver-
new ones.
"And While av- 
:;..fward.s
’in 10
Î3.B88.
—John Hagen
Ophthalmologist
enacted even more stringent tort re­
forms, such as Texas.
Which suggests that a tort sys­
tem run amok is, at best, only a small 
contributor to the nation’s health 
care costs.
result in no p i^ ie n it^
all to the plaintiff. ^  
In the metRi Kansas 
—  City area, 22 medical 
malpractice claims were 
filed last year but only five resulted 
in plaintiffs’ verdicts, according to 
the Cireater Kansas City Jury Verdict 
Service. Likewise in 2(K)7, 19 claims 
were filed and only five resulted in 
plaintiffs’
, would 
lurance premiums, 
ica) m*Jpr»ctice is not cur­
tly driving" the rate o f  increase.” 
Physicians frequendy cite a higher 
figure —  1 0  percent as the share 
o f overall health care costs attribut­
able to malpractice litigation and de­
fensive medicine. The figure appears 
to come from a 1996 study by two 
Stanford economists that estimated 
the costs o f defensive medicine at 5 
percent to 9 percent o f health care 
spending and the costs o f litigation 
at 2  percent.
see Tort, page 28
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continued from page 25
(.'oininuiie. It was one o f the reac­
tions to the war.”
The years the commune existed, 
late 1967 to 1969, were some o f the 
most tumultuous and divisive in 
modern American history, Parkman 
said.
Prominent figures o f the ‘60s 
visited the site —  the Grateful Dead 
rented the ranch the year hefsre the 
commune moved in —  and hippie 
culture went on to have an indel­
ible impact, for better or worse, on 
global culture, he said.
The commune members lived, 
Parkman also noted, in a historic 
1911 stucco mansion that was built 
on and attached to an 1828 adobe 
o f a Mi wok Indian chief.
The adobe, now fully visible, is 
the oldest standing structure in the 
state north o f San Francisco and a 
national registered historical site.
Olompali is also historically 
rich, Parkman said, because native 
Miwok Indians developed major 
settlements here. The park’s name is 
Miwok, and it means “southern vil­
lage” or “southern people.”
After the commune members 
were gone, Parkman said, the land 
was controlled by a Jesuit order. 
Archaeologists excavating here in 
1976 unearthed a startling find at 
a Miwok site:an Elizabethan silver 
sixpence minted in England in 1567 
that could have arrived by way of 
Sir Francis Drake.
The commune members were 
uenerallv aware o f some o f the 
ranch's heritage, including the Mi­
wok, Olompali-Barton said. Their 
ethos was “get back to the land,” 
and live simply with nature.
But acid rock was their sound­
track. Alls! in 1969, while many 
in the commune were wx)rking at 
a rock concert light show m San 
Francisco, an electrical fire broke 
i>ut at the mansion and gutted it.
The fire was part o f a downward 
spiral Olompali-Barton blames on a 
decision to open the commune up 
to more than a closely knit circle o f 
tamilies.
“There were the freeloaders 
who came,” she said,“who sat in the 
living room playing music and not 
helping at all.”
Police raided the commune twice 
and busted members for drugs. And 
after the fire, tw'o toddlers drowned 
in the ranch’s pool when a woman 
who was supposed to be watching 
them failed in her responsibility, 
C7lompali-Barton said.
The tragedy led to the com­
mune’s final collapse.
“ I think there were some dark 
moments at Olompali,” Parkman 
said. But some o f the commune’s 
counterculture ideals, he said, such 
as organic food and environmental­
ism, have become mainstream.
Over the years, state park work­
ers have gradually sorted through 
the burned mansion, where 19th- 
century artifacts have also been re­
trieved.
Asbestos proved to be a concern, 
and hazardous-waste crews had to 
be called in for some o f the pains­
taking work.
This year, Parkman, Olompali- 
Barton and other volunteers sorted 
through drums o f  debris collected 
years ago and stored at the park.
Some pieces are already on dis- 
phiy at the park visitor center, and 
others will be included next year in 
a Marin History Museum exhibit 
called “Marin Kocks.”
The burned mansion also yielded 
a trove o f scorched C'oors beers cans 
and steak bones, which suggested to 
Parkman that commune carnivores 
may have won out over vegetarians.
Old jazz records dating from the 
1940s and ‘50s belonged to the old­
er commune members rather than 
the Woodstock generation, he also 
s,lid.Th.it find underscored that
• see Dig, page 32
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The authors found wasteful de­
fensive medicine in the treatment o f 
elderly heart disease patients and ex­
trapolated their findings to other ar- 
e.is o f health care. But other experts, 
including the C'BO ,ind researchers 
at Dartmouth College, h.»vt; been 
unable to replicate those findings.
“The fact that we see very little 
evidence o f ... dramatic increases in 
the use o f defensive medicine in re­
sponse to state malpractice pa’iiiiunis 
places the more dm.* padictions o f 
the malpractice alarmists in doubt,” 
the Dartmouth aseaahers wix>te.
While stMiie studies have shown 
that caps on non-economic and 
punitive damages have led to lower 
malpractice pa'iiiiums, most experts 
say the savings don’t have a signifi­
cant effect on overall health care 
costs. The C'BO, for instance, noted 
that “even a reduction o f 25 percent 
to .30 percent in malpractice costs 
would liTwer health care costs by 
only about 0.4 percent to 0.5 per­
cent, and the likely effect on health 
insurance premiums would be com­
parably small.”
And when the C'BO took into 
account the larger, albeit harder-to- 
measure, costs o f defensive medicine, 
it found no significant difference in 
per capita health care spending be­
tween stales with and states without 
limits on tort liability.
Chandra su^^ted doctors arc 
committed to tort reform because o f
the emotion.il costs o f being sued.
“Why do iloctors get so bent out 
o f shape about it? 1 think the answer 
to that is the aggravation o f h.iving 
their names dragged through the 
local paper and having to show up 
in court. ...The emotional costs are 
enormous and none o f us, in any o f 
our work, have totaled those emo­
tional costs.”
“There’s a whole bunch o f peo­
ple who did suffer an injiuy but 
didn’t bring a lawsuit to bear,” he 
said. “And there’s another gixnip o f 
people who were injured but didn’t 
suffer malpractice and got reim­
bursed. ... Sometimes jurors convert 
the malpractice system into a sticial 
insurance system —  the idea that bad 
things happen to people and society 
might want to compens.ite them.
Why. then, the insistence on tort 
reform?
For one thing, it’s more easily 
grasped than the more complicated 
arguments for health care reform. 
Media accounts o f huge jury ver­
dicts —  remember the woman who 
spilled McDonald’s coffee on her lap 
and was awarded millions? —  tend 
to magnify the lotterylike aspects o f 
the tort system, with undeserving 
plaintiff; reaping huge rewards while 
deserving victims get shut out.
“Everyone likes to have villains,” 
said Kansas City lawyer Gene Gra­
ham, whose firm handles medical 
malpractice cases. “They want to 
find someone to blame. Trial lawyers 
have become convenient targets for 
people who want to say they’re re­
sponsible.”
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U .S . races to  get 
m illion s o f  sw ine 
flu doses ready
M ark Jo h n so n  and K athleen  
G allagh er
M IlW A U K f K JO U K N A l. S H N T IN tl
M ILW AUKEE“  In a contest 
that pits human against virus, the 
U.S. government is evaluating the 
safety and clfectiveness o f swine 
flu vaccine in hopes o f having mil­
lions o f doses ready for use before 
the next wave o f  the pandemic 
MINI  sweeps across the nation.
Last week the virus struck first, 
infecting a handful o f students at 
the University ofW isconsin-M ad- 
ison.
Across the United States, 
thousands o f other students have 
reported influenza symptoms, 
though many have not been tested 
for swine flu, according to college 
officials and a survey by the Amer­
ican College Health Association.
“Well, 1 think it’s going to be 
a race,” said Douglas Keding, vice 
president o f the Marshfield Clinic. 
“ It could potentially be neck and 
neck depending on when the next 
outbreak occurs.”
The race comes at a time when 
the federal government is in the 
midst o f a multibillion-dollar ef­
fort to boost America’s flu vaccine 
capacity and just as vaccine mak­
ers are moving into new technol­
ogies.
Toward the end o f the bird flu 
scare about four years ago, the U.S. 
committed $.S.6 billion to boost­
ing preparations to fight the next 
pandemic, including at least $2 
billion to develop new production 
methods for vaccine.
“ We’re probably a couple o f 
years away from the big transi­
tion,” said Mike Perdue, director o f 
influenza and emerging disease for 
the federal Biomedical Advanced 
Research and Development Au­
thority in Washington, D.C.
But Perdue stressed that the 
current vaccine production tech­
nology, which relies on millions o f 
chicken eggs, is “tried and true” 
and from all indications should be 
an effective weapon against swine 
flu _  unless the virus mutates.
Perdue said health officials 
still are not sure whether people 
will need one or two shots o f  the 
H l N l  vaccine, a question they 
hope to answer in the clinical tri­
als under way.
Vaccines have been used to 
protect people against influenza 
since 194.S.
The method blends science and 
educated guesswork. Each year, 
health officials around the globe 
pick the dominant strains o f  virus 
circulating in the most recent flu 
season and submit recommenda­
tions to the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration, which chooses 
three and provides them to vac­
cine companies.
The selection takes place about 
eight months before the next flu 
season is expected to begin.
Companies grow each ot the 
three flu strains separately, and 
then combine them to make one 
vaccine. The manufacturers rely 
on millions o f specially prepared.
fertilized chicken eggs to grow 
the virus strains. Each egg is in­
jected with one strain, stimulating 
the production o f  virus-fighting 
antibodies.
Eggs are allowed to incubate 
for a few days until virus-ladened 
fluid can be removed. The virus 
is purified, then inactivated. Viral 
fragments from the three strains 
are combined to make the vac­
cine.
O ne company, MedImniune, 
uses a different system involving 
a live, but much weakened, virus. 
The end result is FluMist, a vac­
cine that is sprayed into patients’ 
nostrils rather than injected into 
muscle.
Much the same techniques 
used to make vaccines for seasonal 
flu are being employed to produce 
the vaccine for H l N l .
Although egg-based technol­
ogy has worked well with flu for 
the most part, the influenza virus
Flu on campus
More than 1,600 cases of 
influenza-like illness* are reported in 
a survey of 165 colleges and 
universities that represent more than 
2 million students.
Flu rate by state
Cases per 10,000 students,
Aug. 22-28, 2009
□  None H  5.1 to 15.0
□  0.2 to 5.0 ■  15.1 or more
R.I.D 
Conn.L) 
Del.L- 
D.C. Ü
1124.3
Top states
Wash.___________
Ga. 80.9
Miss.. ■ ■ ■ 4 3 . 2  
Kan. ■ ■ 3 1 . 3  
Tenn. ■ 1 5 .9
*Th« Centers tor Disease Control and 
Prevention definition Fever higher than 100' F 
(38° C). cough and/or sore throat (in the 
absence of a known cause other than influenza)
Source American College Health Association 
Graphic: J u ^  Treible e  2009 MCT
circulating the world can change 
while companies are still preparing 
their vaccines. That means by the 
time people receive the vaccine, it 
may match an old version o f the 
virus rather than the version it is 
being called upon to fight. Also, 
people who are allergic to eggs 
cannot receive the vaccine.
Perhaps most important in a 
year when a novel strain o f influ­
enza has grown into a pandemic, 
it is not so easy to quickly scale 
up vaccine production when us­
ing egg-based technology.
“The hens can only lay so 
fast,” said Ruth Karron, a profes­
sor at the Johns Hopkins School 
o f  Public Health who directs the 
university’s Center for Immuniza­
tion Research.
And eggs present other disad­
vantages, as the vaccine marker 
Novartis has discovered this year 
in preparing swine flu vaccine.
“The virus is not growing as
see H l N l ,  page. 3.3
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British distiller gets billions for rum  Do TV meclic^
shows provokeTom  H am burger and Peter Vt’allsten
IIUllL'Nl WAMlINtilON HUH I AU
Yo-lio-lioWASHINCrrON 
and a bottle ot rum.
With little t'ant'are, a deal is mov­
ing forward to direct billions in U.S. 
ta.\ dollars to an unlikely beneficiary 
—  the giant British liquor producer 
that makes C\iptain Morgan rum.
Under the agreement. London- 
based Diageo I’LC' will receive tax 
credits and other benefits worth 
S2.7 billion over 30 years, includ­
ing the entire Slb.S million cost ot 
building a state-of-the-art distillery 
on the island ofSt.C'roix in the U.S. 
Virgin Islands.
Virgin Islands otHcials say the ar­
rangement complies with the letter 
and spirit o f tax law and will help 
the islands' sagging economy. The 
islands are a U.S. territory.
C'aptain Morgan is now pro­
duced in Puerto Rico, a U.S. com- 
nionwe.ilth, and critics s,»y the sub­
sidy for the new distillery in the 
V irgin Islands, along with the other 
benefits, are so generous that they 
practically guarantee a pn>fit on ev­
ery gallon of rum produced there by 
Diageo, the biggest distilled spirits 
maker in the world.
” T he U.S. taxp,iyer is basically 
being asked to line the pockets of 
the world’s largest liquor producer,” 
said Steve Kllis, the vice president 
o f Taxpayers for C'ommon Sense, a 
nonpartisan watchdog organization.
With the exception ot Ellis and a 
handful o f lawmakers, however, the 
deal has .ittracted little tipposition 
111 Omgress or elsewhere. Treasury 
Secretary T imothy (leithner h,is said
The U.S. tax­
payer is basically 
being asked to 
line the pockets 
of the world’s 
largest liquor 
producer.
— Steve Ellis
V iic pri'Mik'nt.’I.ixp.iyorN tor common scn»c
he does not have authority to block 
or investigate the project. Oiticism  
on the Hill has been confined to a 
small group th.it includes Republi­
can Reps. Dan Burton of Indiana 
and 1 Tarrel Issa o f California, plus 
a handful o f 1 )emocrats with large 
Puerto Rican constituencies.
The key to the deal is a special 
tax collected on every bottle o f rum 
sold in the United States —  some 
S470 million a year.The tax w.is first
« A S I X N  F O O D  
- ^ X K 6  G I F T S  
' K ^ n S C L L L X N F O U S
| 4 /^elcomc to
V I S I T  U S  X T  1255  M O N T F i ^ C y  ST. S U I T F  C
0 ? (N  MON-SXT 9 X M - 6 P M  S'JN 10X M -4PM  
(8 0 5 )  5 4 4 - 8 5 9 9
imposed in 1917,and most of the 
money is funneled back to the gov­
ernments o f rum-producing U.S. 
territories in the Caribbean to help 
create jobs, p.iy for local government 
services, and promote consumption 
o f rum.
Puerto Rico, which requires that 
90 percent o f its rum tax money be 
used for the public welfare on the 
island, says it has had as many as 300 
workers making ('aptain Morgan 
and many if not all those jobs will 
disappear if Diageo moves its opera­
tions to the Virgin Islands.
“It’s insulting that the money we 
give is essentially p.iying for a for­
eign corporation to move from one 
U.S. location to another, while cut­
ting jobs,” Edlis said.
Virgin Islands officials, on the 
other hand, s.iy the deal, while con­
suming a good portion o f its rum 
tax dollars, will bring from 40 to 
70 jobs and some much needed fi­
nancial stability to islands’ sufiering 
economy.
The Washington lawyer who 
helped Diageo negotiate the Virgin 
Islands agreement, John Merrigan 
o f the DLA Piper firm, said govern­
ment inducements are often pro­
vided to attract a new employer to 
a location needing economic ilTvel- 
opment. He cited concessions grant­
ed by Tennessee and South C'ariilina 
to encourage foreign automakers to 
locate plants in their states.
And Diageo officials say that, 
contr.iry to Puerto R ico ’s claim th.it
the deal will result in a net loss 
o f jobs. It actually saved jobs. The 
company would probably have 
moved its operations to Cíuatenía- 
la or Jamaica or another country 
if theVirgin Islands hadn’t offered 
the favorable terms, 1 )iageo says.
The offer “helped us decide to 
stay in the U.S.,” said Zsoka Mc- 
1 )onald, 1 )iageo’s director o f me­
dia relations.
“ If what the government put 
up was a lot in terms o f a sub­
sidy,” Merrigan said, “then what 
Diageo put up was a lot as well. 
1 )iageo moved its global brand to 
an untried pmduction venue for 
30 years. T here is risk and reward 
on both sides and both parties 
concluded it was a fair deal.” 
fhe Virgin Islands govern­
ment will finance the new SKiS 
million distillers by issuing bonds 
that will be paid with future rum 
tax dollars. In .uldition, the .30-
sce Rum, page .32
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higher health costs?
Christopher Weaver
KAlsr.K HhAlIH Nt WS
WASHINC'.TON —  In an epi­
sode o f “House” that aired in 2006, 
nuister diagnostician (Gregory TTouse 
orders a chest X-ray, an EKCi, a bone 
marrow biopsy, a colonoscopy, an es­
pecially brutal skin biopsy, two stress 
tests, .111 M Rl of the he.id and a series 
o f blood, urine and sputum tests.
Pushing medic.il practice to the 
extreme m.iy be the cost of keeping 
viewers hooked on Fox’s hit show, 
which dramatizes the diagnoses of 
rare maladies. However, for patients 
treated in Mercer Cxninty, N.J., where 
“House’s” mythical hospital is, that 
sequence of tests probably w’ould tally 
charges o f more than $9,200, accord­
ing to New C'hoice He.ilth, a Web 
site that compares hospital charges, 
and MTBC ’, a physician billing com­
pany.
In most cast-s,doctors say. that style 
o f “shotgun testing” —  a barrage of 
seemingly random tc-sts —  would do 
little to help patients or lead to a di- 
agiuisis. Policymakers, as part o f the 
health care debate, also aa* talking 
up the importance o f using medical 
knowhow more judiciously and ef­
fectively to a*in in costs.
Media analysts, however, say that 
medical dramas such as “House,” as
said that “House’s” patients, along 
with those in most othei television 
shows, were frequently near death by 
the time they came under the care of 
their fictional doctors. “The conceit 
o f our show IS patients are dying,” he 
said.“That is an area where everybody 
agrees money should be spent.”
Researchers haven’t examined the 
influence of medical dramas on the 
use o f health services, but studies in­
dicate that television shows can affect 
viewers’ understanding and percep­
tions o f situations.
Vicky Rideout, a Kaiser Family 
Foundation researcher, found that an 
episode o f“( irey’s Anatomy” quadru­
pled the percentage o f regular viewers 
with accurate knowledge about HIV 
transmission during childbirth. The 
foumlition paivided the show’s writ­
ers with medical information about 
HIV transmission.
“ It does h.ive an effect,” Rideout 
said.“People do retain health informa­
tion on TV ” A decade-old foundation 
surv’ey found that one-third o f regu­
lar “E R ” viewers said “inform.ition 
(from the show) helped them make 
choices about their own or their fam­
ily’s health care.” (Kaiser Health New's 
IS part o f the fouiulation.)
But what if those choices aa* the 
waing oiH*s? Some information may 
encourage patients to seek care they
Parients and doctors have 
formed a kind of implicit con­
spiracy or cabal to test more 
and consequently to treat more.
—  Steven Davidstin 
LiiKTm’iKy nM>in iftK ior
well as glowing news .iccounts ot 
high-tech medicine, encourage pa­
tients to expect the latest devices, 
drugs and other ta'atments to yield 
miraculous a*sults. The downside ot 
tc*sts and taMtments.such .is their high 
costs and {Hissible side effects. gi*t lc*vs 
airtime.
“There’s a a*al disjuncture Ix'tween 
the iiKKlel jMilicyin.ikers aa* trying 
to push compaa-d to T V" s.iid Joe 
lurow. a pmfessor at the University 
of' Pennsylvania.Tumw ’s foithcoming 
iHHik, .111 ujxl.ite fo his 19S‘i “Pl.iy- 
ing DiH tor,” wall examine medic.il 
ilramas fn>ni “Marcus Welby, .M.D.,” 
w hich debuted in PH»9. to “House” 
and “('taw’s Anatomy.” Television 
consistently h.is portr.iyed meilicine 
.is ail unlimited resource, he viid.
1 hat message cuts against the one 
that President B.ir.u k ( )bama is trving 
to ileliwr: th.it the U.S. needs to s.ive 
money by cutting unnecess.ir\ tests 
P.itients .ire “going to li.ive to give 
up p.is ing tor things that don’t make 
them he.ilthier.” ( >b.ima said during.i 
|iii\ news contereike. “ I think th.it’s 
the kind i-.r\ h.inge vou w.int."
3et some in.lKsts suggest th.it 
wh.it I'ltieii's iimIK w.int is medi- 
■ uie pi u 'll ed on I \' Avb ii ' ■ sik h 
.1' ■".iti.htul w.iitine iloesiit m.ike 
for 'oihI stor\ lines. suni. j-.itient' 
I'ligh' i'Csist sugL'e'iiiin- trom d<'etois 
t ;: i int'. iisi\ i tests md tre.itmeiits
t ■ hen illi'.sses
D . iM vI fi ' stei 1 1 irwiiO'.i.iine.l 
p' ■‘■1. j.ii; wli > .1 tl 'ilse ■■me!.
don’t need. In “I louse.” the curmud­
geonly doctor’s “interventionist bent” 
a*inforees the attitude that “action is 
better than inaction,” s,iid Anda*w 
1 loltz, the author o f the Uiok “The 
Medical Si ience of I louse, M.l ).”
“ T he amount o f inform.ition out 
there*, the amount o f media out there, 
the amount o f .ittention to what can 
lx* done in he.ilth care h.is jx'rsuad- 
ed everyone. incUuling dixtors, that 
moa* IS Ix'tter,” s.iiil Steven I ).i\ idson. 
an emeiyency nHini dixtor at the 
7(fS-lx*d M.iimoindes Medic.il O u ­
ter in Bnniklyn.
T he fxister child for this phenom­
enon IS “the kid w ho’s h.id a lick to 
his he.id.” and w hosi* parents insist on 
a C'T scan, he said. Most o f the chil­
dren ilon’t need it. “They will do just 
fine w ith a brief period o f observa­
tion.” he said.
According to an article in the 
July edition ofthe journ.il Pedi.itncs. 
earlier studies show th.it onlv a sin.ill 
perceiit.ige ot scans on children with 
he.iil injuries reveal inform.ition that 
donors choose to .ut on. .Me.inw hile 
the SI .ins h.ive .i downside: I lie\ e.in 
i,’>st tlnnis.inib ot iloll.-.r- .nul expose 
p.itients to e\i ess r.ivli.itioh,
W hen M.iimonides doctors d • 
■Ini.' to o.rder servio- th.it tlrev 
thin! ,ire unne>. esvu v. the hospii.il 
sotn.-nines h.is rei ei\e.,i letter from 
p.itient- eoinpliimne th.it tliev were 
denied e.in-. D.ivuison s.e t lie p,i 
iients oiteii report th.it .io.ioi-
see I N docs, p.ige Ti
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In Iraq, U.S. troops 
learn to cope with 
rejections
TOM M Y AVILUCEA
Prime Minister Nouri al-M aliki, looks on as Iraqi security forces passed 
for review representing the Iraqi military, police and civil leadership.
Liz Sly
IRlItUNI; NhWM'Al'l RS
liASE FAl.C:ON. Iraq —  Air 
F orcc* Staff Sgt. I )anid ILashkt* real­
ized how nuich things had changed 
for U.S. troops in Iraq when his team 
was politely but firmly turned away 
from two Baghdad police stations —  
by officers he had helped train.
“ I wouldn’t say it was tense, but 
It was unexpected because they had 
been so hospitable to us in the past,” 
said Kashke, who used to spend most 
o f his days training police at stations 
in the once volatile Baghdad district 
o f I )ora but now works exclusively in 
rural are.is. "Just for them to say, *No, 
you can’t come in,’ it was surprising.”
For most U.S. soldiers in Iraq, the 
war as they had known it came to 
an abrupt halt June 30, the date by 
which U.S. forces had to be out of 
Iraq’s cities under the terms o f the 
U.S.-Iraqi security agreement.
Bases in the urban areas that had 
witnessed most o f the combat action 
for the last six years ck)sed down and 
tnnips were rekuated either to the 
edges o f the city or deep in the coun- 
trv'side, where they are still permitted 
to operate relatively freely.
But within the cities, the Iraqi 
government has rigidly enfoaed 
rules keeping American foaes out, 
surprising many U.S. commanders 
who were expecting that combat 
tn>ops would continue to commute 
into urban areas to help out their 
Iraqi counterparts.
The new reality has requia-d con­
siderable adjusmients on the part 
o f American foaes accustomed to 
roaming w hea they plca.sed since 
the U.S.-led invasion o f Iraq m oa 
than six years ago. T h e a  have been 
numerous aports o f confrontations 
in which Iraqi soldiers have turned 
back U.S. foaes at checkpoints, with 
blame for misunderstandings attrib­
utable to both sides.
“ It’s been a mind-set adjustment 
k>r our soldiers. We’ve been used to 
being in frint. we’ve been used to 
being the ones Ix-ing aggressive,” said 
(len. k.iy Odierno, the he.id o f U.S. 
kirces in Iraq, who worked haul to 
convey the mess.ige to the I2H,(MK) 
stddiers under his command that they 
are no kinger in charge and must now- 
seek the permission o f Iraqis for most 
o f their .ictivities.
Fhe Iraqis h.ive continued to call 
i>n U.S. capabilities in areas where 
they lack expertise and equipment.
such as aerial surveillance, medical 
evacuations and forensics. Engineers 
and civil affairs officers may still visit 
projects and government officials in 
the cities, but only after gaining per­
mission from the Iraqis. Supply con- 
vciys can resupply the tiny number 
of troops still based inside the cities, 
mostly as advisers. They are kept on 
a tight IcMsh, and are only allowed to 
IcMve their bases at night when their 
presence in town is less noticeable, 
and then only with Iraqi permission.
■And there h.ive been no requests 
for combat troops to help out, even 
after the devastating bombings against 
the finance and foreign ministries in 
the heart o f Baghdad on Aug. l ‘.>, 
which reve.xled serious lapses on the 
part o f the Iraqi securits' forces. Two 
months into the new arrangement, 
some are now' w'ondering whether 
they ever w ill be called back.
“I think it w'ould be a fairly high- 
level decision to have combat forc­
es come back into the cities, and it 
would be a matter o f whether it was 
necessary,” s.iid M.ij. (ien. John 1). 
Johnson, the deputy commander of 
operations for U.S. forces.
“ It’s not all been roses,” Johnson 
added. "What we didn’t anticipate 
was the level o f pride and determi­
nation that the Iraqi security forces 
have.”
Iraqi and U.S. officials say it is 
unlikely that the presence o f U.S. 
troops would have deterred the re­
cent bombings, although Odierno 
worries that U.S. intelligence capa­
bilities are suffering now that Ameri­
can forces are no longer operating in 
Baghdad’s neighborhoods.The payoff 
for the U.S. has come in the form of 
sharply reduced ca.sualties, with only 
seven recorded In August, the lowest 
monthly toll o f the war.
(-ommanders have urged soldiers 
to embrace the change as paving the 
way for the eventual departure o f U.S. 
combat troops scheduled to occur by 
next August, and o f all forces by the 
end of 2011,
“ I’ve been very clear about this,” 
Odierno said. "We have to allow the 
Iraqis to do this. We h.ive to be s u r ’ 
the Iraqis can maintain secunrv, and 
I’d rather do it now while there's a 
lot o f people on the gnnind so that it 
there’s a pmblem we can help out.”
For the tn>ops based at F-orwanl 
Operating B.ise Falcon, perched on 
the outer perimeter o f Baghdad, the 
new rules mean that they may a>n- 
tinue to turn right out o f their b.ise,
.see Troops, page .^ 5
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year agreement provides almost $2 
billion in marketing subsidies and a 
break on property and income taxes, 
though the company will accept 
reduced subsidy payments until the 
construction debt is repaid, Merri- 
gan said.
Legislation to limit the agree­
ment was offered in April by Puerto 
R ico ’s non-voting representative m 
Cxingress, Rep. Pedro Pierluisi. But 
his proposal, which would cap sub­
sidies to the industry at a maximum 
of 10 percent o f total rum tax rev­
enues, has picked up only a handful 
of' eo-sponsors.
House Ways and Means (Chair­
man Rep. (Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., 
has refused to intervene in the dis­
pute, citing his longstanding support 
for the rum tax program, which 
gives territories the right to deter­
mine how the funds will he used.
Burton, who recently went on a 
fact-finding trip to the region, says 
he is supporting Pierluisi’s hill “be­
cause there needs to he a vehicle 
for intervention when unreasonahle 
subsidies are given to foreign com­
panies at taxpayer expense . . . ”
In the end, said Javier Vazquez, 
executive director o f the Puerto 
Rico Industrial Development (Com­
pany, the two ('arihhean territories 
could get into a trade war over who 
can give rum makers the biggest 
rewards. Bacardi, another huge pro­
ducer, still has a large operation in 
Puerto Rieo.
“This is going to he a race to the 
bottom,” he said.
D igit
continued from page 28
jo in  the counterculture were 
not youths.
(')lom pali-liarton’s mother, 
Sandra, was m her late 4()s 
when she founded the com ­
mune, along with other older 
people with kids and several 
Vietnam War combat veterans 
in their 20s.
Don Mc(Coy, then 37, a lo­
cal husmessman with three 
children, bankrolled the ex­
periment with a fortune he 
inherited and earned devel­
oping the Sausalito houseboat 
marina.
Sandra Barton kept a foot in 
the “straight” world, perform­
ing as a singer at San Francisco 
hotels and eluhs.
And one o f the conmnme 
women, (31onipali-Barton re­
called, married an Air Force 
man and used to shop at the 
commissary o f  a Marin (Coun­
ty base, hauling along a gaggle 
o f  home-schooled kids in hip­
pie garb.
Parkman said some eoni- 
niune kids grew up to he 
angry at their parents, espe­
cially those who gave the kids 
drugs or felt unprotected with 
strangers wandering nude.
But others cherish memo­
ries o f freedom and fim, and 
believe they witnessed history.
“Anything groovy that’s 
created can exist, and then can 
dissolve,” Olompali-Barton 
said.
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well m eggs as we had anticipat­
ed,” said Eric Althoff, global media 
relations director tor the pharma­
ceutical giant.
AlthotV said Novartis currently 
is producing only 30 percent o f 
the amount o f vaccine for swine 
tin that it would usually produce 
for a non-pandemic Hu strain.
Other companies have had 
similar problems, and in August 
the U.S. Department o f Health 
and Human Services announced 
that it had scaled back its estimate 
that 120 million doses would be 
ready by mid-October.
The department said about 45 
million doses should be ready by 
then with another 20 million dos­
es expected to arrive each week 
thereafter.
In addition, one company, 
Medlmmune, has managed to pro­
duce more than 50 million doses 
o f  swine flu vaccine, much more 
than the 13 million the American 
government has contracted to buy, 
said 1km Machielse, e.xecutive vice 
president o f operations. M edlm - 
nume is m negotiations with the 
U.S. to sell the additional doses.
For the other vaccine makers, 
the source o f the problem was 
simple: They were getting fewer 
doses from each egg than antici­
pated.
“ It’s this old, arcane procedure 
that’s been around and no one has 
changed it because there’s been no 
incentive to do it and now we’re 
paying for it,” said Paul Kadspin- 
ner, president and chief executive
officer o f FluCien Inc., a Madison, 
Wis., start-up developing a tech­
nology many experts believe will 
jo in  and perhaps even replace egg- 
based vaccine production.
FluGen expects to grow vac­
cine in mammalian cells.
Novartis already has developed 
a way to make vaccine from vi­
ruses grown in dog kidney cells. In 
2007, the company was licensed to 
produce this vaccine in Europe.
So far, though, the technique 
has not been licensed in the U.S., 
and Novartis remains the only 
company marketing influenza vac­
cine grown in this manner.
Donna ('ary, spokeswoman for 
Sanofi Pasteur, which makes about 
45 percent o f the world’s influenza 
vaccine, cautioned that flu vaccine 
plants take years to build and li­
cense, and she said no technique 
has proved that it can compete 
commercially with the egg-based 
system.
C'ary said she believes the next 
advance will be the so-called uni­
versal influenza vaccine intended 
to provide protection against all 
known human strains o f influenza 
A. In 2(M)K, a Ikitish-American 
biotech company called Acambis 
reported preliminary success in 
Phase 1 trials o f a universal influ­
enza vaccine.
In the meantime, vaccine mak­
ers and health experts believe the 
influenza shots for H lN l should 
provide strong protection. Al­
though there remains time for 
H lN l to undergi) mutations,“ We 
have not seen significant changes 
in the virus generally, which I 
think IS important,” said Karron at 
Johns 1 lopkins.
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SUN StNIINEl
HOCA RA TO N , Fla. —  If a 
battle o f the sexes is taking place 
on college campuses, women are 
the clear winners.
Around the country, women are 
graduating from college m record 
numbers, surpassing men in almost 
every degree category.
“ 1 think that women are prob­
ably more mature as college stu­
dents,” said Sharron Ronco, as­
sociate provost at Florida Atlantic 
University in Boca Raton, where 
women received 64 percent o f all 
degrees in 200S. “They tend to 
come in with higher high school 
GI’As, and they tend to achieve 
better academically.”
In 2()06-()7, the latest period 
for which Florida figures are avail­
able, women received 60 percent
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o f associate s degrees, 58 percent o f 
bachelor’s, 60 percent o f master’s 
and 58 percent o f doctorates.
Those numbers reHect the na­
tional average, which show also 
that women are even with men for 
medical degrees and trail slightly in 
law degrees, with 47.5 percent.
It’s a stark contrast from 40 years 
ago, at the dawn o f the women’s 
movement, when men received 
more than 70 percent o f all college 
degrees.
Women have been catching up 
since the 1980s. “Women often feel 
like their best hope for advance­
ment is to become well educated,” 
said Evelyn Murphy, president o f 
the Massachusetts-based Women 
Are (iettm g Even, or WACIE, which 
teaches women negotiation skills.
“We’ve been led to believe if we 
get enough education and training, 
we will succeed and be paid better,” 
she said. “So I think the first line 
o f career advancement for women 
has been to have the right qualifi­
cations.”
The dominance by women in 
the classroom has been building 
over the years. Ohio State Univer­
sity research shows that girls his­
torically perform better than hoys 
in all levels o f school.
“ In the 1960s and‘70s, girls were 
getting better grades, but many 
young women were not going to 
college, or they were dropping out 
o f college to get married.” Ohio 
State sociology professor Cllaudia 
Buchmami said m her 2O0() report. 
“ Now the benefits o f a college 
education are growing faster for 
women than they are for men. and 
women are taking advantage.”
W hat’s happening to men? Sta­
tistics show they are receiving de­
grees at higher levels than in past 
decades, but» their growth is much, 
slower than it is for women. Some 
men are more likely than women 
to choose the military over col­
lege; many become entrepreneurs, 
and still others look for jobs before 
completing their degrees, experts 
said. Also, the prison population is 
predominantly male.
’ “ I think men are much more 
interested in making money,” said 
Traci Pantuso, 31, a doctoral candi­
date in integrative biology at FAU.
“We need to find out why so 
many men aren’t staying in school,” 
said Ed Moore, president o f  the In­
dependent Colleges &■ Universities 
o f  Florida, which represents the 
state’s private colleges. “ It’s a seri­
ous issue that the state needs to ad­
dress.”
While women are wearing more 
mortar boards, they’re not yet run­
ning corporate boards.
Women head only 15 Fortune 
500 companies. Women in the 
American work force are paid just
80 percent o f men’s wages, and the 
gap has not narrowed in recent 
years.
“Even though women may have 
gained representation in terms o f 
quantity, when you look at the 
most privileged, most prestige sec­
tors, it’s still very hard to penetrate
Now the ben­
efits of a college 
education are 
growing faster 
for women than 
they are for men, 
and women are 
taking advantage.
— Cdaudia Buchmann
Ohio St.itc sooolo^S' proti-sNor
by women,” said Mikyung Ryu, 
a researcher for the Washington, 
D.C^-based American CAHiiicil on 
Education.
Some predict this growth in 
college-educated women will help 
close the p.iy gap. It could eventu­
ally lc.id to more pareiit-frieiidly 
policies, like on-site child care and 
riexible scheduling.
“ I think you’re going to see a 
kinder workplace,” saiif Suzanne 
Modes, vice president o f C'areerX- 
chaiige. a South Florida starting 
firm. “ It’s my belief that women are 
more mirturitig, caring and look­
ing for work-life balance.”
Jessica llilst, 29, a fourth-year 
medical student at Nova Southeast­
ern University in Davie, Fla., said 
she finds no discrimination when 
she works in doctors’ otFiees.
“A lot o f people are very com ­
fortable talking to a woman about 
some o f their issues and problems,” 
said Hilst. “We’re empathclic and 
good listeners. Those skills are real 
assets to being a doctor.”
But others say what happens in 
college may not hold true in the 
jo b  market. For decades, women 
in the United States outpaced men 
when it came to education degrees, 
but the highest positions —  prin­
cipal, superintendent or college 
president —  still went dispropor­
tionately to men.
“ It doesn’t necessarily follow 
that just because women get more 
degrees, they rise higher. There are 
a lot o f other factors,” said Marcia 
Sweedler, an assistant professor at 
Nova Southeastern University who
see Work, page 36
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Troops
continued from page 31
toward the south —  but not left, to 
the north, which would take them 
into the city, d'hat leaves many sol­
diers with a lot less to do.
Oattalion commander C.apt. Ja­
mie (iodwin estimates that his troops 
now leave the base half as often as 
they used to, when they were re­
sponsible for a swath o f southeastern 
Uaghdad.They now focus patn>ls on 
a rural area to the south, where they 
have seen little evidence o f insur­
gency and instead concentrate their 
efforts on helping farmers stricken by 
drought.
“A lot o f people had a strange 
feeling on the 30th that, hey, they 
don’t want us anymore,” he said.“Hut 
it’s a good feeling that the Iraqis are 
doing what we trained them to do 
and dtin’t need us. So we really feel 
we’re looking at the winding down 
of the war.”
I'he winding down is due to start
www.ntustangdaily.net
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in earnest in January, after Iraq holds 
national elections. Odierno’s plan is 
to keep U.S. forces in place as a sta­
bilising presence until the election, 
after which they will begin a rapid 
withdrawal to meet President Barack 
Obama’s August deadline —  assum­
ing all goes well.
Although there have been some 
suggestions that troops could begin 
drawing down even earlier, with just 
four months left till the elections 
and violence almost certain to rise 
in the meantime, that could prove 
ill-advised, said Anthony C'ordesman 
o f the Washington-based Center for 
Strategic and International Studies.
“ It is often more prudent to keep 
forces at a high level than to rush 
to withdraw them, and then have 
to bring them back again,” he said. 
“We’re not talking about years, the 
election comes up in January, and 
showing a few months o f patience 
may be justified.”
Soldiers at hOB Falcon, some 
i)f whom are on their third or even 
fourth rotations, question whether 
the war in Iraq is truly ending, or
simply entering a new phase in 
which U.S. troops pl.iy a greatly re­
duced role.
For Kashke, the air force sergeant, 
the rejection o f his unit by the Iraqi 
ptilice he had mentored for nearly 
10 months was less disturbing than 
the bombing a few weeks later that 
targeted those who turned him 
away. Two Iraqi officers were killed, 
a third lost his legs, and Kashke was 
left wondering how long Iraqi forces 
will survive.
“We were the ones who taught 
them what they knew and showed 
them how to do things,” Kashke said 
as he sipped coffee at the base’s Cireen 
Bean, a military version o f Starbucks, 
which he now has the time to visit. 
“We trained them all year, and that’s 
all our work gone out the window.”
There’s only one mission Kashke 
nenv wants to accomplish before he 
leaves Iraq in October: His unit is 
working thunigh Iraqi bureaucracy 
to acquire permission to visit the sta­
tion where the officers worked, to 
offer condolences.
TV Docs
continued from page 30
were happy to provide the tests or 
treatments.
“Patients and doctors have formed 
a kind o f implicit conspiracy or ca­
bal to test more and consequently to 
treat more,” I )avidson said.
Foster, the “House” writer, won­
dered, “Is it bad that patients come 
in and s.iy,‘l need a C T  scan?’ It just 
takes more time to e.xplain why you 
don’t need” it. Patients have been 
empowered by their greater access to 
information through media sources, 
while doctors are finding themselves 
with less time to treat and educate
patients, he argues.
“I hope that patients come away 
tfom watching our show thinking that 
they should lx‘ involved in the diagnos­
tic p^Kt^s,” Foster said. Still, he added, 
it’s up to the diK'tors to supervise the 
medical caR‘.“A patient nuiy come in 
with a certain expectation. But the pa­
tient didn’t onler the test.”
At his family practice in suburban 
Illinois, I )r. Scott Morrison, encoun­
ters such problems. One o f his pa­
tients recently received a C?T scan at a 
local emergency room that “revealed 
a small abnormality.” It was nothing 
to worry about, Morrison said, “but 
she became fi.xated on it. It took 
three visits before she finally agreed 
she didn’t need another” scan.
" Rebates on Acu
Retailers dole out discounts 
w ith a m arketing twist
Brittany Levine
MAkKllWAll H
SAN FKANCISC:C) —  “Cash 
for Clunkers” may have ended, but 
some retailers are piggybacking on 
the popular federal car rebate pro­
gram, offering their own deals with a 
clunker twist.
Then* are cribs for clunkers, print­
ers for clunkers and this fall the U.S. 
government is intnsducing Cash for 
Cdunker’s cousin: “Clash for Kefrig- 
erators.”
Cash for Clunkers, offering rebates 
o f up to $4,.S<KI to qualified buyers, 
encouraged car owners to trade in old 
gas-guzzlers for newer, moa* fuel ef­
ficient vehicles. 1 he pmgram caught 
on immediately, draining its initial $1 
billion in funding in less than a week 
and paniipting Congaxs to pump in 
an additional S2 billum to keep it go- 
ing.
Ketailers saw the success o f the S3 
billion clunker pmgram, and it makes 
sense that they want to leverage it to 
their advantage, marketing experts 
s.iid. The pt)int is simple: Cet con­
sumers to buy a new panluct even if 
thev’ have an tsld one. they s,iid.
“I think it’s pretty go<nl market­
ing.” s.nd J. Scott Armstrong, a mar­
keting pmfessor at the Universitv' ot 
Peniisvlvania who recentiv penned a 
l'HM>k alsoiit persuasive advertising due 
out next vear.“( >ne i>f the things you 
want to do is to tie into w hat people 
know and now people know bring­
ing in a clunker gets them a de.il.” 
Tiivs “K ” Us customers can trade 
I I I  .iiiv used crib, car seat or stmller 
and get a 2<i percent ilistoiint on. .i 
new one. .'Xm.i/on.com Iik . users can 
SI lul in used HV'Hs. prov ided they’re 
in good condition, and receive a gift 
ard. Hew lett-l’.ickard ( 'o. is uiviiut
customers up to $1,(MK) cash back af­
ter they purchase a new pniduct and 
send back an old one.
“With the way the economy’s go­
ing, most people are looking for the 
best deal they can get,” said Mariam 
Edeyemo, marketing coordinator at 
the American Marketing Association. 
“The C'ash for Cdunken; pmgram 
was supposed to get these cars sold, 
to get people buying again, and I 
believe that’s part o f the mason why- 
retailers are using similar tactics.”
l.ast month. Barneys New York 
Inc. gave a 20 percent discount on 
jeans if customers bmught in an old 
pair. And the used jeans didn’t h,ive 
to be brand-name, either.
Feeding off the success o f other 
marketing campaigns isn’t new. M.is- 
teK Sard’s “priceless” ad campaign in 
the l ‘)‘XK. which featua'd the slogan 
“Thea* are some things money can’t 
buy. Fxvr everything else, there’s M.is- 
teK?ard,” became a pop culture sen- 
s.ition and inspired copycats.
C'hris Jogis, senior vice president 
o f Mastert Sard’s marketing depart­
ment. s.ud the ads were successful 
because they “tapped into something 
imj-K>rtant to people” and clunker 
copycats ,ia' doing that by “tapping 
into the economic situation.”
“They’a* clearly communicating 
one is able to take something they 
cura*ntlv h.ive and make an improve­
ment for themselves,”Jogis s.iid.
I he I >e‘partment o f FiieTgy ’s 
C\ish for Kefrige-rators pnvgram kicks 
off this fall. Fhe dep.irtiiie-nt is giving 
.S.^ o million in stimulus money to 
states, which then w ill h.iiui out S.3n 
to S2<Ml giants to coiisunieTs to buv 
new. more energy-etHcient .ipph- 
.iiK es. Mthougl'i this ( '.ish tor t Tink­
ers relative doesn’t require .i trade in. 
it has a similar uoal: ue-t rid ot less
efficient old parducts so people buy 
nesv ones.
The success o f trade-ins reflects the 
sunk cost concept, Armstarng said. If 
a cemsumer buys something they of­
ten use It until they’ve squeezed out 
see Clunkers, page 36
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continued from page J4
specializes in conHict analysis and 
resolution.
Kyu. the researcher, said men 
without college degrees often find 
it easier to get good-paying jobs 
like electrician, plumber or com ­
puter specialist. Women without 
degrees often wind up in low- 
paid, low-skill sales jobs. And men 
often find it easier to use personal 
contacts and networking to find 
jobs.
But Bantuso, the F-AU doctoral 
student, remains optimistic.
“1 think there will be more 
women in top positions and more 
women running companies, be­
cause there will be so many more 
women in industry in general,” 
she said. “We’re going to be able 
to excel.”
Clunkers
continued from page J 5
its worth.Trade-ins help consum­
ers get over that.
A recent Ohio State Univer­
sity study looked at a Washing­
ton clothing store that wanted 
to offer a discount on suits. More 
customers respondetl to the re­
tailer’s advertisement offering a 
$1(M) discount on a new suit in 
exchange tor an old one than a 
basic $1(K) markdown.
K,iy Tyson, a spokesman for 
the National Highway Tratte 
Safety Administration, which 
administered C'ash for C'lunkers, 
was upbeat about retailers using 
the trade-in approach to boost 
sales.
“With the success o f the pro­
gram, it would be great if some of 
the momentum could continue,” 
Tyson said.
Econom y has millennials 
hanging on to jobs, but 
employers might not benefit
C heryl Hall
I HE DAUAS MOkNINU NEWS
DALLAS —  The millennial 
generation is notorious for head­
ing out the company door at the 
first inkling o f jo b  dissatisfaction.
But the lousy economy has 
many o f them staying put.
“Three or four years ago, mil­
lennials would just up and leave,” 
says John Ansbach, an expert in 
generational dynamics, as this so-
*«■
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cial science is called. “Now, they 
are making the rational decision 
that ‘it hurts me in my soul, but 
I’ll stick it out.’”
That might seem like welcome 
news to employers trying to re­
tain young talent.
But Ansbach, who helps em­
ployers meld the generations, says 
this isn’t necessarily so. “These 
people are basically biding their 
time. You’re not getting innova­
tion, creativity or any level o f 
emotional investment. And that’s 
not good.”
Millennials —  a.k.a. G e n Y ’ers, 
echo boomers, trophy kids —  have 
a rap for being hard to discipline. 
The age bracket for this cohort is 
debatable. Ansbach uses birthdates 
from 1977 to 1994, so the oldest 
in the workforce would be 32.
“ For most o f their lives they’ve 
heard; ‘There are no losers.’ ‘Tro­
phies for 12th place in the swim 
meet even though there are only 
12 swimmers,”’ Ansbach says. 
“You really don’t want to be the 
first person to say, ‘Bad dog! No 
biscuit!”’
But now that millennials aren’t 
bolting at the first discouraging 
word, employers need to dish out 
tough love and teach young dogs 
new' tricks.
“Through that process, you'll 
reveal the time-biders,” s.iys the 
37-year-old Cíen X ’er, who’s also 
an attorney. “They would be bet­
ter suited W'orkmg for somebody 
else. So would you. No business in 
this competitive environment can 
afford to have a stagnant, nonm- 
vested employee.”
Employers also need to redou­
ble their efforts to retain those 
who do rise to the challenge by 
offering real opportunities and 
meaningful work.
Ansbach became intrigued 
with generational dynamics near­
ly a decade ago as a 20-something 
attorney trying to work with 
bosses and clients who were 30 to 
50 years his senior. Things were 
getting lost m translation.
He read a book and discovered 
a passion for social science. He 
also improved his legal practice.
As a Cíen X ’er (born between 
1965 and 1976), Ansbach was be­
ing too informal with his oldest 
clients —  the so-called “civic” 
generation born before World 
War II. His ciders had an implicit 
trust in authority and a high re­
gard for the government and
rules. These aren’t “native” traits 
for Cíen X ’ers.
By modifying mannerisms and 
suiting up, Ansbach was able to 
better interact with clients, pull 
more useful information from 
them and pull off advantageous 
legal results.
Now companies, including 
Frito-Lay Inc., Toyota and the 
National Association o f  Kealtors, 
pay $5,000 to $10,000 to hear 
Ansbach’s take on the challenging 
interplay among multiple gen­
erations sharing the current work 
world.
Ansbach has a real-world per­
spective. He’s also general coun­
sel for EFA Data Processing LP, a 
Frisco, Texas,-based debt negotia­
tion and resolution company.
While there are some civics 
still in action, it’s mostly boomers 
(born from 1946 to 1964), Cíen 
X ’ers aiu lY ’ers mixing it up.
Cíen X ’ers are products o f  R ea- 
ganism, who grew up watching 
Alex P. Keaton, the teenage busi­
ness whiz o f T V ’s “Family Ties.” 
“There is not a large sense o f  en­
titlement with Cíen X ,” Ansbach 
says. “They are highly self-reliant 
and believe that if  it’s going to 
happen, it's got to be them.”
Cionversely, Cíen Y ’ers grew 
up in econom ic high cotton to 
boomer parents who told them 
self-esteem was more important 
than performance.“So Cíen X and 
Y working side by side is a chal­
lenge —  no doubt about it.”
And neither o f those Cíens 
likes what boomers typically ex- 
4 K'Ct: paying dues.
“The dues-paying dynamic 
died in the ‘SOs when companies 
decided that some people who’d 
been with the company for de­
cades simply had to go for eco­
nomic reasons,” says Ansbach. 
“Cíen X  and Cíen Y appropriately 
gathered from that: ‘CYK, there is 
no dues-paying, because there are 
no guarantees.’ “
Cienerational rifts aren’t just an 
American thing.
Hewlett-Packard Co. hired 
Ansbach to give a speech later this 
month that it will broadcast to its 
facilities in India and Cihina.
“China has the one-child poli­
cy,” says Ansbach.“As a result, they 
have created ‘Little Emperors.’ If 
you think our Gen Y ’ers think 
they are special, you can imagine 
the same dynamics with only one 
kid per household.”
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FATTE’S FAVORITES MEO l a  2 lori J lo r l
MINI-PIZZAS! ^
MINIS
wrttfi On* lopfunf
B U I L D  Y O U R  O W N
S M  M E D  L G  
2  t o r  1 2  t o r  1 2  t o r  1 S U B S
Cheese 9.99 12.49 14,99 MONSTER COMBO 7,99
Cheese & 1 Topping 11.49 13,99 15.99 ]g i|f)a s i Beet. H a m . P e ppe ron i. Ita lian  S a u sa g e  &  C heeseROAST BEEF & CHEESE 6,99Cheese & 2 Toppings 12.99 15.49 17.49 ITALIAN SAUSAGE & CHEESE 6.99
Cheese & 3 Toppings 14.49 16.99 18,99 HAM & CHEESE 6,99
Cheese & 4 Toppings 15.99 18.49 20.49 MEATBALL 6.99
Double or Extra Toppings (,«,411.00 1.25 1.50 GARLIC BREAD 2.99
STICKY FINGERS 16.99 19.99 22.99
Pepperom, Ham. Bacon, Onions, Italian Sausage, 
Mushrooms. Black Olives, Green Peppers.
DELUXE HAWAIIAN '•SB' 14.99 17.99 20.99
Ham, Pineapple, Bacon, Onions. Extra Cheese
VEGGIE 14.99 17.99 20.99
Mushroom. Onions, Black Olives,
Green Peppers. Tomatoes and Artichoke Hearts
CHICKEN COMBO 14.99 17.99 20.99
Chicken, Garlic. Black Olives, Onions and Tomatoes 
with White Garlic Sauce or Red Sauce.
MEAT MEDLEY 16.99 19.49 21.99
Pepperoni, Sausage, Ham, Linguica.
Ground Beel, Bacon.
FftHi'S SPECIAL 18.99 21.99 24.9Q
Pepperoni. Italian Sausage, Ham, Linguica, Onions, 
Mushroom, Garlic. Pineapple. Olives. Green Peppers.
SALADS M E D IU M  L A R G E
ANTIPASTO SALAD 4.99 8.99
Lettuce, Tomatoes. Cheese. Mushroom, Onions.
Green Peppers, Black Olives. Ham & Pepperoni 
(medium serves 2*3, large serves 5-6),
INDIVIDUAL TOSSED SALAD 2.99
Dressings’ Ranch or Italian (serves 1).
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Ì à ^ 9 9
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FAMILY
DEAL
i2 L a rg e  2 - to p p in g  P m a s .  6  O rin ks .Garlic Bread, 
and 1 order oi 
Butlaio Wings OR 
Med Antipasto Salad
VA ilO  W/COUPON ONLY WE DEUVERI PLEASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING COUPON EXPIRES 11/01,D 9
2 3
STICKY
FINGERS P IZZA
TWO LARGE PIZZAS
With Pepperoni, ▲ ^ A A
Ham. Bacon. Onions, {  V  V V  
Italian Sausage. ^
MusTifooms. Black Olives, ♦ ax
and Green Peppers. ■
VALO W/COUPON ONLY WE DELIVER' PUASE MENTION 
COUPON WHEN ORDERING COUPON EXPIRES 1 L D 1 /t» ,um's PIZZAS
twoTarge
DELUXE HAWAIIAN
With Ham, A  ^  i P | A  Q Q
Pineapple, 9 m m  M  9  9
a .  iT f -
Extra Cheese •  ^ l r
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VEGGIE 
PIZZA I
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Green Peppers, Tomatoes, 
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TWO s m a l l ’ “
P IZZAS
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It o
M Cane VISA ACCEPTED
^k>jRS SUN-THURS ' ’ an vIlQ m  • tri ¿.SAT 11 a/n-M idnight 5 4 3 - 2 4 5 7
VAUO W/COUPON ONLY W t OEUVER' ilE A S E  MENTION .  
COUPON WHEN ORDERING COUPON EXP*RES 1L O I/W  |
FATTE'S PIZZAS |
5 4 3 -2 4 5 7  |
13 8 0 East Street • CHICO • is»i 8 9 2 -1 1 2 2  
1741 Grand Am. • GROVER BEACH * ix»l 4 8 9-SSSS 
S7 3S El Camino #0 . • ATASCADERO • imi 4 6 6 -6 6 6 6
'ixp/roe 1 401/09
M u st a n g  D aily
A r t s
Off-campus locales 
offer SLO treasures
C assie Keyse
MUSiANd DAILY
New students might not know 
much about San Luis Obispo be­
sides Cal Poly. This simple guide 
is a good starting point for get­
ting o ff  campus without going 
too far:
SL O  A rt C en ter: If it's the tra­
ditional art gallery setting you crave, 
check out the San Luis Obispo Art 
(AMiter on Broad Street. They have 
a permanent collection o f work 
from artists on the CA'iitral C'oast 
and feature a wide variety o f e.\- 
hibits from sculptures to collections 
o f artifacts to conmumity-oriented 
works o f art.
San Luis C reek : Located behind 
the Art ('enter is the San Luis 
Obispo O e ek . It is filled with 
outdoor artwork along its banks. 
Next time you find yourself 
wandering artnmd downtow n, 
take a stroll along the walkway on 
the creek and enjoy the public 
displays o f creativity.
F rem on t T h e a te r : This art-deco 
theater located in downtown San 
Luis Obispo was built in 1942 and 
boasts a ceiling filled with swirling 
patterns o f color and neon lights. 
I'he decorations along with the 
spacious interior pnwide ciuite 
the pleasant setting to sit back and 
enjoy the latest blockbuster on the 
big-screen.
West End Espresso & Tea:
Coffee and art seem tt) go hand- 
m-hand and tliat relationship is 
ever present in this downtown cof­
fee shop. West End features photo­
graphs and paintings on its walls, all 
for sale bv local artists.
F a rm e r’s M arket: Not only 
can you buy dinner and get your 
dreams interpreted at the f armer’s 
Market, but you can find booths 
lilled with handmade, local trinkets 
and jewelry for relatively cheap. 
It's a fun w,iy to support the local 
economy and update your personal 
art CLsllection.
WHAT’S YO
YOU WRITE IN.
WE INVESTIGATE.
m u s ta n g d a ily w ire € > g m a i!.c o m
C U L T U R E
----T'-
B U Y  I r  G ET 1
^ w i t h  a d
Welcome! 
Come taste some of 
San Luis Obispo's 
finest frozen 
yogurti
746
Higuera St
in Mission 
Plaza
C O LLE G E  G AR D EN  A P TS
2 8 4  N o rtH  C h o r r o  S treet 
S a il L u is  O b is p o , C A . 9 3 4 0 5
Now Renting for 2009 - 2010
P r i c e s  S t a r t i n g  a t
1 Bedroom $ 1,065.00
2 Bedrooms $ 1,345.00 
Walk (5 min) to Cal Poly 
Nice, Clean, Well Maint.
Cable & Internet Included 
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail.
10 and 12 Month Leases Avail
C e n t r a l c o a s t r e n t a l s . c o m  
8 0 5  5 4 4  3 9 5 2
' v :  2 - •  ■ ■■/ , ■ ;  V
. - r..- 
•• . 1
•1 V.
For my hair to be a silent pick-up line.
40
www.inustangdaily.net
•". i • * ‘ U * ’ -. ■-'
Wëlcôrne Back Studkits!
To all Students 
at any time
W e’re Open 24 Hours
Come meet the friendly staff at 
San Luis Chevron 
2000 Monterey Street 
San Luis ObispoChevron
ecarini^
Feeling like crap?
G e t th e  d a y 's  to p  s to r ie s  
a n d  m o re  ( f r o m  h o m e )  a t
www.mustangdaily.net
♦»«
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W e e k  o f  W e lcom e  b r in g s  artists to  S L O  
to  perfo rm  fo r C a l P o ly ’s new  students
C assie Keyse
MU-srwc. i)\iiv
WOW coordinators haw 
teamed up with nationally- rec­
ognized pcrtbnners and (hil I’oly 
entertainers to bring an artistic 
element to the eampus orienta­
tion program. Students will have 
plenty to keep them t>eeupied 
with throunhoiu the week, in- 
eluding a surprise event at tlie 
end on Saturday nii;ht.
Sm ile  and N od com ed y  
event: Cal I'oly’s own improv-
eomedy troop will be pertorming 
in Spanos Theater both Tuesday 
and 1 hursd.iy nights at multiple 
times to allow as many new stu­
dents as possible a chance to enjoy 
the show.
H yp n otist B ru ce  M cD onald :
I )oes tlie thouglit o f watching guy  ^
dance and sing to *N SY N C  put 
a smile on your face? llruce M c- 
I )onald uses his hypnotic talents to
‘.V :
Find Your 
Treasures...
•Furniture «G lass 
•Lam ps • jew el rv
•Silver «W atches 
•Pottery «M u ch  M ore!
‘Recycle <Sr’ 'Reuse witfi 
‘Reiiutiful ‘Antiijues!
8 0 5 -7 8 3 -1 5 9 9
1599 M on terey  St. San  Luis O b isp o
persuade people to do things tliey 
might not normally do in front 
o f an audience. Performanees will 
be in Cdunnash Auditorium on 
Thursday and Friday evenings.
Spoken  W ord P oetry : WC^W 
will be showcasing three nation- 
ally-recognized poets for two 
performances on Friday night in 
Sp.mos Theater. Steve Gonnell, 
Sonya Renee and Sekou will per­
form their poems aloud.
M ovie U nder T h e  Stars:
Do the words, “You play hall like 
a girl!” mean anything to you? 
Many will recognize this famous 
insult as a line from “The Sandlot,” 
a movie about a group o f  young 
hovs with a love for baseball and 
all things summertime. Movie 
Under The Stars is a tradition in 
which WOWies gather under the 
stars with blankets and snacks to 
enjoy a fun, rela.xing movie on a 
giant screen, riie  movie starts at 
p.ni. on Thursday.
Su rp rise  E v en t: According to 
Week ofW eleom e executive hoard 
memher Dan Kinsel, students w ill 
enjov a performance in the Per­
forming .Arts Glenter that will 
bring “ laughs and fun” all niglit 
long. The WOW staff has planned 
two performances on Saturday 
night so that everyone will haw a 
chance to experience the big sur­
prise.
MUSTANG S U N D A Y ,  SEPT. 13TH 8:00P M . MOTT GYM
M eet the Coaches and team s, 
le a rn  th e  h g h t so n g , 
pick up your FREE Mustang 
Maniac and Launch T-shirt, 
following the rally w atch the 
neu7 S ta r  TV^ ek m ovie on the big
screen!
Admission for all 
Cal Poly Athletic 
Events is FREE for 
Cal Poly Students.
B U T  I VMmMm-Mé Mé K-'"
tim - And make plans at 
the end ofWoWfor 
some great uolleyball 
and soccer action:
VOLLEYBALL
MISSION INN OF PISMO 
BEACH INVITATIONAL
FRIDAY, SEPT. 18TH
VS SEAHLE, 10AM 
VS SANTA CLARA, 7:30PM
SATURDAY, SEPT. 19TH
VS. IDAHO, 7PM
ALL GAMES IN MOH GYM
M EN 'S  SOCCER
FRIDAY, SEPT. 18TH
VS. SACRAMENTO STATE 
7:00PM
Free flags, stickers and posters for 
the first 1,000 fans!
SUNDAY, SEPT. 20TH
VS. SAN JOSE STATE 
1:00PM
ALEX G. SPANOS STADIUM
WE ARE THE MUSTANGS
M u st a n g  D aily
A r t s
m u s i c a l  e v e n t s :
I 'h c  Block Ikirty has become synonymous with ylub
booths and free gifts.This year’s lineup also includes several mu­
sical performances live on Dexter Lawn on Saturday Sept. 
from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Take it SLO
Cal Poly's own a cappella group will be taking the stage 
on Saturday to sing and dance to popular songs that everyone 
w ill be pleased to hear. Past performances have included Jason 
Mraz’s ‘T in  Yours” and Tom  lY'tty’s "Free Fallin." You will 
not want to miss their newest doo-wopping tunes at this year's 
Block Party, blear them online at wv\w.takeitslo.com.
Damon Castillo Band
These San Luis (hbispo-based musicians have an alternative 
rock sound with a unique blend o f guitar, keyboard, drums and 
a saxophone. They will be performing songs from their latest 
album, "Laurel Lane,” named after the San Luis Obispo street 
where the band has its roots. Visit www.myspace.com.'damon- 
castillo for more information.
Fighting Chance
This IS another band o f  homegrow n SLO-towners that are 
.1 self-proclaimed blend o f rock, reggae and ska. Their grow­
ing popularity has earned them radio recognition throughout 
Scsuthern C'alifornia and has backed many tours across the 
country. Clheck them out at the Block Party and visit www. 
fightingchancemusic.net for information on tour dates and up- 
comiim albums.
Looking fo r  affordable healthy food  - to match any  craving?
W e ' r e  t h e
P l a c e  f o r  Y o u
*  ''Í
riinn
.  V I
a quick breakfast o f  coffee and muffin, 
scone or hot oatmeal
.............
enjoy our fabulous salad bar
.. W !>  - x - K  i
soup and sandwich combo meal delicious fresh baked desserts
yt
-■0^  »1%-
hot rôtisserie chicken makes 
a quick and easy meal
-'m
A T f o m e r s .
\ ’ natural 
marketplace
buy in bulk - save money and 
help save the planet
896 Sc Foothill Blvd • San Luis Obispo 
(corner of Foothill C  Santa Rosa) 
Hours; Mon -Fri. 8-9 Sat. 8-8, Sun. 9-8
Can you be too hoppy?
H o p s  i s  m a k i n g  a  c o m e b a c k y  h u t  s o m e  a r e n t  h a p p y
Josh Noel
I I IK V.> i r .llH M
Beer h.is been .mnind for more 
than .S.tHMi years, but hops didn't en­
ter the picture until about l.tMM) years 
.igo. w hen the ('lerm.ins started using 
the pungent green buds as a drier, 
more robust tl.ivoring ingredient. Un­
til then, beer’s backbone came thrm 
a mi.xture o f herbs called gruit —  
which means beer would luve tasted 
more like a gaalen.
Htsps tbund their true calling in the 
late 18th centuiy, when the Engjish be- 
g^ ui using them in greater bulk for their 
pa*scTvatiw qiuilities, which aUtAWxl 
beer to a*ach India without spoiling. But 
man>’ beer drinkers okti deaded the new 
ba’ws Listed better.Thus was boni India 
pale .lie. a iiioa* lobust, hoppier beer.
In a*cent years, IPAs and hops have 
become incavisingly popular, but 
some —  like me —  would say too 
popular. Breweries aa* trying to out- 
hop one another, calling their brews 
names like Hopslam, Hopsolution, 
Hop Wallop, Hopl )e\il and —  no, 1 
am not joking —  Hop L^bania. The 
paibleiji is that by relying so heavily 
on hops, beer can become one-di­
mensional. AcLini Vavrick, beer nian- 
•iger for the Sains Wines & Spirits in 
Lincoln Park, 111., agrees. “1 was into 
hop bombs, but now I’m just sick of 
them,”Vavrick said. “But hops are still 
wonderful. Without them, beer would 
just be extRMiiely cloying.”
Ciuided by Vavrick, we assembled 
IPAs ftoni England, Belgium and the 
United States to examine the differ­
ences.
BELGIU.M
PoperingN Hommel Ale Our 
take: Like a cl.issic Belgian, smells 
more o f yeast (with a hint o f 
rloral) than hops. But tlie hops 
come thanigh .is one o f several 
ri.ivors in the rich. dr\ follow- 
thanigh.
Tha'e of four panel members 
picked this as the one they’d most 
like to spend an afternoon drink­
ing. Never overwhelming. .
Vavrick’s take:
“The hops come thaiugh.but 
it’s the spice 1 like.”
IlifHiniu à
iÜIIIÉit»'
EN GLA N D
Burton Bridge Empire I PA 
( Xir take; E.isiK- the sweetest o f the 
three. The hops show up midway 
through.
Three o f the four marked this 
as their least favorite, but 1 w as im­
pressed how it balanced malt and 
hops.
V.ivrick’s take:
“Very b-ilanced.
U N ITE D  STA TES
Bear Kepublic K.icer .8 ll*A 
Our take: Huge hops hit the 
palate with strength and imme- 
iiiac\. The most hop-forward ot 
the three beers; ver\- floral and 
pungent. U)ne beer lover dispar­
aged it as smelling “like a fruit 
market.” but another liked its 
spiciness. For me, this one clocks 
in on the right side o f tasty —  
but baady. I’d save it for the end 
o f the night, when I’m a'ady to 
eviscerate my taste buds.
VavTick’s take; “Really drink­
able for being this hoppy.”
(gSCaEollSil ¡SáiiS iS
L is te n to
KCPR9UFM
MCCLATCHEY TRIBUNE
Popering’s Hommel Ale, Burton Bridge Empire IPA and Bear Republic Racer 5 IPA received mixed marks.
SEE IT. 
WATCH IT. 
CLICK IT.
Y O U R  N E W S
®[l[ò)Ii™[Ì[o]l
(Ü
03
42
w w w. must angdaily. net
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Tarantinos “Basterds” falls short of epic
T h e  p r o b l e m :  B r a s h ,  h e a v y  d i a i o p ^ i i e ,  c a s t h i { ^  m i s t a k e s
Kavt's Paiulev
Ni\ :
two
; , . • 1  ^ n i r  I 'O '  . i ' . : i
i - r u  . ' •; ' : ■ ■ :. - M l ' 1 i .  I ' . ' ; \ i r d l ‘ 'ss
. ; ; :>\ . I ' M : '  : ; i l  . '■■ l ir .  W  u i l
11' ' I . i r a n t i n o
'! i l l  ■ i : .  ' i m 1i 1\ N t \ l i / i ' d  . i p p i ' . ' . K ' l i  t o
o .  t i  o  i. l i t '  i . w '  I ’ v i i i o  >)i d l l '  W o r l d  
W a r  11 - ' p i '  l ’ ' . ' ! ' l u p s  i m s i i r p M M i i p ; l \ .
IV  Is d a r k .  M u k ' i i t  o ip , . i  t h a t ' s  
\ .  r \  h i t  a .  a . M i s i '  , i n d  d i s t . i s t i ' t i i l  . is i ts
o r r a v  t l \  . p  l l i ' d  t i t " '  
h i  t r i ' k i n . i r k  I . i r . i n t i i ' o  s t \ l i ' .
IV :  : 1 V “  ¡., . | i \ i d i ' d  i n t o  n i i i l t i p l i ' .
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\ i i  h .,1 V : - O r , id .  l ' u t .  ■■ I i l l  C U n ­
n i  . Is . - O i ' i i ' . i !  '1 I h i t t o n "  a l i l i
. I .  . ■ . r . i p p ,  i i ' w i s i i  A r i i ' i u  . i n
"  Is  ' 1 0 \ M  .1- !■: H . l s t i ' I V i . .Is t h i ' \
la 1! .! -1 "  '■’ 'O ! \ ' . ' I -  : i  l l u n i  - ' l l -
i ' l i i N  I 'M i 's
1 -.11 I - p a r  . I l i  l- ■.! l i x  a sI d i a  
( 1Î I o m p  n a l ’ i m p  u  t . i i u  i . I n . i t i i r i i i u  
I u  I ’ l h  w - ' - i in . iM  m i n i ' l l  S h o s . i n n , i  
I I ' l ' x t i i '  I r '111 l i  .u  t i ' -  ss . M i ' l . i n i i '  1 , i i i  
i i ' i i t  w h o  p i i . . : - . s i ' s  .1 h i i r m n u  d o s i n '  
t o  t . i k i '  r .  . i i i ' i '  . i p . i i n s t  t i l l '  N a / i s .  (  ' o -  
U K  i d i ' l l t  l l K .  I ) r i ' \  tU s  . l l l d  t i l l '  H a s t l ' l d s  
' n i l  d l ' M ' . '  t > l . l l l s  t o  W i p o  o u t  t i l l '
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U i   ^ l ’ u t '  p r -  ' 1, w ’ ' '  I r t . i i i i K
■ ■ - i n  !■-■ t ' 'h  o  - It . l u t  t i l l  r  . i l  s t a r  o t
f i l m  1' ' X i i s t n i i '  K t o r  t h r i s t o p - h  
W . i l t /  w h o  p l . i \ s  t i l l '  m i l k  l u i p p u i i i L t .  
s t r i l l i l  i i i u i i K  l i m p  “ j i ' w  1 I n n t i T . ”
V ■'! I l i l i s  1 . l l l d . l  L  l l l l k l '  t i l l '  I l l '  l l
. .U K . u n t i  i f  . A n i o n  í  l o o t l i  i n  “ S i  h i m
d l i ' i ' s  1 1s t . "  w i l l ' l l  t i l l '  N . i / I  v i f t K ' i ' r  
w . i s  p ' . i r i i M V i ' d  as ,1 p u r e  p s x i l i o p . i t h  
1 . l l l d . l  is .1 n i i t . i p l n  sK .l i  p '  A  ' p l o t  w  h "
Is p . i r . l d o s i i  . l l l \  b o t h  I ' . I I L M I  u  - l i d s . ;
p , l i  i o n s  I v p o i  t . i w . i r d s  . I ' l - o "  h . i n i  
w ' . i i i '  l o r  W . i l t . A  w  l i o  - i U ' i h  i l t . ' i  n .U s 's  
b i ' t w i ' i  i ’ I k ' . i i '. ,'ss k i l i o r  i n .  . i t M l n  
\ . i / i  o t r i i .  i ' r ,
. A l o n p s i d i '  t i l l '  s t i p i ' b  . h . i r . K  t i ' i - 
i / . i t i o i i  o t  1 . l l l d . l .  l . i r . i i i t i n o  f o r t i i  
n . i t i ' K  I ' l o l ' . i ' N  “ I k i s t i ' i i l s  l i i ' \ o n d  t i l l  
I ' o p i i H i s ,  i l u i i k x  W o r l d  W . i r  I I  . i i  t i o i i  
I ' l o i i i ' s .  I n  t . i i i .  O l i o  w o u l d  b o  h . i r d -  
p i i ' s s o d  t o  i a l l  t i l t '  .111 a i  t i o n  i i i o v i o  . i t  
a l l .  I h o  \  l o i o i K  o .  s . iv o  f o r  t i i o  .. l i i n . i i  
t i l  s i  o i K '  is d i s p o r s L ' d  i n  s h o r t ,  b r u t . i l  
b u r s t s  t h i i u i p h o i u  t h o  f i l m .  L ' n t o i t u  
i i . u o K .  I i r . i i i t i n o  d o o s u  t k n o w  w h o n  
t o  O l i d  t h o s o  d l . t l u p l K ' s .  w l l l i l l  O i ' l l -  
t i i i u o  o n d l i  s s lv  . l l l d  b r i l l ; :  t h o  p . i n  
t o  ,i d  ' t i l  h . i l t  b y  t h o  i i i i d d l o  t h i r d  o f  
t h o  f i l m  I I l l ' l l  ''. .1 r o . i s o n . i b l o  l i m i t  t o  
t l -  ' . m i l H i n t  l i t  d i s i  i i s s i o n  o f  i  i o r m . i i i  
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u n d i ' i i i  i b l ' a  r i ' . i o h o s  i t .
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t o  ' . I ' l l i i u :  l o u i l K .  w l i i i l i  is  b o t h  i n ­
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d l i i i p .  M \ o r s .  p l . i s t o r o d  w i t h  h i d o o i i s  
n i . i k o u p .  o n l \  . i p p o . i r s  i n  o n o  s h o r t  
SI O l i o ,  b u t  I l l s  p r o s o i i i  o  IS s o  i . i r r i n u  
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Quentin Tarantinos “ Inglourious Ba.stcrd.s” stars Kraii Pitt, Mike Myers and Melanie laiurent. It tells the 
story o f a group trying to kill every member o f the Nazi high commar|d during World War II.
STU 
SPECIALS
:ime 1 $10 after 11am, 
Suaday-Thursday
Î
m
I /■
I
M i  f  .
18 Holes 
Full practice facilities 
Individual & group lessons 
Full service restaurant 
& pro shop
i  Closest golf course to campus!
I  ^m ra r iw  ^
oils IkistorilN.” I von w ith Ills annoying tmo fashion, oxpoot to bo Minultano-
lonnossoo an out. Hr.id Pitt and tho oiisly laughing and si|uirnmig by tho
ri*st o f tho oiiM'inblo pmviilo oiuuigh shooliingly ovor-thc-top bloodshed, 
l.iiighs .mil thrills to make this a Just tri to stay awake for the n*st of
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Stars align in 
Canada for Toronto 
International Film 
Festival
M oira M acD on ald
I III M M n  1 nM i s
1 ast ScptcMiilxT, “Slumdog Mil­
lionaire” won the aiidieiue award at 
the Icmiiito International l ilni iesti- 
\al, kic king otFa season ot ac claini that 
c'lilniinated in an Academy Award.
I I14; a Festival so star-studded the red 
c arpets get clogged, is oFten a debu­
tante hall For Films weVe still renieni- 
hering at the end oFthe se.ison. Other 
Urrontcr award-winners in the p.ist 
decade have included “Whale Kider," 
“Amelie,” and Ang Lee’s “Crouching 
Figer, 1 liclden 1 )ragon.”
And this year ... what? The Festival, 
running Fhursday through Sept. 19, 
operates in a slightly ditFerent awards 
c limate this season: A change in Acad­
emy Award rules now' allows 10 mov­
ies to compete For best picture, rather 
than Five. This might well pave the 
w'ay For smaller, less star-driven Films 
—  many oF which will be sparkling 
at Toronto.
Among those arriving with the 
most buzz:“Bright Star,”Jane Campi­
on’s period drama about the poet John 
Keats; “Precious: Based on the Novel 
‘Push’ By Sapphire,” a Sundance Fa­
vorite about an abused Harlem teen; 
“An Education,” a coniing-oF-age-in 
‘60s Lomion tile scripted by Nick 
Hornby and directed by Lone Scher- 
Fig; and “The Young Victoria,” with 
Emily Blunt as the British monarch in 
the early years oFher reign.
But what a'.illy gets this polite Ca­
nadian city mobilized are the movie 
stars, who’ll be arriving in Force. 
I hroughoutTlL'E crowds gather out­
side the Festival hotels in the hopes oF 
a sighting. (It’s a ckissic TIf L experi­
ence to walk out oFa hotel lobbv and
★  D o n ’t w a lk  o r  p la y  a ro u n (d  t h e  t r a c k s .  
It’s  ille g a l a n d  it c a n  b e  d e a d ly !
WWW.SLOCITY.ORG
BUHJomo AmmcA'
www.mustangdaily.net
Always in color
suddenly he scrutinized by dozens 
ot waiting eyes, wondering it' you’re 
somebody Famous —  and ciuicklv 
concluding that you’re not.)
Ceorge (llooney will be attending 
this year, with “Up in the Air,” |.ison 
Keitm.in’s comedy .ibout a corporate 
downsizing specialist, and “ Fhe Men 
Who Stare .At (io.its,” (irant I leslov’s 
tale ot a brig.ule i)F psychic soldiers. 
Penelope (Tiiz will attend w ith long­
time collaborator Pedro’s “Broken 
Embraces.” Viggo Mortensen will 
walk the red carpet For “ T he Koad,” 
the long-dehiyed drama basetl on 
CoriiKic McCkirthy’s novel.
Also on hand will be the likes ot 
1 )rew Barrymore (“Whip It,” her di­
recting debut), Michael ( ’.aine (“LLirry 
Brown”), Julianne Moore (“Chloe”), 
and Cdive C')wen (“The Boys Are 
Back”).
And much talk will center on 
someone, sadly, not present: “The 
Imaginarium ot Doctor Parnassus,” 
directed by Terry (¡illiam. Features the 
Final screen work ot the late Heath 
Ledger, johnny Depp, Jude Law and 
Colin Farrell all stepped in to com­
plete Ledger’s unfinished role. And 
how will that work?
TIFF is also a busding film mar­
ketplace, with numerous Films up For 
acquisition by potential distributors. 
Among them: the Oscar Wilde tale 
“Dorian,” starring Ciolin Firth and 
Ben Barnes; Irish filmmaker Neil jo r- 
tian’s fairy Lile “Ondine,” and open­
ing-night film “CTeation,” directed 
by Amiel and featuring Paul Bettany 
and JenniFer Connelly as Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles 1 )arwin.
The next “Slumdog Millionaim” 
might just be waiting in Toninto, be­
hind a name not familiar —  vet.
$ C: R  A  P B O  O  K I N  C  |  = i  • I" L A I . - A
W W W .  B E V E  R L Y S .C O A A
V J
b e v e r l v ' s  i s  
w o w  M E /V C Q O A R X E R S
f o r t - s h i r t s .  S I O N  S U P P L I E S  
Sx. s o  A A V J C H  A A O R E !
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o
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C O U P O N  E X P I R E S  S E P T E V waB E R  2 0
A . N Y  O N E  R E O U L A R  P R I C E  I T E A A !
E X C L U D E S  F A S K IC . T Y  is. W E í íK lN Z ,
B e v e f l v 's
c r a f t  ¿Sc f a b r i c  s t o r e
------  RECU LAR PRICE
LIAAIT 1 C O U P O N  PFR PE R SO N  6. T O  IN S T O R E  STO C K .
8  7  6  H I O U E R A  S X R E E X  5 4 3 - 6 4 - 3 3
Were For 
• c h e c k - u p e  
• birth control - 
including emergency 
contraception 
• pregnancy testing  
• treatm ent and 
testing for sexually 
transmitted  
infections 
• with confidential, 
affordable 
health care 
for women 
and men
» b to make an appointment at the SLO
Health Center
C A l l ^ . & & & 3 9 & . 3 & 0 6
or visit www.ppsbvslo.org
O  Planned Parenthood
743 Pismo St., San Luis Obispo
(between Garden & Sroad)
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Fans ‘Ecstatic’ over Mos D ef’s return
N ick A nderson
I Ht; OHSl.RVKR (NO I Rl DAMl- UNIVl RSI I Y)
Eminem, T .I., Ludacris, LL 
C'ool J, Ice C'libe, Ice-T, Method 
Man, R Z A  and even Snoop Dogg. 
All rappers turned, with varying 
degrees ot success, into actors. 
Hollywood, for some unexplained 
reason, keeps casting rappers in 
their hig-hudget movies. These 
parts have included hit roles in hig 
budget comedies, a supporting ac­
tor in Oscar fare, a less than ste­
reotypical street thug and several 
family fun fests. By all accounts, it 
doesn’t really make sense.
Rare, however, is the rapper- 
turned-actor who is actively try­
ing to do both without one notic­
ing the other. Mos I )e f is on that 
quest. He’s doesn’t promote his 
music with movies, hasn't made
D ef s flow 
could offer 
some of the 
smoothest hooks 
in the industry if 
only he were to 
consistently uti­
lize a standard 
song structure.
— Derek Stockalper
toriiKT ( '.tl I’oly jiiurd
a vanity piece (his only cameo 
was in ‘Talladega Nights”) and his 
most critically acclaimed role was 
m an ofV-Broadway play.
By all appearances, D ef’s music 
has taken an unfortunate hack seat 
to his acting. This would all he a 
very sad story if  it was not for his 
return to form in “The Ecstatic.”
D ef never was a typical rap­
per. His hack story sounds famil­
iar: horn in Bedford-Stuyvesant, 
Brooklyn, he would h.ive known 
o f the already famous rappers 
from his neighhorhoiid including 
The Notorious B.I.Cí., Big Daddy 
Kane and All three made
careers walking the line between 
glorifying and regretting their 
now-stereotypical “gangsta” life­
style.
D ef never quite fell into that 
trap. H is immense talent was rec­
ognized early and he landed a col­
laboration with De l.a Soul as well 
as a role in the short-lived “(aishv
Mysteries” (yes, that Cosby). His 
music took o ff before his acting 
and two classic albums, “.Mos D ef 
and Talib Kweli are Black Star” 
and “ Black on Both Sides” made a 
stir in th e ‘90s. Both confronted is­
sues D ef was immersed in growing 
up. Instead o f violence, vulgarity, 
and shock value presented as the 
focus, which often happens m rap, 
he ceiitered his music and identity 
on his race, passion and religion.
Without fail, he was regulated 
to the position o f the socially con­
scious rapper. At the time the title 
came with a point o f pride. Today, 
even with the recent resurgence o f 
hope, it brings an air o f arrogance 
from the artist and indifference 
from the public.
The opening moments o f  his 
new album, “The Ecstatic,” are 
odd. I he words are a speech o f a 
black political leader telling the 
listener, “You’re living at a time 
of extremism, a time o f revolu­
tion ... and now there has to be a 
change and a better world has to 
be built.”
T his is an album from the age 
o f Obama, what should we ex­
pect? But quoting a speech from 
Malcolm ,X comes as a surprise. It 
follows the phrase that has opened 
each o f his albums, “ Bismillah ir 
Rahman ir Raheem ” (In the name 
o f (lod, the Camipassionate, the 
Merciful). Somewhere between 
these two phrases lies “The Ec­
static.”
“ The Ecstatic” is a showcase o f 
D ef’s talents. His vi>ice offers his 
strongest point, easily transition­
ing from rapping on “T he Em­
bassy” to singing on “ Bnority” 
with most songs sitting easily on 
an O D B-esque Htnv. both familiar 
and entirely different. I )ef's flow 
could offer some o f the smoothest 
hooks in the industry if only he 
were to consistently utilize a stan­
dard song structure.
Instead,the versus-chorus-verse 
formula ditched for a stream-of- 
thought style dependant on bridg­
es. The results are songs that won’t 
receive much radio pkiy but will 
embrace the listener in a welcom­
ing strangeness. This ear for odd 
sounds lead to fruitful production 
work from Madlib, (^h No and 
the late | Dilla, all o f which are 
brilliant.
D ef’s music is unique by any 
standard. .After a couple o f listens, 
D ef’s adopted moniker. The Boo­
gie Man. comes to the forefront. 
It’s mysterious and at times un­
comfortable but intriguing and 
original. In the end. it’s a return 
to form, a turning point after two 
less-than-stellar albums, a wonder­
fully strange, somcally diverse and 
tiddly inspiring work ot art.
-VÍ3
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Mos D ef’s new album “The Ecstatic” was released on June 9. It is the M C’s fourth solo album.
THE BEST IN THE PERFORMING ARTS 
RIGHT HERE ON CAMPUS
Presented at the Performing Arts Center and the Spanos Theatre
A ll Cal Poly students, faculty, and staff members 
receive 20% off with valid I.D.!
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BELLYDANCE SUPERSTARS
AVENUE Q - THE MUSICAL
M -
IAN ANDERSON PLAYS THE 
ACOUSTIC JETHRO T U a
BALLROOM WITH A TWIST
COMPLEXIONS CONTEMPORARY 
BALLET
WHOSE ÜVE ANYWAY?
Music, dance, theatre, comedy and Broadway shows! 
Over 40 performances to choose from. Visit
w w w .c a lp o ly a r ts .o rg
and get to know us today!
Watch our ivebsite for special last-minute 
$10 STUDENT RUSH tickets throughout the season!
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What your SLO theater choice says about you...
C assie Keyse
Ml S I AN(i DAIl 1
Lor .1 town as small as San Luis 
Obispo, we are lucky to have
Lour ditterent theaters to choose 
tVom when it comes to watching 
a movie on the silver screen. Out 
did vou know that the movie the­
ater vou choose to see your movie
Phone 1805.541
Address 1845 Fiero Ln, San Luis Obispo
at can say a lot about the kind ot 
person vou are or how you want 
to be viewed? Let’s examine the 
types o f  people associated with 
each ditterent theater, shall we?
Lhe Downtown C\‘tnre Cune- 
ma is where to go if you want the 
latest blockbuster or tear-jerker 
that is sure to be at every other 
large-scale movie theater across 
the state. Located in a trendy 
downtown shopping center, this 
theater is commonly frequented 
by the “popular crowd," —  those 
with the latest fashions —  the 
large groups o f friends and those 
that have the need to see and be 
seen. Lhis theater is also the most 
commonly frequented by the lo­
cal high school crowd ot teenag­
ers —  you know, the kids that are 
always yelling or fighting during 
the movie. They can be found m 
large groups hanging around the 
steps down to the box otTice or 
crowding in front o f the Jamba 
ju ice  not too far aw.iy.
Unfortunately, as this is the 
biggest theater in town, it is some­
times the only option for seeing
nJ
Alpha Gamma Rho
Cal Poly s Leading Agricultural Fraternity
www.agrslo.com
ie- I'reb;: te ior into
NICK CAMACHO m u s i a n u  d a i i .y
Downtown Centre Cinemas is located on Marsh Street in San l.uis 
Obispo. It plays mostly new releases.
a particular film and in that case, 
you must grit your teeth and bear 
it. Its only a tw o-hour experience, 
.after all, and the film might ac­
tually be worth putting up with 
your fellow theatergoers.
The Fremont Theater is locat­
ed between Santa ILosa and Osos 
Streets on Monterey Street. In its 
heyday after it was built in the 
1940s, the Fremont was the place 
to see a new film. Nowadays, the 
Fremont has becom e the place to 
be to see old, re-released movies 
such as the “ R ocky Horror Pic­
ture Show ” and “ (lon e With the
Wind.” Here you will find those 
that fancy themselves “movie 
snobs.” the type that will readily 
judge you for misquoting a cult 
classic that they have memorized 
by heart.
D on’t let me deter the novice 
moviegoer, though. The Fremont 
does show first-run films round 
the clock as well, a sight to see on 
the large main screen surrounded 
by the fabulous art-deco ceil­
ing and walls. In recent years, the 
theater has expanded to include 
three smaller screens in the build-
see Theater, page 47
COl'RIKSY I’HOTO
The Fremont I'heater plays new movies, as well as classics.
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continued from [mge 46
in;j; iK'xt door, allowiiu: rlicin to sliou moro than 
O l i o  film at a timo.
I lio I’alm I lioator is tlio placo to go to soo 
that now nulio-tlick. vtui \o boon ».King to soo 
but \our nHunmato ha- novor hoard o f  It is 
w horo S.m fills ( )bispo rosidonts first s.iw such 
mdopondont nioc ios i ■■Juuct” or " I ho Wros- 
tlor ” I ho 1 row il th ii \ v ,iro moví hk. 1\ ¡i find 
i‘ ¡i- .m' till- op|sociii' ot tlw l lowntowii  i in- 
oni.i .ittondoo- thc\ Ui 1-on ow r thiiii,. n ,U'1- 
W) thoii' own bo.It, . wiud, th " .ns i.is- ;■
mdopondoiK .i- the m.wio i|io\' hv..>so i.> w . .  
oc ,uoiJ 111 the sin.ill hina;ow n-csui, ' n.n : = m
o ' ? I’alm ,mi^  C ic-; -.- w .  i .. the 
unu|uo oxporion- . .
1 .1st, but not loast. .in' thoso th.u cliooso to soo 
thoir nio\ ios .it tlio Sunsot I )rivo-ni. This singlo- 
s. roon cl.issK dri\o-m tho.itor shows double fo.i- 
turos for tho l,i/y min io audionco. Attondoos iim 
i ludo t.miilios w irh i hildron m pa),iin.is, couples 
on a cheap d.ito or who .no tooling triskw and 
people parkcil outside tho tho.itor's pi'iimotoi 
who just listen to tho mo\ lo on tho r.idio instead 
lit p,i\nig to \ low tho tihn simultanooiislv.
It \ou choose Sunset tor vour \ lowing ¡or 
liist hstoningi ploasiiro, do tho rose.neh before 
di n ing  down to the tho.itor. ,\s they to.itine a 
doublo-tbatur’' sliowing o f two roiontl\-ro- 
lo.isod films. YOU could lie stuck sitting through 
tho l.itost Ihsnev .mimatod toatiiro betöre get­
ting tci see tho .ictioii-jMckod .idY'-ntun on.' \ou 
thought \ou wore p.n ing for.
It \ou don't think ot vourselt .is an\ ot thoso 
P’ooplo. th.it's fine too Ulondmg genres is wli.it 
turthors i re.units in . inom.i and tho s.une goes 
for people. lUit it you do think sou wore c.itogo- 
ri/od by your choice in tho.itor, branch out troni 
\oui iiorni.il pl.ico ot \ lowing .iiui give tho others 
.1 try. It's ok.iy. they won't jiulgo you too niiicli.
-.A l/ €
I
NIC:K CAMAC 111) .m i  s i .i n i , D.illV 
I ho Palm Theater .spedali/.es in independent films.
i i
Pi.
47
N IC K  C A M A t' .H O  Ml s i a n i ; DAin  
I'hc only drive-in theater on the C'entral C'oast, the Sun­
set Theater featiire.s each night after the sun goes down.
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m is  SCHOOL YEA R ?
Ttien come in and
clean up your look!
$12 per Haircut
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Mark Roetker1261 Laurel l.ane
San Luis Obispo, CA 9.1410 H05.54.1.9744
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Free 
Frame
& Free Delivery
w/purchase over $399
The largest comfort store 
between Berkeley and 
Beverly Hills
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Back 2 School
sià
More Saving, More Doing.
m ic ro w a v e s
MA*»aWIST : ' !0V 1km
I mil
,^E
'X d%
$an Lut& Obitpo
IS S I Froom 
Ranch Road
m %
\  110V, yi
Direaions from Cal Poly, SLO;
East on Grand Avenue 
Take on-ramp 101 South 
Exit and turn right onto Los Osos Valley Road 
Left on Froom Ranch Way
m in i
One stop shop for all your back to f r id g e s  
school neons.
Including storage, lamps, surge 
protectors, rugs, shelving, etc.
Open a Home Depot Credit earn a  
get 10% off your first purchase!
Come see for yourself at the 
San Luis Obispo Home Depot!
4«|
■
Fcr more information, give us a call at 805-596-0857
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It's the best th in g  
since sliced bread.
w w w . t s h i r t H u y . n e t
Ur
‘D istric t 9 ’
a standout am ongst 
boring flops
Summer movie bloekbiisters late­
ly have all revolwd around familiar 
stories that have already been tokl.
1 low shoekin^ was it that C')ptmuis 
Prime and the Autohots onee again 
eneountered those evil Deceptici-ins 
or that Marry Potter defeatesl Volde- 
mort for the ump-teenth time in this 
w i/arding saga?
This summer, 
an underdog film 
crept its •wa)- to 
hlockhuster status 
with a plot line 
that was unfamiliar 
and just unsettling 
enough to make its 
audieiue recognize 
similarities from 
the film to real life.
‘‘District 9," ill all 
its alien glory, was 
this summer's sur­
prise hlockhuster 
and it kept audience 
members guessing 
u!*til the very end.
The movie, 
based m South Af­
rica. follows aliens 
that have descend­
ed from their ship 
which has been 
hovermti above 
joh.imieshurg for 
c'ver twi> decades 
starting in 1982.
The story starts 
out as a peace-making effort from 
lumiaiis to aliens, and ciniekly turns 
into an apartheid analogy w here Ini- 
maiis have come to hate the aliens 
and force them to live in the slums of 
w hat IS called ihstnet nine.
riu “prawns," .e the .ilieiis are 
called because o f their eriistaceaii-like 
appendages, have genetieally-operat- 
ed weapons that do not wiirk in the 
hands ofhnm.iiis. It is the greed o f the
805.541.5111
hnmans to gain access to these weap­
ons that drives secret genetic experi­
mentations on both species alike.
This dix'umentary-style film 
crosses the ideas o f human rights and 
national security, lea\ ing the audience 
rooting against their owm kind in fa- 
\or o f the extraterrestrial beings in 
this fight for whar is morally just in a
corrupt system, 
l.oaded with 
special effects 
and impres­
sive eoniput- 
e r-n e n cra te d  
characters, this 
is a story that is 
visually as well 
as intellectually 
stinuilatiiig.
“District 9" 
is one alien Hick 
that did more 
than s.ive this 
viewer from 
a few hours 
out in the hot 
sun; it opened 
my eyes to the 
ability to use 
su p ern atu ra l 
ideas to ex­
plain nidbrtn- 
nate realities in 
oiir d.iy-to-d.iy 
world. Take 
the time to sue 
this thought- 
provoking film and realize its greater 
purpose.
Spanish poet and philosopher- 
(leorge Sant.iyana s.iid. “Those who 
cannot learn fn)in history are doomed 
to repeat it." Obviously, the South 
African citizens in this film did not 
learn their history lesson.
«
('iissii K( )'si i> ■; jotiniiili.on senior 
anil .\/i(.v7i»iy IXiily . \rt> ulttor.
FOR HUMANS ONLY
NON-HUMANS BANNED!
U  D-9.COM MNU
coi Kirsv mou)
“District 9 ” is directed by Neill 
Bioinkamp and produced by Peter 
Jackson. It opened in theaters on 
August 14, 2009.
T-SHIRT
GUV
10%  D is c o u n t  on all
Cal Poly club orders!!!
Sign UP for an online account 
and eet a $25 credit for your club!!!
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What other college newspaper lets you
watch videos?
v""".
m u s t a n g d a i l y . n e t
Hosting m uitim ed ia  and AP video
W^ -
MCCIATCHKV TRIBUN»
Artist Xavier Veiihan poses with “Le Gisant”, a piece o f the Veillan Versailles exhibition at the Chateau de 
Versailles in Versailles, France on September 7.
DANCE AUDITIONS
for the Orchesis Dance Com fiany
W H E N :  F ir s t  W e e k  o f  F a ll Q u a r t e r  
W H E R E :  M J M  S u h r  D a n c e  S t u d i o
Bldg 60  Rm 06
I n f o r m a t i o n  a n d  W o r k i^ f n o p s
T U E SD A Y  6 :1 0 p m  
W E D N E SD A Y  6 :1 0 p m
One W orkshop  
W e a r D a n c e  A ttf
IN FO R M A TIO N : 
7 5 6 -1 4 6 5 , 7 5 6 -2 0 3 9  
h ttp ://0 rchesis.calp0 ly.e4
Audition THlJRSijAY 6:10pm
S p e c ia l iz in g  in  E s ta te  S a le s
S L O  A n t iq u e  T re a su re s  
a n d  C o lle c t ib le s
B u y  •  S e ll  •  T r a d e  •  C o n s ig n m e n t
D e s k s ,  D r e s s e r s ,  L a m p s ,  &  M u c h  M o r e !
O pen D aily  1 0 :3 0  - 5
1248 M o n te r e y  S t., S a n  L u is  O b is p o , C A  93401 
N ext to  D a y lig h t G ard en s
( 805) 547-1898
S in c e  1969
Y E A R S  IN  SLO
,^ jic h e s
O o g s  S o u p
0 M H / 7  V M J  A  W t e k
313 Higuera St. • 805.544.4948 • www.ben-franklins.com • Weekdays 9am-6pm
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Bored with the bookstore? SLO has alternatives
C assie Reves
Ml SI \N(, i)\in
Moving to San 1 ins Obispo 
opens mam loors w hen it eomes 
to sliopping at loeal. priwitvly- 
ou lu-d biisiiu-sst's. W 1k ‘ii it eoiiK’s 
to nuisK' and books, it can be 
tempting to gist walk dow n to bd
C'orral Hookstore, but ne\t time 
vou ean’t tiiul exaetly w bat youVe 
lookmg tor, elieek ont tliese loeals 
bnsinesses mstead.
Hoo Boo Keeords: l'his San 
l uis C')bispo iiuisie sliop bas been 
m business on tbe ('entrai C^iast 
tor over ,>(• vears and eontmues to 
provide tbe best sélection ot past
>ide IL on
TR ANSFO KTA f «ON
mm
let us « et you thebe.
«ALL ABOUT 
(lUIhNEWLABGEH 
BUSHES FOB CUUHII» 
nhXOTIOLXH
and eurrent nuisie available. I bey 
sell musie ot all genres and have 
grown to melude DVDs in tbeir 
merebandise. l«oo Boos is also tbe 
place to go tor concert tickets tor 
shows to Downtown lirewing 
Dompanv in SI (T and otber local 
venues in tbe county. I ocation: 
Monterey tS C'ourt Streets.
( diptain N em o’s/C'beap
rbrilk  Kecords: (A)inic book
and music lovers alike w ill tall m 
love w itb tins out ot tbe orilinarv 
retail store. According to tbeir 
Web site, tbev have tbe biggest 
-election ot new and used ( 'D s m 
town, and it tbe\ don't have w bat 
vou're lookmg tor m stock, they 
will most likeK order it tor \ou.
1 oeation: 1 liguera Street between 
\ipom o tS Channel Streets.
IMioenix Books; .As one ot'tbe 
last remaining used book stores m 
San I ms Obispo, I’boeinx Books 
bas a lot ot weight on its shoul­
ders. Ibev have a wide inventory 
ot books that is wm tb an hour or 
twv> ot perusing to tlnd am titles 
ot interest or nostalgia. I ocation: 
.Monterey tS Osos Street'.
I be Novel b.xperience; I'be 
Novel l-.xperience is tbe otli- 
er used book store m S.m bins
see Books, page 5 I
I F  T H E R E  IS A  C H A N C E  
Y O U ’ R E  P R E G N A N T ,
E V E N  A  F E W  D R I N K S  
C O U L D  H A R M  Y O U R  B A B Y
i ; j r  Í: -- p r ^ > g n c ^  c y
and visit w w w .beginningsofslo.org
^áEXIOANFOOD
B E ST FOOD
O P E N L A T E
Mon-Wed 8:30am -11 pm 
Thur-Sat 8;30am -11 pm
8 0 5 -5 4 5 - 7 7 6 5
596 Cdiifornia Blvd
...AND MORE!
POOHBOY
S a n d w i c h e s  I n S L O
5 8 0  C A L IF O R N IA  
SAN LUIS OBISPO
F R E E  S M A L L  SO DA W IT H  
P U R C H A S E  o r  A S A N D W IC H !!
mnat pvasant cenpen 
offer pood Urrengh toptoarber
NICK C.AM.ACHO .stusiANii d a i o
Boo Boo Records sells concert tickets and DVDs in addition to music.
Nit K ( .\M \( III) SUM \N(. m iiv
C'heap Thrills specializes in comic hooks, hut also sells music and 
games.
follow the rules 
of the road.
w a l k  y o u r  b i k e  i n  t h e  
d e s i g n a t e d  z o n e s  |
l o c k  b i c y c l e s  i n  p r o v i d e d  _____
r a c k s  o n l y ,  u s i n g  a  g o o d  l o c k
I* p — ' wrwwii ^  ■ wm
a n d  d o n ’t  f o r g e t  t o  
r e g i s t e r  y o u r  b i k e
m u,
■ - ‘-y .-.Vi..
.Q U ESTIO N S? NEED M ORE INFO RM ATIO N?
e m a L L p o lic e @ c a lp o ly .e d u  
call: c r im e  p r e v e n tio n  @ 805.756.2323
'v, ur stop by the university police department
Friday, September 11,2009
www.niustan};daily.net
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Books
coHtiuui d  from pnge 50
Ol>is(U). lt\ .1 great place to shop 
tor ln)oks written about San l.uis 
t lluspo and tlie ( 'entr il ( 'oast. Lo­
cation: I liguera is Chiorro Streets.
S l(>  lexthooks: As the name 
nnphes. tliis is not the place to 
find light reading, hut it is deh- 
nitely worth cheeking out before 
purchasing textbooks at fd Cior- 
ral Bookstore. 1 heir pric es tend to 
be c heaper for the same textbook, 
and at the end o f the cjuarter, they 
ustially buy back books for more 
money than tlie campus bookstore 
will otter. Location: l-oothil! Bou­
levard is Santa Kosa Street.
c h e s tr
All Ic'iicTs imiM Kc 2s0 
w o k I.n or lc‘^^  .iik I .irc Mihject 
to csiiniii; lor l^1c■llmc;, 
ItMmm.ir .in j style
E-mail us at:
mustangdaílyopíníons(S)gmaíl.com
V '
' ."is
/
^  - . , ;
mm•isf
e-
Nlt'.K CAMACHO m i 's i a n c ; d a i i y  
I'he Novel Experience sells used books at its location in downtown San 
Luis Obispo.
u
rTicjV..
RA( HLI t;iA.S MCSTANc; i i a i i v
vSI.O Textbooks caters to both the C'.al Poly and C'uesta course 
offerings.
r
m isse d  a period? 
consider a ll choices
Y o u ’re  n o t  a lo n e ,  s t o p  b y  o u r  c e n t e r  
f o r  F R F E  p r e g n a n c y  t e s t in g  a lo n g  
w ith  c o n f id e n t ia l  a n d  c a n n g  o p t io n s  
p r o v id e d
n o  a p p o i n t m e n t  n e e d e d  
O p e n  1 prn to  5 p m  
M o n d a y  F rid a y  
Tel; 8 0 5  4 8 1 - 4 9 8 7
L i f e L i n e
1 0 1 0  Footh ill Blvd. • S a n  Luis O b isp o  
(c o r n e r  o f S a n ta  R o s a )  • Zion A c tiv it ie s  Building
m il
Y V .-i
'rr-^
líT'* h ' 'C » ;
, v v
r-  ^ z-
It's mat.
S I R « »  
9 9 8 1
Í
/ .(Hi.
OltXiVX») K x p e r l  Sales ¿ k  Installation _ _____
A U O l O  • V I D E O  • S E C U R I T Y  • B E U B T O O T I I  
I P O D  • N A V I O A T I O N  • S A T E E E I T E  R A D I O  
C u s t o m  Installation w it h  E i f c t i m e  Cjiiarantee
5 4 4 - 5 7 0 0
M  -  F  
9  -  6
2 3 1 0  B r o a d  S t .  
S a n  L u i s  O b is p o
V / S A
S e e  t h e International Education & Programs
W o r l d  f r o m  a  N e w
P e r s p e c t i v e
L : •it
Z .
Visit US at 
iep,calpoly.edu, 
come by the 
Study Abroad 
Office (38-145), 
or call us at 
(805)756-1477
J N
B E D  i '  B R E A K F A S T  
 ^ f t T ^ c ^  ^  SoTOjpeav C ^ m
b  t ^  Heart Sai) i^ is  06iSj>^
d ^ íü Jio . d ^ iu m o te^ .
1473 Monterey St. • San Luis Obispo 
(805)549-0321 or (800) 676-1588 • www.psslo.com
WBLCOM^ B A C K  STW .T>5N TS!
Come to our original location by the beach In Pismo 
or our SLO location at 1491 Monterey St!
Both locatloiu fcatura:
our famous award w inning clam chowder in freshly 
baked sourdough bread bowls. Fresh fish li chips, calam arl, 
grilled fish sandwiches Fish tacos, salads and m ore!
SLO also has a full sonrlctt baiMvyI
Breakfast pastries, cisokies, cakes,frult desserts 8i chocolates!
We also do custom cakes!
Iw t o t i io c a ia in i lo io r b r aBh fBi t  wm o p — a i7 K KI— i
Take out available from  either location
m
/
. V »  We Have Two Locations:
Pismo Beach; 197 Pomeroy 805.773.4653 
San Luis Obispo: 1491 Monterey Street 805.544.7567
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M o n k ey s keep  it  
c o o l  w ith  n ew  
s u m m e r  re lease
M adison M oore
YAl.t: DAILY NKWS (YAI.H LINIVl RSITY)
Ever since the 2005 release o f 
“Whatever People Say I Am,That’s 
What I’m N ot” —  the fastest-sell­
ing debut album in UK chart his­
tory —  Arctic Monkeys have re­
mained indie rock darlings. Before 
they signed to Domino Records 
in 2005, the Monkeys were one o f 
the first bands to gain a follcYwing 
largely by Internet file-sharing and 
gigging around their hometown o f 
ShelTield.
And the result o f all that hype? 
Well, Alex Turner’s sexy vocals, the 
band’s iconic retro-swagger, and 
their huge, apocalyptic sound have 
been heard around the world at 
nearly every music festival on the 
rit^ lar, from Coachella to Glaston­
bury. And if you follow the hips- 
terati, you already know that the 
Monkeys are pretty much the hot­
test band on the planet.
“Humbug,’’ the Monkeys’ third 
studio album, is a jump from the 
previous “Favorite Worst Night­
mare.’’ Listening to “ Favorite” 
is a touch like trying to walk a 
puppy that’s totally strung out on 
coke. I dare you to he still to “I) 
Is For Dangerous.” Try to hold 
your groove when “Teddy Picker” 
comes on. “Teddy Picker” and 
“Old Yellow Bricks” were so the 
soundtrack to my walk to class.
On “Humbug,” the hoys upped 
the ante, keeping true to the sound 
that made them famous yet still 
managing to give us something 
fresh. The first thing to notice 
about the record is that it’s heavily 
guitar-driven, which isn’t unusual 
for the Monkeys. It’s the same 
band with a little more oomph —  
which comes from Queens o f the 
Stone Age fmnt man Josh Homme, 
who produced “Humbug.” Hom­
me sings background on some of, 
the tracks too. It’s a match made in
heaven if you ask me because this 
album shows the huge range in the 
Monkeys’ sound: a perfect platter 
o f the funk o f rock ’n’ roll, spiced 
with just a pinch o f the ambition 
o f heavy metal.
“My l^ropeller,’’ the lead song 
on “Humbug,” is a slow but in­
tense number.Turner’s sultry vocals 
spread like butter over the guitars 
and drums that How underneath. 
“Secret Door” is an ethereal, un­
boring ballad. “Crying Lightning,” 
the album’s first single, grows on 
you; it still sounds like the Mon­
keys, but It is definitely slower, and 
much less apocalyptic. When I first 
heard it, I was a little disappointed 
—  not because the song was had, 
but mostly because I wanted more 
Teddy Pickers! That’s the Arctic 
Monkeys everybody knows and 
loves. My favorite thing about the 
Monkeys has always been their 
energetic, rambunctious and yet 
incredibly precise sound. But o f 
course, a band can’t survive by re­
cording the same albums over and 
over again.
Don’t worry. For those o f you 
who are jonesing for vintage 
Monkeys, “Dangerous Animals” 
will he your BFF If you didn’t 
already know how to spell, Alex 
Turner is there to help you along: 
D -A -N -C -E -K -O -U -S  A -N -l- 
M -A-L. And you will love “Pretty 
Visitors,” which in my mind is the 
best song on the album. It is so the 
new “Teddy Picker.” I have already 
started asking my friends, “Which 
came first, the chicken or the dick­
head?” Here, josh Homme’s influ­
ence is felt in the Gothic organ that 
creeps around, and in the hraingas- 
mic tug o f war between the hard­
ness, loudness and immediacy o f 
the drums that literally ricochet 
throughout. Make sure you listen 
to this one bombastically. “Hum­
bug” is already one o f the hottest 
indie albums o f 2009. Go get it.
C.Ol RM-SY I’MOK)
UK hand Arctic Monkey.s relea,sed its new album “Humbug” in Au­
gust, 2009. It is the band’s third studio album.
Friday, September 11,2009
www.mustangdaily.net
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Im o g en  H eap  soft an d  pow erful in  “ E llip se
K ath erin e G reenspoon
rilK OHSKKVKR (NOIRU DAMh UNIVKKSII Y)
Imogen Heap's voice, tone and 
lyrical masterpieces are what put 
her on the map as a talented and 
unique artist. After a four-year 
hiatus with the release o f her sec­
ond album, “Speak for Yourself,” 
the British singer-songwnter has 
graced the lists o f music charts yet 
again, taking the 5th spot on Bill­
board top 200. Heap's new album, 
“Ellipse,” gained Heap her highest 
chart position ever. This comes as 
no surprise with her innovative ap­
proach to her old new sound.
“Ellipse” was completed in 
Heap's hometown o f Essex, Eng­
land, where she composed the entire 
album in her studio basement. The 
name references the oddly shaped 
structure o f her house where she 
spent most o f  her time compos­
ing and writing. Heap took advan­
tage o f  simple sound and common 
household distractions such as Hoor 
board creeks, birds chirping and 
kitchen commotion which aided 
her in blending all o f  her ideas to­
gether to form what later turned 
into “Ellipse.”
Heap's new album is loaded with 
new unconventional melodies and 
contemporary orchestral influences 
that capture listener's attention im­
mediately. Her voice and unique 
lyrics tell amazing stories, “Train 
Kide Home” and “Canvas” are 
only a couple o f the newest songs 
she has debuted on this album that 
showcases her unbelievable charis­
ma and talent. Her artistic approach 
to every song makes her so intrigu­
ing and attracting to listeners.
Every song on this album has 
a catchy chorus and distinct lyrics 
that force the listener to continue 
listening. “Tidal” is one o f the thir­
teen songs on this album that really 
stands out with its natural and mel­
low tone. The simplicity and easy 
rhythm that has become Heap's 
style comes across in several o f  her 
songs. Every aspect o f this album 
is easy and relaxing to listen to and 
ideal to enjoy during those long 
nights o f  homework.
Heap's voice is absolutely hyp­
notizing and irresistible. She com ­
bines her streaming piano sessions 
and electronic additions to create 
new and exciting music that tran­
scends gender and dramas. Elec­
tronic synthesizers plus a voice that 
echoes pure poetry combine as two 
ingredients that are guaranteed to 
give extraordinary' performance.
However, Heap's execution o f 
“Earth” on the album seems to be a 
bit out o f place and tedious. She has 
a pattern o f  sweet and light pieces 
but with “Earth” sounding more 
repetitive and irritating it does a 
poor jo b  flowing with the rest o f 
her collection.
Heap's witty and boisterous 
conversation throughout the rest o f 
her songs makes her work relatable 
and effortless for the public to lis- 
ren ro. With her ingenious instru­
ment usage iml uieas she is able to 
re.u'h a broasl aiidieneo through her 
energetic and breathtaking perfor­
mances on .mil off the stage.
Her progression from her first two 
studio .ilbums. “ iMegaphone”and 
“.Speak for Yourself” is extraordi­
nary. “Ellipse” stands out as more 
contemporary and cutting edge 
with songs like “Little Bird” and 
“ Between Sheets,” both o f these 
pieces being very imaginative and 
creative.
Heap has had several appearanc­
es on TV shows including Letter- 
man and has lent her sound to 
many soundtracks including “The 
O.C,” “American Psycho 2 ” and 
“ Heroes.” Her soft but powerful 
voice is contagious and her newest 
CD  offers fans new material that is 
both mature and well versed. Heap 
has said that her album cycles are 
three to four years and hopes to get 
started on her next album, which 
will include bonus tracks and a new 
electronic sound.
Everything from her hair to 
her shoes is different and edgy, and 
whether she has multicolored dress­
es on or feathers and flowers in her 
hair, her music will always outshine 
every aspect o f her image.
IMOGEN
HEAP
COUBTESY PHOTO
Imogen Heap released her album “Ellipse” this summer. It features songs recorded at her home in England.
Best Buy”* welcomes your checklist
Best Buy has the latest technology so you 
can have a great start to a new school year.
K rtoV 'e.® '’" \B a c V .-to -s c ^ S  _  ^
-------
f t  >AP3'P'»-<'V
‘ i-ï A*'. -1
Mmieiooitaii«
Store address: 2 5 5  Madonna Rd, San Luis Obispo, CA 9 3 4 0 5  
Store hours: M o n-S at: 10 a .m .-9  p.m. and Sun: 11 a .m .-?  p.m. 
Visit us online at: BestBuy.com /store/SanLuisObispo
Valid 9 /1 2 /0 9 -1 0 /3 /0 9  only in Best Buy* stores
G et a Best Buy Gift Card instantly, with the following purchases
^ I f l G i f t C a r d  $ C n
with ^100 purchase
Gift Card
with *500 purchate
^ i n n C l f t C a r d
with *1000 purchase
G ift cord good tow ard fatare parchata. Not v a ld  aa a lft card pw chaM i. Limit MO in totol gift cord volw with MOO purchoM. lim it ^$0 in total gift cord vokw with SOO 
pufchffw. Limit MOO in total gift card value with MOOO purchos«. To reach quoKfylng purchoM onuunt for free gift card, items must be purchosed on some receipt and exclude the foNowmg 
items; Bose*^  oudio products; Poik Audio; laptops ond desktop computers; netbooks; monitors; projectors; internol hard drives; computer softwore; computer subscription software; kHfome 
Geek Squod* service; VoIP; broodbond; de^top podcoges (pockoges include computer, monitor and printer); Sony GSIR comeros, lenses ond floshes; unlocked phones; conlioct mobile 
phones; mobde broaéanl cords; Fendef*’ ond Squier*' muskoi instruments; video gome hordwore; Mognoiio Home Theoter* products: Bose*, Mortinlogon ond speciol order merdwnrbse; 
gift cords; taxes; prior purchases; Outlet Center items; speciol order, rleoranre, demo ond opervhox items. Selection varies by store Volifl on in store ond in stock items only Vrdid only at Best 
Buy stores in the U,SA; excludes stores in Puerto Rko. Online ond ifvstore offer moy vary. Not v d k l on w iy lo itlo y .c o m  ordor, lndod ln | ito fo  pkbop. Best Bw employees 
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sold Press "Total.*' Write "VOID* on coupon ond pioce in the reghfa coupon medio file,
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Cal Poly has its own artistic gems
C assie Keysc tiuv styles and laiidseapin^, hut from all departments on campus.
Ml siA\(p i)\in hidden amongst the classrooms are
On the outside, t!al l*oly is an a few collections o f artwork meant U niversity  A rt G allery  (UAG)
eclectic mix o f ditferent architec- to stimulate the minds o f students Located on the bottom Hoor
Goodwill
W elcom es Back CAL POLY!
G R E A T  S A V I N C S  00 S T U F F  y o u 'l l  a lw a y s  o e e d
REUSE O  ^  RECYCLE ^  .3 REVISIT
M a t t r e s s e s  &  B o i  S p r i R g s  i n  S t o c k !
o f the Walter F. Dexter building is 
Cal Poly’s own art gallery for use 
by the art and design department. 
I ’he first exhibit o f the upcom­
ing year will begin Sept. 25 and 
will feature the work o f faculty 
members. It will showcase “new 
creative research and artwork 
in graphic design, photography, 
drawing, painting, sculpture, glass- 
blowing, installation and art histo­
ry,” according to UAG’s Web site. 
Student artwork is also often on 
display in the gallery and students 
are encouraged to stop in and 
observe the works o f their peers. 
UAG is open Tuesday through Sat­
urday, 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. and admis­
sion is free.
sale can be found in the Univer­
sity Union Gallery, the Fipicenter 
office on the second floor o f the 
UU in charge o f student clubs and 
organizations. I'he pieces, which 
can be viewed on the w alls o f  the 
waiting area adjacent from the Hpi- 
center’s front desk, are by student 
artists and community members 
looking to showcase their artistii 
hobbies.
U niversity  U n ion  C raft C en ter
edasses in disciplines ranging 
from ckiy throwing to glass stain­
ing to jewelry making can all be 
found in the O a ft CTmter on the 
bottom Hoor o f the University 
Union. Students can register for 
dirterent classes via the Associated 
Students, Inc. Web site and each 
subject is taught by experienced 
instructors m that particular field. 
Students with a wide range o f 
abilities are invited to buy eitiier 
a quarter pass to the class o f their 
choice, or a studio pass that allows 
the student access to a certain area 
o f the center with little to no su­
pervision.
U niversity  U n ion  G allery
Various pieces o f  artwork for
Cal Poly’s Juried Student Exhibi­
tion was held at the University 
Union Gallery last May.
W o r k  w ith  p e o p l e
who love what they do.
Congratulations to StevOFI Symer on his completion of Grant Thornton’s Summer 2009 Internship Program! 
Grant Thornton would also  like to congratulate the following students on the completion of the Grant Thornton 
Summer 2009 Footsteps Program:
Monica Ambrosini 
Lauren Anderson
Allegra Cabeiion 
Travis Campbell
Sarah Huey 
Kristin Thompson
Kyle White
We kx4k forward to seeing you soon!
Attention seniors interested in a full-time position: please submit your resume and application through Mustang 
Jobs by Sunday, October 4 , 2(K)9 for consideration. On-campus interviews will be held on Monday, October 19,2009.
Contact Una Tran (Southern California) or Susan Romero (Greater Bay Area) for more information:
Una Tran
.Southern California Recruiter
lina.tranC^gt.com
213.596.3489
Susan Romero 
Greater Bay Area Recruiter 
susan .romeroCa)gt com 
415.354.4755
O  G r a n t  T h o r n t o n
AmiM « Ta« t Afivlatwv
«MIMI QrantTtuvmcM com
- f»  ^ «. •»•»•Mr*«#« >•-*»»**»»••
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Paella party!
T h e  c la ss ic  b u t  u n iq u e  S p a n i s h  f a v o r i t e  is 
a l l  a b o u t  the r ice
Ju dy H evrdejs
C IIU ACO IkIDUNt
At its most basic, paella is a rice 
dish cooked in a broad shallow pan 
and includes olive oil, garlic, toma­
toes, broth and a tew more ingre­
dients.
Its soul, though, depends on per­
fectly cooked rice.
“ I'aella transforms rice,” wrote 
Penelope C i^sas in her cookbook, 
“ Paella!"
"Plain rice, after all, is like a 
painter’s canvas waiting to be trans­
formed into a work o f art."
That transformation is what pas­
sionate paella cooks like Cdiicagoan 
Bob Moliski do each time they pull 
out their metal paella pan and rice.
(^ne sultry June evening, M o­
liski began the process for a party in 
die Cdiicago garden o f Cdirista and 
.^rt (hillazo. lie  set a massive paella 
pan atop a burner, then placed thin 
slices o f a Spanish chorizo called 
(hmtimpalo across its surface. Soon 
it sizzled, releasing smoky paprika 
perfume, drawing guests to the pan.
“ .At first they're taken m by the 
smell coming up from it,” said M o­
liski, who has been preparing pa­
ella for parties for several years. “ It’s 
quite a spectacle when you think 
about it. You’ve got this huge pan; 
vou’ve got all o f this activity that is 
going on and ... the smells that are 
coming up."
Moliski worked in three stages: 
precooking toppings (vegetables, 
meats, fish); making an onion-gar- 
lic-tomato reduction (sofrito) and 
stirring in the rice; and finally add­
ing the liquid and toppings.
“ In Spain, this is done almost 
exclusively by men _  even men 
who won’t go near the kitchen .is a 
matter o f pride will do the outdoor 
paella," he said, noting a wood fire 
(unlike his propane-fueled fire) is 
the traditional heat source.“ It’s sort 
o f like barbecue is in many Ameri­
can huuseholds.”
For a dish so woven into Span­
ish culture, tradition rules paella _  
or It did.
C^nce served as a first course, 
rice was “the indisputable star o f 
the dish,” wrote Teresa Barrenechea 
in “The C'uisines o f Spain.”“Nowa- 
days, even in Spain, paella is increas­
ingly served as a main course with 
assorted meats and seafood, with 
the result that the proportion o f 
rice to the other ingredients has di­
minished.”
A well-flavored broth remains a 
key to paella success, said chef Jose 
(îarces, who serves p.aellas at his res­
taurants, Mercat a la IManxa in C hi­
cago and Amada in Philadelphia. 
He’ll use a salTron-chicken broth, 
for example, “or squid-ink broth 
for paella negra or a very flavorful 
mushroom broth with dried mush­
rooms for a vegetarian version,” he 
said.
(îettm g the right rice-to-liquid 
ratio is crucial too; the rice “should 
be al dente, and it’s supposed to be 
individual grains and not stick to­
gether,” said Moliski; too much liq- 
,uid can make a “sticky and gloppy” 
paella.
; And then there is the dark, red- 
‘dish-bfown caramelized rice at the 
"bottom o f the pan called “socarrat.”
“It’s considered a delicacy,” he
said, “the quintessential element o f 
a good paella.”
So toward the end o f cooking, 
he probes the bottom o f the rice 
with a fork.“When it starts to grab,
I know it’s starting to get a crust.”
Moliski calls himself a “seri­
ous hobbyist” who likes to do a 
few dishes well. “ 1 first tried pael­
la when my wife (biz) and I were 
on our honeymoon in Barcelona,” 
Moliski said.
I le has been making the dish 
ever since, buying progressively 
l.irger pans. He makes it tor co­
workers, friends and at parties like 
the C’ollaztis’, where he was cook­
ing as part o f a charity auction item 
from a neighborhood church. A 
friend, Melinda Prescott, was help­
ing.
The (aillazos’ garden was lit 
with torches and tilled with cloth- 
covered tables set with yellow-gokl 
flowers and peach roses troni friend 
Jiyeon Owens, a neighbor and event 
pl.inner. I'here was white sangna 
for sipping and a butfet set with to- 
stones, sweet plantains .md assorted 
quesadillas. But the evening’s cen­
terpiece: Bob Miiliski’s paella.
“Make sure you use the right 
kind o f rice. 1 )q. it frequently. Prac­
tice it,” coached Moliski. “ iiven if 
you don’t get it exactly right, it’s 
still delicious. Just enjoy it and do 
it for friends. Make a party around 
it.”
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Granda Bistro lets 
customers travel the 
gastronomical world
MUSTANi; DAllY STAFl- R.tl'ORr
The intimacy and elegance 
found in the bistros o f cities like 
New York, Venice and London 
has finally arrived in San Luis 
Obispo.
T he addition o f tiranada Bistro 
to the restaurants o f downtown 
fills a once vacant niche.
Bistro owner Kimberly Walker 
says she wanted to ca'ate a space 
for customers to enjoy the unique 
atmosphere and have a glass of 
wine paired perfectly with the 
cheese plate or tapas, enhancing 
the riavors and notes in the wine.
Walker also owns Barracha, a 
company that manufactures wine 
wipes, which remove the stains 
from teeth caused from drinking red 
wine.
Walker, recently back from a 
week-long surf safari in Mexico, 
also writes an adventure column for 
(Tmtral t'oast Magazine. She says 
she has always wanted the opportu­
nity for a restaurant.
The bistro was names! (iranada 
Bistro after the (Jranada building 
which became available in March 
making it the "perfect opportunity
see Bistro, page 57
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The large windows o f Granada Bistro give passersby a view inside the 
Spain-inspired restauranat and wine bar on Morro Street.
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to do something that I said I’ve al­
ways wanted to do,” Walker said.
Perhaps one of Walker’s favorite 
things about the bistro is the inti­
macy. Customers are able to con­
nect with one another with good 
company, she said. “ It’s so small, 
and that’s the reason people love it 
so much,” she said.
“I ’ve been coming to Granada 
since the day it opened,” said John 
Galbreth, former restaurant owner 
and San Luis Obispo.“I’ve traveled 
all over Europe cooking in restau­
rants. The space Kimberly created 
definitely has the same European 
feel.”
The bistro is also a place where 
friends can meet up before dinner, 
or have a glass o f wine, feeling like 
you never left your house, Cîalbreth 
said.
“You get a group o f like-mind­
ed individuals all coming on their 
own, but they end up almost hav­
ing a dinner party. It's really cool to 
be a part of," Walker said.
Located directly across from 
the bistro is Walker’s other busi­
ness manufacturing wine wipes —  
a nev/ way to wipe that red wine 
film left on the teeth and lips after 
drinking red wine.
“ liarracha,” the Spanish word 
for intoxicated woman, has a dif­
ferent meaning to Walker. Instead 
it represents being intoxicated 
with certain enjoyments m life, 
with whatever it is you love to do 
most in life.
Shortly after Walker’s personal 
experience with red wine where 
the residue from the pigment left 
her mouth purple, she wanted 
something to solve the problem.
“ I love red wine, but 1 don’t like 
having that stain on my teeth and 
mouth. One night after drinking 
too much red wine I thought, why 
couldn’t I invent something to get 
rid o f that?” Walker said.
The teeth become porous after 
drinking a lot o f red wine, and den­
tists don’t recommend brushing the 
teeth after drinking, so a formula 
was created in order to be safe on 
the enamel.The product was even­
tually created and approved by the
NICK CAMACHO MUSTANG DAILY
Kimberly Walker recently opened Granada Bistro in San Luis Obispo.
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FDA and (d)C ' after collaborating 
with dentists and product develop­
ment teams. Walker said.
Wine wipes can be found at 
wine tasting shops, grocery stores, 
large chains stores like Bevmo, and 
on the Internet. After being on the 
market for a year, the product con­
tinues to grow every month and 
will eventually be sold throughout 
Europe, Walters said.
Besides staying busy with her 
two businesses. Walker makes sure 
she finds the opportunity to travel 
whenever she can.
“ 1 love to travel,” Walker said. 
“ I’ve been all over Africa, Central 
America, Europe. I think my fa­
vorite thing to do is traveling and 
exploring.”
Her experiences with the col­
umn have led her in some interest­
ing situations.
“ (This has been a) huge high­
light in my life (because) it’s so 
much fun,” Walker said.
“ 1 get to go do all ditferont sorts 
o f outdoor activities," Walker said. 
“ I’ve done things like finding hik­
ing trails to turning offTV s at local 
restaurants and bars."
The bistro has given the perfect 
opportunity for Walker to express 
her low for traveling the world 
and sharing it with a small town 
like .San I uis Obispo. Although all 
o f tl'.e wine is imported, the pro­
duce is from local farmers and her 
employees are all local residents.
After traveling the CCaribbean as 
a chef on a dive boat for the past 
year, Kimberly Lemmons hap­
pened to be on land and stumbled 
across Granada Bistro looking for 
a job.
“ It was a pleasant surprise when
I came back to town,” Lemmons 
said. “ I do like working here. It’s 
fun.”
Lemmons works as a chef both 
on dive boats and at the Bistro, 
adding her expertise m preparing 
food for the bistro which reminds 
her o f Europe, Lemmons said.
Walker made sure to keep the 
price o f wine by the glass at $8.00 
to prevent people from choosing 
the cheapest wine and not being 
able to enjoy something that hasn’t 
been tasted and experienced be­
fore.
“This encourages people to try 
something new, and hopefully our 
customers learn something about 
the wines and something they 
might not have chosen,” Walker
said.
The food includes cheese plate 
tapas, paninis and cupcakes fe.' 
tured by Amy bakes cupcakes b 
Amy Okatie who has been recen 
nized by The New Tim es,The Ti 
bune and Taste magazine.
All o f the food is simple and th 
flavors are traditional with a twis 
Walker said.
“The influence (of the bistn 
was definitely from places I’ve bee 
through travel, just those small lit 
tie cafes that you spend hours en 
joying some wine and a panini 
Walker said.
Granada Bistro is located 
1126 Morro Street, and can be fol 
lowed on Facebook and Iw itter 
@Granadabistro.
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Free yourself from campus food:
These restaurants will keep you and your wallets fu ll
C'ainpus food is, well, nothing 
special. It's okay for a while hut 
lot's face It. wo all nood soino op­
tions whoii it coinos to food ovory 
now and thon.Whoii you got tirod 
ofoatmg tho same thing night after 
night, chock out those otf-cainpus 
restaurants to satisfy any cniving.
Splash C'afe: Menu highlights 
include their “famous” clam chow­
der served in a bread bowl, artisan 
breads and pasteries, a variety o f 
fresh seafood, and cafe favorites like 
burgers, hotdogs and salads. Loca­
tion: Monterey Street, ¿k CLilifor- 
nia Boulevard, approximately two 
miles from campus.
Franks Famous Hotdogs:
Interested in playing? 
Visit www.slocore.com
NICK ('.AMACatO MU.S'lANC d a ii .y
Splash C.afe doubles as a seafood 
restaurant and artisan bakery.
the name indicates, Franks serves 
hotdogs with dirterent toppings 
and are also known for their mini­
burger challenge, linisli 10 o f these 
little burgers and you get ytnir 
picture on the wall o f fame. Loca­
tion: Monterey Street. ( ’alifor- 
nia Boulevard, approximately two 
miles from campus.
Kona's Deli: Kona's Deli is a 
popul.ir choice among students 
for their large, relatively cheap 
sandwiches. Just be ready tt> stand 
1 1 1  line to get your food, because 
there will likely be a wait, l.oca- 
tum: lt)othill Boulevard Santa 
Kosa Street, approximately t)iie 
and a half miles tfom campus.
Bali's S e lf Serve Frozen Yo­
. .S d re  m e m e rie s
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staff & student discounts
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gurt: A handful o f yogurt Havors 
and tons o f toppings means endless 
combinations at this local sweet 
shop. Two locations: Foothill Bou­
levard &' Santa Kosa Street and 
Higuera & CTnirt Streets, both ap­
proximately one and a half miles 
from campus.
Shin’s Sushi Bar: Menu high­
lights include the “ Hot (¡rover 
Beach Night K o ll," th e“B.S.CLR.,” 
and plenty o f others for sushi lov­
ers to enjoy. Word to the wise, they 
don’t take reservations so get there 
early or be prepared to wait. Lo­
cation: Monterey Street 6. Osos 
Street, approximately one and a half
NICK CAMACHO MliSIANU DAIIV 
Fire.stone C r^ill is well-known for 
their beefy entrees and'fries.
NICK CAMACHO vuisiANii OAllV 
Bali’s Yogurt features self-serve 
yogurt and a variety o f toppings.
ribs and numerous burgers, not to 
mention their addictive french fries, 
location: Higuera A C s^os Streets, 
approximately one and a half miles 
from campus.
Evos: For fast food without the 
unhealthy side effects, livos is the 
place to go. 1 heir menu boasts fast 
food regulars such as burgers and 
fries, but with .So to 7o percent less 
fat, calories and cholesterol than 
regular fast food chains. Location: S. 
Higuera Street A Suburban Koad, 
approximately six miles from cam­
pus.
KsV'-'
miles from campus.
C!liilie Peppers: For hearty
eaters, ('h ilie Peppers serves mas­
sive burritos with everything from 
barbec'ie chicken to cow ’s tongue. 
If you make friends with the man 
behind the grill, you can often ex­
pect a bigger burrito for the same 
cheap price. Fwo locations: Broad 
A Branch Streets, approximately 
four miles from campus; Foothill 
Boulevard & N. C^horro Street, ap­
proximately one and a half miles 
from campus.
Petra M editerranean Pizza 
and Cirill: This brand new res­
taurant features Mediterranean fa­
vorites like gyro, falafel, pizzas and 
sandwiches. Location: Fiiguera & 
Toro Streets, approximately t\\o 
and a half miles from campus.
Firestone G rill: This down­
town burger jo in t regularly has 
customers lined up out the door 
to get their hands on something 
hot off the grill. Menu highlights 
include the tri-tip sandwich, beef
NICK CAMACHO MIISTANU DAILY
The Natural C^ afe serves vegetarian 
options in addition to regular fare.
The Natural C3afe: Ifits healthi­
er food that makes your mouth wa­
ter. The Natural C3afe has plenty to 
fill you up without making you feel 
guilty. They have a wide selection 
o f vegetarian and vegan options 
as well as burgers and sandwiches 
to please any carnivore. Location: 
Higuera & Broad Streets, approxi­
mately three miles from campus.
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C W  hopes viewers will sink 
teeth into “Vampire Diaries
G T  I P Í  T H A f I [- D I
Neal jiistin
MAH I H I l l l iM
Stc'Lin Salvatoiv lias bloodshot 
cyc‘s, mangled teeth, terrible sleeping 
habits <md a severe drinking problem. 
In other words, he has a good ehanee 
ot'beeoming TV’s hottest heartthrob.
As the lead character in ( !W ’s 
" 1 he Vampire 1 )iaries,” premiering 
riuirsil.iy night, an early entry in the 
networks’ annual tall derby, Salva­
tore may come across as just another 
brtHHling bloodsucker, developed in 
the shadow ot “Twilight,” which has 
grossed nearly $400 million at the box 
otiice and sold more than 70 milium 
books, and “ Iriie Mlood,” 1 IMO’s big­
gest success since Ibiiy .Soprano or­
der'd his last supper, lint the show’s 
premise —  young girl t'inds love in 
the arms o f a 150-year-old classmate 
— harks back to more than a de­
cade ago, when I'V viewers were first 
touched by an Angel.
"Itutfy the Vampire Slayer” at­
tracted .1 cult audience with snappy 
dialogue and a heroine who embod­
ied both sexuality and empowerment. 
lUit it was the series’ introductit)ii of 
Angel, a hunky vampire fighting his 
own demons, that spawned a spinotf 
series and pnwed that ytrung women 
would swoon over a mythical charac­
ter tr.ulitionally .issociated with hor­
ror, not heartache.
“ 1 he current trend owes more to 
Joss Whedon than Uram Suiker,” said 
author Kathleen Tracy, referring to 
the co-creator o f “ liurty” and “An­
gel.” Tracy, who wrote “The Ciirl’s 
Got line: The Original Unauthor­
ized Guide to Burty’s World,” said that 
vampires “used to be symbolic o f the 
evil in men’s souls, but Whedon made 
them symbolic o f teen angst, this eter­
nal monster trying to grow up. That’s 
what people have picked up on and 
taken off with.”
It’s also what makes young women 
want to toss out their Jonas Brothers 
Cd)s and slip over to the liirk side.
“They’a* bad boys with brains.” 
said “I )iaries” co-executive producer 
Julie I’lec, who conipaa*d Stefan to 
past TV sulkers Jordan Catalano of 
“My So-C’ailed Life” and !>>’laii Mc­
Kay on “Beverly Hills ‘X)210.” “You 
want to believe that they have epic 
amounts o f knowledge and soul and 
spirituality and intelligence lurking 
Ix'hind those eyes. With real men. you 
often don’t get that.”
C'W executives are hoping that
formula will continue to work as well 
on network TV as it h,is in the literary 
world. The success of “ Iwilight ” cre­
ator Stephenie Meyer, the best-selling 
author o f 2(»()H, has helped spawn such 
bold literary experiments as “Pride 
and Prejudice aiul Zombies,” .! classic 
romance reni.ide with gothic bite.
Tricia lelep, a longtime buyer for 
London’s legendary bookstore Mur­
der One, said vampire romance has 
almost eclipsed crime and mystery 
titles.These modern-d.iy Dr.icuhts are 
quite different from their predeces­
sors, “ Ibd.iy’s writers have taken away 
the undercurrent o f tension and hid­
den sexu.ility, the damsels in distress, 
women being plundered and raped,” 
said lelep, editor o f“'riie Lternal Kiss: 
1.5 Vampire 'Pales o f Blood and De­
sire,” a new anthology featuring some 
of the hottest authors on the market. 
“Now the vampire is less o f a menace 
and more ot a potential boyfriend.”
Phat description fits peiTectly 
with CiW’s “lurrowcMsting” philoso­
phy —  the only viewers who matter 
are IS- to .54-year-old women. Gone 
from the network are such urban-set 
comedies as“Kverybody I lates Cdiris” 
and reality shows as “Beauty and the 
Geek.” In their place: a schedule in 
which each show is designed to get 
females talking about the latest twists 
and turns, either annind the water- 
cooler or via Pacebook.
So far, the strategy is working. In 
that key demographic, Monday night 
ratings were up a whopping 77 per­
cent last season, while Tuesday got a 
26 percent bump. “Ciossip (iirl,” the 
network’s signature hit, may average 
fewer than 4 million viewers a week, 
but advertisers covet those who are 
tuning in.
“They really want to reach this 
audience because so much is happen­
ing to young women,” said CW  en­
tertainment president Dawn Ostroff. 
“They’re graduating high school, 
they’re getting apartments, they’re 
buying cars, they’re getting engaged, 
they’re getting married, they’re start­
ing households, they’re having chil-
dre*!!. It’s a very desirable deniograph- 
*»
1C.
But even the most diehard vampire 
stalker will cringe if “Diaries” comes 
across as just a rip-off o r ’Twilight.” (It 
can’t help that Paul Wesley, who plays 
Stefan, looks an awful lot like over­
night sensation Kobert Pattinson.)
C]o-creator Kc*vin Williamson ad­
mitted that the copycat pereeption
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gave him pause.
“I actually said, ‘No w.iy,’“ said 
Williamson, who previously explored 
teen angst in “Dawson’s O eek” and 
the “Scream” movie franchise. “I 
mean, the pilot was very tough be­
cause it does have a lot of similarities 
to ‘Twilight’ and there was no way 
around it. But once we got into it, it 
became a challenge.‘What can we do 
diftereiitly? What can we add to it?”’
“True Blood” creator Alan Ball 
found the genre liberating for other 
reasoiis.'l he creator o f“Six Feet Un­
der” and Oscar-winning screenwriter 
o f “American Beauty” said it allowed 
him to continue his obsession with 
mortality, without being constrained 
by reality.
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Mustangs wrap up road trip j trendy junior fashions 
at Stanford and California 1 33% OFF one sinele i item with coupon
SPORTS INFORMATION RKPORT
The Cal Poly m en’s soccer team 
continues its season-long, three- 
match road trip at the Sept. 11 
and 13 California Legacy Classic, 
jointly hosted by Stanford (1-1-0) 
and California (1 -1-0). The two- 
match series opens Friday, Sept. 11 
at 7 p.m. at the Cardinal’s Laird Q 
Cagan Stadium. Two days later at 
2 p.m., the Mustangs (0-2-0) face 
California at Goldman Field at Ed­
wards Stadium. The Mustangs are 
in search o f both their first victory 
and goal o f  the 2009 campaign, af­
ter late strikes by UNLV on Sept. 
1 and No. 2 Creighton on Sept. 5 
handed Cal Poly consecutive 1-0 
defeats during the opening week 
o f the season. Stanford leads the 
series against Cal Poly, 2 -1 , though 
the sides haven’t met in 10 years. 
The Cal Poly-California series is 
drawn, 2-2t1, with the last meet­
ing a 4 -0  victory by the Golden 
Bears in 2001. GameTracker for 
Cal Poly’s match at Stanford is 
available via gopoly.com.
THE GOALKEEPER GLOVE
f i t s :
Mustang junior goalkeeper 
Patrick M cLain’s 109th-minute 
red card during Cal Poly’s season 
opener against UNLV disqualified 
him for Saturday’s clash at No. 2 
Creighton. The incident, how­
ever, provided fourth-year Cal 
Poly head coach Paul Holocher 
an opportunity to test one o f  the 
program’s three freshmen reserves. 
Against the highest-ranked pro­
gram Cal Poly has faced during 
Holocher’s tenure, freshman Brett 
Finkelstein recorded a pair o f  saves 
and only an SOth-minute strike by 
Creighton’s Seth Sinovic kept him 
from recording a clean sheet and 
Cal Poly from collecting a valuable 
road point.
LOSING NOT A \IUSTAN(;
h a b i t :
Season-opening losses against 
UNLV and No. 2 Creighton 
marked the first time in a span ol 
24 matches that Cal Poly had suf­
fered consecutive defeats. During 
the last occurrence in November 
2(M)7. Cal Poly fell at U C  Davis, 
3 -2 , before dropping a 4 -3  home 
decision against Portland in the 
penultimate match o f  the year.The 
last time Cal Poly was held scoreless
F R E E
SINCE 1916
iV ip..- '
in their vicsvs iboui Inv ai lioii'. 
S(*me (hink we should let him 
verve his sentence —  the stan­
dard for first-time offenders —  in 
peace.
. s >1 >s J • ‘
: ;  ^ • ui < |i 1C I
II  ^ < ft *' ‘
reporter Kaina Kelley tlebunked 
Kayne West's suggestisin that we 
should give Bre»wn a break.
“ People leave the oven on or 
fry turkeys m the gar-igt: and l)urn
in consecutive matches also came 
during the 2007 campaign, when 
the Mustangs chalked up goalless 
draws against U C  Riverside (Oct. 
27) and at Cal State Northridge 
(Oct. 31). Cal Poly, which has nev­
er lost three-consecutive matches 
nor been held scoreless in three- 
straight contests under Holocher, 
is 7 -4 -5  following a defeat since 
the 2006 campaign.
MUSTANGS FEATURE POWER- 
PACKED s c h e d u l e :
With six total matches looming 
against nationally-ranked sides U C  
Davis, U C Irvine and U C  Santa 
Barbara, the Big West portion o f 
Cal Poly’s schedule is amongst the 
most demanding in Division 1. 
That didn’t stop Holocher, howev­
er, from compiling a testing non­
conference schedule. Aside from a 
1-0 loss at No. 2 Creighton Sept. 5, 
California enters its Sunday meet­
ing with Cal Poly ranked as high 
as sixth in the Sept. 7 edition o f 
the TopDrawerSoccer.com C ol­
lege Cup Field o f 48 poll.
FORTRESS SPANOS:
A 1-0 victory by UNLV during 
the Sept. 1 season opener for both 
programs marked just Cal Poly’s 
third loss at Spanos Stadium since 
the venue’s 2007 unveiling. Cal 
Poly, 15-3-3  at Spanos Stadium in 
two-plus seasons, has recorded 10 
victories via shutout while Mus­
tang goalkeepers have kept 11 
clean sheets. Additionally, Cal Poly 
has drawn 1,000-plus spectators 
during 11 o f its previous 12 home 
matches.
SIGLER NAMED TO HERMANN
TROPHY WATCHED LIST:
Following a 2008 campaign in 
which he was named C o-B ig  West 
Freshman o f  the Year and helped 
anchor a defensive line that paced 
all conference programs with nine 
shutouts. Mustang center back 
Patrick Sigler was selected to the 
38-m em ber Hermann Trophy 
Watch List Aug. 11. Presented by 
the Missouri Athletic Club since 
1967 to the most outstanding D i­
vision I player, the 38-m em ber 
watch list w'ill be cut to 15 in 
November with three finalists an­
nounced in early December. The 
2009 Hermann Trophy recipient
■v'lr iioiisi ■ lowii Í fu' inav
TOiild viiow f'.m- and on'Kvo’kcis 
worldwide that domestu vu>- 
lence iv indetènsible.
Instead o f  enduring Ins seri- 
tcnce Quietly. Brown could dem­
and Kevin Bacon as a member 
o f 1 lie N.itional Coalition Against 
Domestic Violence nr Martina 
Me Bride and Salma 1 Livek as p.irr 
o f tile N.ition.i! Domestic Vio- 
U i!;-' I Lulin«' -elebr-tv boed
will be announced Jan. 8, 2010 
during a banquet at the St. Louis- 
based Missouri Athletic Club. S i­
gler, the lone Big West player se­
lected to the watch list, has started 
each o f Cal Poly’s two matches this 
season and recorded a shot at No. 
2 O eighton  Sept. 5.
CAL POLY SELECTED THIRD IN 
BIG WEST PRESEASON POLL:
A second place showing in the
see Soccer, page 63
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Knn Gandy wrxny online tiut the 
cover.ige w.i> a prime opportu­
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".Vlnch coverage, unfortunate­
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Cal Poly hosts Sac State in season opener
The Mustangs and Hor­
nets will renew their ri­
valry Saturday. Cal Poly 
has won the last four con­
tests.
Alex Kai'ik
M U S lA N i ;  1>A11Y
Quick strikes showcased by a 
pletliora ot' offensive threats. An 
undersized defense could hardly 
catch Its breath running on and off 
the field. Unique schemes on both 
sides o f the ball conjured up by for­
mer tial Poly football head coach 
Ikich Ellerson. That was last years 
storyline. This Saturday the Tim 
Walsh era begins.
The 12th-ranked Mustangs will 
host Sacramento State (0-1) un­
der the direction o f  a new head 
coach and junior quarterback Tony 
Smith’s first time at the helm. Smith 
has spent two years as Jonathon 
Daily’s backup after transferring 
from Utah where he was converted 
to a receiver.
“ (We need to) possess the ball, 
make sure ball security is a top pri­
ority and make sure we aren’t put­
ting the defense in a bad situation 
(by) not turning the ball over and 
keeping a high tempo,” Smith said 
at Monday’s press conference.
Eating up the clock wouldn’t be 
the first thing that came to mind 
when describing the Cal Poly of­
fense. Last season C'.al Poly lead 
the Football Cihampionship Sub­
division (formally Division 1-AA)
m yards (4HK) and points per 
game (44) with assets like Kamses 
Harden, Jonathan Dally, Tre’dale 
Iblver, Kyan Mole and Janies N o­
bel (five o f the seven departed of­
fensive starters).
Yet, the defense allowed more 
than 26 points per game, 70th in 
the ECS.
Although the defense returns all 
but two starters in 2009, it’s mak­
ing the transition from Ellerson’s 
Double Eagle Flex 3-4  alignment 
to the more traditional 4-3.
“ 1 love (the 4-3) so much bet­
ter, 1 am playing more o f how 1 
know how to play,” said senior 
linebacker Marty Mohanied, who 
spent more time rushing the passer 
than reading him. “1 like to play a 
more conventional style, utilize my 
speed rather than but up against a 
300-pound lineman.”
Yet, fellow senior lineman Carl­
ton Gillespie thrived as a Hex line­
backer, accumulating seven sacks 
and 12 tackles for a loss while 
playing more like an edge-rushing 
defensive end.
Walsh recognizes that the 
change may suit some players bet­
ter, but when it conies to game 
time, it’s a change nonetheless.
“They probably feel like they 
match up pretty well against us,” 
Walsh said m Monday’s press con­
ference. “We're changing defen­
sives, we’re not extremely large on 
the defensive side o f the ball. They 
have a pretty big offensive line and 
they will run it at us pretty hard.”
NICK CAMAt'HO m u s t a n g  d a i l y
Junior quarterback Tony Smith takes some reps during the first week o f spring practice. Ih e  transfer from 
Utah will make his first sTart this Saturday after backing up Jonathon Dally for the past two seasons.
(^n the other side o f the ball, 
only one o f the starting wide re­
ceivers has made a catch at C'al 
Holy; but UCLA transfer Dom in­
ique Johnson, who tallied 34 recep­
tions for 343 yards last season, has 
been cleared to play in Saturday’s 
contest.
Call or check our website for availability.
Enjoy the perke and luxuries of living at Poly Canyon Village;
ALL UTILITIES provided (high’Speed Internet, cable TV, and local telephone), 
No Co>aignera required, fully furnished apartments, individual 9 month leases 
available, weekly light housecieaning service, the pool, the plaza (including 
Jamba Juice, Einstein Bros Bagels, Peats Coffee and Tea, and the convenient 
Village Market),
Not to mcMition a young offen­
sive line that Walsh described as the 
team’s Achilles’ heel.
“We’re getting better at o-line 
and tackling,” he said. “The young 
players on the offensive line will 
get better, we understand that’s our 
Achilles’ heel, they need to stay 
healthy on the line until our guys 
can catch up.”
Walsh, who spent the past 14 
seasons with Portland State, guaran­
tees improvement once the offense 
gets some game-time repetitions 
and finds its rhythm. Hut there are 
still some things he can’t predict.
“Nobody knows about the 
kicking game, but what 1 do know 
IS in week one or week tvvo kick­
ing can win or lose games for you,” 
Walsh said.
Especially when the Mustangs 
take on Football Howl Subdivi- 
(FHS) opponents Ohio andS io n
San Jose State on the road in the 
second and third weeks. And with 
the rise and fall o f Andrew Gardner, 
C'.al Poly fans are well aware.
The former Mustangs kicker 
made a name for himself after a 
game-winning field goal against 
FHS team San Diego State in the
opener. Hut the next week in M on­
tana, ('lardiier wasn’t so lucky.Then 
there was his infamous three missed 
extra points in the overtime loss at 
Wisconsin.
Hut two kickers are better than 
one; this season CLil Poly has two 
juniors vying for kicking duties —  
Cdiris Pinto and Jake West.
Sacramento State has some holes 
to fill as well.They are coming off a 
38-3  loss handed to them by UNLY 
Sophomore Terrance Daily rushed 
for 101 yards and safeties Delonte 
Gordon and Zach Schrader each 
had a career high 13 tackles to lead 
the Hornets defense.
Hut analyzing opponent’s strat­
egies and reviewing film can only 
go so far, Walsh said. Polls gauge a 
game’s outcome; coach’s organize 
the depth charts based on perceived 
talent. Hut no one can truly predict 
what will happen when it’s game 
time.
“ I think that (tangible improve­
ments) do carry over into a game, 
how much o f it remains to be seen, 
because when you turn the lights 
on in Spanos Stadium Saturday, 
you have to go see how your own 
people react.”
4
MOVE-IN SALE!
Need a chair, table, lamp, or kitchen item?
GIANT YARD SALE
housina.calPoly.edu 
rSOSJ 756-9300
Saturday, September 12, 8-12 
United Church of Christ 
(Congregational)
11245 Los Osos Valley Road 
San Luis Obispo
NEED A CHURCH?
No matter who you are, or where you are 
on life’s journey, you are welcome here.
Sundays — 10:30AM 
(805) 544-1373 www.sloucc.org
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49ers  m ust overcom e these hurdles for success
Daniel Brown
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS
Its easy to trace the origin o f 
the fiery speeches. Mike Singletary’s 
father was a preacher —  an iinpos- 
I ing 6-foot-2, 260-pound reverend 
^now n for his fire-and-briinstone 
idelivery.
The 49ers’ brutal training camp 
sessions have obvious roots, too. The 
coach learned those under Chicago 
Bears defensive coordinator Buddy 
Ryan, who introduced himself to 
Singletary by making him run side- 
, line to sideline and calling him “a fat 
* little rascal.”
. C'hoosing Shaun Hill as his start­
ing tjuarterback? You could see 
that coming as early as 2(K)5, when 
Singletary wrote about the team he 
would someday have: “Next, 1 will 
find a quarterback. He won’t have to 
have a great arm ... 1 want a quarter­
back who will look me in the eyes 
when we’re losing —  whose expres­
sion will tell me tliat he still believes 
he can win.”
Singletary wrote that line years 
before Hill looked him in the eyes at 
halftime, refused to be benched and 
led a comeback victory over St. Louis 
last December.
Singletary might be a neophyte 
coach, but he’s no mystery.
His life is an open book —  three 
of them, in fact.
Singletary is the co-author o f 
“('ailing the Shots” (a 1‘>S6 autobi­
ography), “1 )addy’s Hi>me at l ast” 
(I99S .idvice for balancing fiinily and 
career)-and “O ne-on-O ne” (lessons 
in Cdiristianity published in 200.S).
Lor his next project, Singletary is 
making revisions on a 49ers fraiu hise 
in need o f total rewrite. The 4‘>crs 
open the season Suiuiiy in Arizona in 
search o f their first playotf trip since 
2(Mi2.
Because Singlet.irs has such a 
short coaching resume —  .S-4 as 
an interim List season, no coordina­
tor experience —  the best place for 
a background check is his literary 
work. All told, its a 640-page paper 
trail o f his experiences, values and as­
pirations.
Indeed, many o f his actions as a 
49ers coach h.ive alrcxidy been fore- 
shadtiwed on the page. (Vernon I )avis 
might want to check out the chap­
ter on tough discipline in “Daddy’s 
1 lome.”)
As Singletiry embarks on his first 
hill season, hea* is a lw>k at the hur­
dles ahead, with help from the coach’s 
own words.
Challenge:The 49ers an.' coming 
off six consecutive losing seasons.
By the hook- SingleLiry has 
been dealing with long mlds since 
the womb. “When my mother was 
pn'gnant with me, her doctors n*c- 
ommended aborting me. She alnady 
had given birth nine times and had 
had several miscarriages. ... I was a 
regular at the hospital. In fact, I clear­
ly remember the tune when I had to 
sleep in an oxygen tent. The dtxtors 
told iiiv mom,‘This kid will not have
a normal childhood. He will have a 
difficult time keeping up with oth­
ers.’“
Challenge:The 49ers have yet to 
sign first-round pick Michael Crab­
tree and the impasse shows no sign of 
a breakthrough.
By the book: If Singletary has 
sounded diplomatic about the situa­
tion, it’s because he was the Crabtree 
o f 1981, albeit with less money in­
volved. Like the Texas Tech receiver, 
the young linebacker thought he 
should have gone higher on draft day. 
“I wanted first-round money, wheth­
er 1 had been drafted in the second or 
sixth round. To me, that meant three 
years, $120,(XK). Well, during sum­
mer o f 1981, 1 got the Bears’ offer: 
$22,(KK) for one year.‘It’s just a ploy,’ 
a friend told me. But tactic or not, I 
wouldn’t sign.”
Challenge:Troubled by the 49ers’ 
work ethic, Singletary ordered a hill 
built alongside the practice field for 
conditioning drills.
By the book: Singletary discov­
ered the glory o f hill training in his 
Bears days. He described a boat ramp 
near Lake Forest, 111., as “worthy of 
a World (Aip slalom competition. 
We’d run 2 0 ,3 0 ,4 0  sometimes .SO of 
those hills. Always the same routine: 
sprint up, walk down. Sometimes 
we’d sprint up backward, working 
on our pass drops. ... Other players 
would visit, but they’d run 10 or so 
and leave.”
Challenge: Singletary came across 
as a little unhinged during his famous 
“ I want winners!” rant that became a 
You lube sensation.
By the book; Singletary has been 
ranting tiir decades.“ ! generally don’t 
like nieknames. but in 1983, my third 
year with the Bears, strong safety 
1 )oug I’lank hung Samurai on me.
I le likes Samurai because w hen I get 
excited I scream and thnnv my arms 
around the w ay the late John Belushi 
did on ‘S.iturday Night Live' a few 
years .igo. Aiul I do scream w hen 1 hit 
someone —  loud, karate-like yells.”
Challenge: The 49ers’ offense 
lacks explosiveness.
By the book: Singlet.ir>' envi­
sioned a conservative offense long be­
fore getting the 49ersjob.“When I’m 
head coach, I’m going to run it, run 
It and run it some more _  and toss an 
(Kcasional deep pass for balance. T he 
question will be. can the other team 
stop tiur run? ... I want my quarter­
back to be a disciplined leader. I don’t 
need him to win the game.We’ll have
II people and tisgether we will win 
the game. The quarterback has to be 
the kind o f guy w-ho won’t hurt us.”
Challenge: Singletary had a dust- 
up with Vernon IXivis last season 
after Davis committed a perstinal- 
foul penalty and failed to stop when 
Singletary tried to pull him .iside as 
1 )avis came off the field.
By the book: No wonder I )avis’ 
lack of accountability set Singletary 
off. “Once I accidentally hit an op­
ponent the Vvniiig way and hurt him, 
but the referee didn’t make the call.
I knew 1 lud bmken a rule, so I told
’S - -
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MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
San Francisco 49ers coach Mike Singletary reacts to his teams’ play against the Washington Redskins in the 
fourth quarter at Candlestick Park Dec. 28, 2008. The Niners won 27-24.
the ref,‘l did it. 1 
pose but 1 did it. 
should penalize 
the referee and 
know that I was 
take responsibilil 
The ref thought 
Challenge:
didn’t do it on pur- 
It was my fault.You 
me.’ I wanted both 
the other player to 
honest and 1 would 
ty for my mistakes. 
I was nuts.”
The previous tw-o
49ers coaches, Dennis Erickson and 
Mike Nolan, went a combined 27- 
60.
By the book: Shortly after meet­
ing his future wife, Kim, at Baylor, 
Singletarv’ told her, “C3ne day I’m 
going to be one o f the greatest line­
backers that ever played this game.”
Her response? Yeah, right. Now, after 
a Hall o f Fame playing career. Single­
tary IS back at it. “Deep in my being, 
with everything that’s in me, I believe 
I can be one of the best coaches in 
the history o f the NFL.That’s what 1 
want to be. ... I believe it is my des­
tiny.”
Cou
fo r  education loan needs
Cal Poly Students
Ik .
U.S. Bank No Fee 
Education Loan
After niaking use of grants, scholarships and 
Federal loans, there still may be unmet 
education exp>enses. That’s why U.S. Bank 
offers these No Fee Education Loan benefits.
• No Fees
• A Low Interest Rate
• Repayment Plans
• No Payments While In School
• Auto-Pay Discount
Apply or learn more at usbank.com/nofeeapp 
or call us at 800-242-1200.
All of serving you"
[^ b a n k
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usbank.com /nofeeapp | 800-242-1200
Note Program ri^es and qualifications may be modified or discontinued at any tim e w ittxxit nobce
LOOK SMART. BE FRUGAL.
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PacSun 
Zumiez 
No Fear 
DC Shoes 
Aéropostale 
Calvin Klein 
Tommy Hilfiger 
Nine West Outlet 
Nike Factory Store 
Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Store 
and many more ...
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Present this ad at Guest Services located in the California Welcome Center or 
at the Polo Ralph Lauren Factory Store to receive a FREE VIP Coupon Book 
worth hundreds of dollars in savings!
P  R  O  M  E
O U T L E T S
P I S M O  B E A C H
40 stores • Exit Five Cities Drive off Highway 101 
primeoutlets.com/pismobeach
S o c c e r
continued from page 61
liig West standings last year was 
C'al Poly’s highest in seven affili­
ated seasons and conference head 
coaches selected the Mustangs for 
a similar finish during the 2009 
campaign. Cal Poly received 34 
points in the Big West Preseason 
Cioaches Poll to finish 1 1 votes shy 
o f  No. 1 U C  Santa Barbara. The 
(iauchos earned four first-place 
votes to finish five total points 
ahead o f  2008 regular season and 
tournament champion UCi Irvine, 
which recorded two first-place 
votes. T he complete results o f  the 
coaches poll are below.
1. U (! Santa Barbara (4) -  4.S
2 . UC' Irvine (2) -  40
3. Cal Poly- 3 4
4. C'al State Northridge (1) -  32
5. UC' 1 )avis -  20
0. C'al State Pullerton -  13
7. UC' Kiverside -  12
0 Pirst-place votes
C'AL PO IA 's  PROKKSSION.M,
()i i sKa s o n :
A trio o f  former Mustangs 
inked professional contracts dur­
ing the offseasim, the most high 
profile <if which was defender 
Anton Peterlin, The 20(lS .Ml-Big 
West first team selectic-n joined 
1 verton football Club o f the B.ir- 
cl.ivs Premier 1 eague from Ventura 
iiountv fusion o f the American 
fourth-tier Professional Uevelop- 
mental League on July 1 tor an 
undisclosed fee. .After .ippearing 
in ,1 handful of prese.ison matches, 
Peterlin h.is come im as a second-
M u s t a n g  D aily
SPORTS
half substitute during both the 
Tortees’ 3-0  win against Burnley 
reserves Aug. 25 and a 4-1 loss at 
Manchester Chty reserves Sept. 1. 
Everton’s next match is away to 
Hull Chty reserves Sept. 14. Jo in ­
ing l^eterlin in the professional 
ranks are brothers Mario and Car­
los Fernandez, who are both cur­
rently on one-year contracts with 
Spanish side Santa Pola CiF. Mario 
made an immediate impact upon 
his arrival, notching the only goal 
for Santa Pola CiF in a 1-0 August 
victory against Crevillente. Santa 
Pola C'F competes in the fifth-tier 
Kegional Preferente de la Conui- 
nitat Valenciana.
MARK VOI R C AI.KNDARS;
Arguably the most-intense ri­
valry in collegiate soccer, CLil Poly’s 
away leg o f the 2009 central coast 
derby is scheduled for Oct. 7 at UC! 
Santa Barbara’s Harder Stadium. 
Last year’s match in Santa Barbara 
drew 9,749 fans while the home leg 
—  scheduled this season tor Nov. 4 
in San Luis Obispo —  produced a 
sellout crowd of 1 1,075 support­
ers.That figure was also the third- 
lariiest crowd in NC!AA historv.
LOOKINC; AHKAI) (SEPT. 14-20):
Cüal lA)ly returns to the Cientral 
Coast to host Sacramento State 
Friday, Sept. 18 at 7 p.m. and San 
Jose State Sunday, Sept. 20 at 1 p.m. 
Sacramento State (2-0-1), which 
upended Big West opponent UC! 
Kiverside, 1-0, on Sept. 4, plays 
at San Francisco Sept. 11 and at 
Santa C!lara Sept. 13. San Jose State 
(1-2-0) plays at Loyola Maryinount 
Sept. 11 and at UC Kiverside Sept. 
13.
SMOKEHOUSE
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A’s find energy source from  R aj ai
Jo e  S tig lich
I D N  I R A  COS lA I IMIS
Kajai Davis is the type o f  player 
you don’t plan a trip to the conces­
sion stand around.
He’s become equal parts run- 
producer, base-stealer and Ener­
gizer Bunny for the Athletics. And 
if  you risk a beer run during one o f 
Davis’ at-bats, you’re likely to miss 
something entertaining.
His speed always has made for 
excitement. But as Davis’ game 
has become more well-rounded, 
he’s evolved from useful part-time 
player into the Athletics’ everyday
centerfielder.
“ He earned all o f  his playing 
time," manager Bob Cieren said. 
‘Ele got a chance to play and he 
did so well that you didn’t want to 
take him out o f  the lineup. That’s 
what you’re looking for, a player to 
create their own playing time, and 
he did It.”
The Athletics, who begin an 
eight-game road trip Tuesday night 
against the Chicago White Sox, 
have turned their eyes toward the 
2010 season. And Davis has forced 
his way into their plans.
In 46 games since the All-Star 
break, he’s batting .327 (54-for-
M( i:l A l C H Y -  I KIHUNt
Athletics center Helder Rajui Davis is batting 327  with 28 runs, I4S  
doubles, 28 RBI and 20 stolen ba.ses since the All-Star break.
165) with 28 runs, 14 doubles and 
28 R B I. His 20 stolen bases since 
the break were tied for the major 
league lead entering Monday.
And with 31 stolen bases over­
all, he’s the first Athletic to swipe 
more than 30 since Rickey Hen­
derson in 1998.
But what exactly do the A’s have 
in D.ivis?
A player simply riding an ex­
tended hot streak, or a late bloomer 
who’s just now starting to flourish 
six weeks shy o f  his 29th birthday?
“He’s playing a lot better than I 
expected,” one major league scout 
said. “He looked like a one-tool 
guy, and he’s turned out to be more 
than that.”
The A’s consider Davis, who’s 
arbitration-eligible for the first 
time this winter, a sure part o f  
their outfield picture for next sea­
son. They stop short o f  saying he’s 
entrenched as their starting center 
fielder.
But if the A’s carry over into 
2010 their new-found fondness for 
the running game —  they entered 
Monday ranked fifth in the ma­
jors with 107 stolen bases —  Davis 
blends nicely with that philosophy.
“He’s taken advantage o f  this 
opportunity,” assistant general 
manager David Forst said. “ It cer­
tainly changes what we think he’s 
capable o f going forward. And our 
opinion beforehand wasn’t neces­
sarily through any fault o f  his own, 
because he never really got tlie op­
portunity.
see Davis, page 67
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Davis
conthiueel from page 66
“ 1 don’t think \vc have a clear 
enough picture o f next year’s 
team to know where he fits, but 
he certainly has a role here, and 
he’s proven that role is more than 
just as a pinch runner.”
The A’s still refer to Davis as a 
young player, but in terms o f  ex­
perience more than age.
He was drafted out o f  a C'on- 
necticut junior college in 2001 by 
the Fittsburgh Pirates. When the 
A’s claimed him oft waivers from 
the Ciiants in April 200S, Davis 
had just 107 big league games 
under his belt from 2006-08.
Now enjoying regular playing 
time, 1 )avis said there’s no substi­
tute for experience.
“ I’ve been able to make ad­
justments from game to game,” 
he said. “ I feel like 1 can slow 
the pitches down. I’m getting a 
better understanding o f  pitchers, 
and how they like to operate. I’ve 
learned that by playing. It’s not 
something I could have learned 
on the bench. It’s a feel.”
Two scouts said they’ve been 
impressed with Davis’ develop­
ment. But they still consider him 
best suited as a fourth outfielder, 
saying he needs to shorten up his 
swing and show more plate dis­
cipline.
Davis is simply pleased to see 
his name in the lineup every day. 
And he’s making the most o f  it.
“ I’m just thankful for getting 
an opportunity, to help us not 
only win but prepare for the fu­
ture,” he said. “What that may be. 
I’m not sure right now.”
Raiders
continued from page 6H
tion. But by having him around, 
the defense slunild improve.That 
puts Russell on the field more 
often.
Plus, as a triple champion and 
defensive leader, Seymour can 
speak up (The Say More Kid?). 
He can downplay Russell’s im­
portance and remind everyone 
that even the NFL’s best quarter­
back, Tom Brady, needed a band 
o f  brothers with a team-first 
mentality.
During Davis’ epic firing o f 
Lane Kift'm last September, Rus­
sell’s name got tossed into the 
niix.“ l do realize that you did not 
want to draft JaMarcus Russell,” 
Davis said in reading a letter to 
Kiftin. “ He is a great player, (iet 
over It and coach tins team on 
the field. That is what you were 
hired to do. We can win with this 
team!”
Russell had his moments last 
season, enough to give hope that 
he isn’t the Bay Area’s second 
coming o f  Alex Smith. But Rus­
sell is still searching for his first 
300-yard passing game, his first 
three-touchdown effort and —  
here’s what really counts —  his 
first winning season.
Davis digs him, though. He is 
the one who drafted Russell and 
reiterated that when he fired Kif- 
fin, whom Davis claimed wanted 
to draft Brady Quinn, C'alvin 
Johnson or trade the pick.
“ He didn’t want Russell,” Da­
vis said.
This season, more than any 
other, Russell is a wanted man.
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Apartments starting at
1 B edroom ..................................$ 800.00/m o
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Townhouses
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Starting at
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daffen@turn-keymgmt.com
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Four blocks from Cal Poly campus or
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Private patios & social courtyard
Large units with cathedral ceilings
Dishwashers/ Garbage disposals
^Fully Furnished *
Laundry facilities on site
Water & trash paid
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OPERATED
Unique design with private patio and balcony 
Cathedral ceilings with panaramie views 
Four blocks from Cal Poly campus on 
quiet eui-de-sae 
Furnished ©r unfurnished 
'Laundry facilities on site 
PW ater i  trash paid ,
•  FREE PARKING
•  FREE BASIC CABLE TV
ON SITE MANAGER
HOh-543-2032 • 
ÖOLS-543-204ü.fAX
www.stafford-cdsitas.coin
Office located at 
Í377 SlafíüidSt. . ..
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JaMarcus Russell finally a wanted man for Raiders
C am  Inm an
l l ' N  I K A I O S l  A I IMI S
The Kaiders IkuI a great week­
end. That's right, great. As tor the 
ensuing 17 weekends, let’s not rum 
the mood just yet.
CTittmg JetT Ciareia was the first 
thing the Raiders did right, mak­
ing this unquestionably JaMarcus 
Russell’s team.
Irading tor New Hngland Pa­
triots defensive tackle Richard 
Seymour was the Raiders’ next 
shrewd move, meaning their po­
rous defense has no more excuses.
Seymour probably doesn’t 
think this weekend was so great, 
(ioing from the NP'L’s best fran­
chise to one o f  Its worst can spoil 
a Labor Day barbecue. He’ll have 
to get over it and report to his
N f r\
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SLEEP
CENTIER
930 C. Grand Aranun • Arroyo Grondo
(üuÉersK*«« mf Muácyee A Grmmé A m )
(805) 481-5505
cubicle (sidebar; there’s talk he 
might boycott; sidebar 11: his agent 
also represents Michael (Tabtree, 
the 4^>ers’ still-unsigned top draft 
pick).
D on’t let the Seymour trade 
overshadow Carcia’s departure and 
its aftershock. This season hinges 
on Russell’s development. Noth­
ing more. Nothing less. Nothing 
against Seymour.
SLEEP
C E N T E R
Í 8 )
Ciarcia never threatened Rus­
sell’s role as their starting quarter­
back. Ciarcia served his purpose:To 
push Russell all otTseason.
Hoot camp is finished. The 
Raiders’ regular season starts Mon- 
d,iy night at home against the San 
Diego Chargers.
For the Raiders, this is Russell’s 
time, and that dwarfs any desire to 
retain Ciarcia as insurance for any 
playotT misconceptions.
The partnership o f  Russell and 
A1 Davis define the Raiders’ fu­
ture.
That’s why we must translate 
how this weekend’s bulletins —  
Clarcia’s exit visa, Seymour’s en­
trance —  will impact the big dude 
who wears jersey No. 2 but is No. 
1 in our collective thoughts.
Russell had a long leash enter­
ing this season. Now, he doesn’t 
even have a collar or a leash. (Mi­
chael Vick hasn’t ruined all analo­
gies between NFL quarterbacks 
and dogs, has he?)
Davis, as he should, is openly 
devoted to No. 2 (Russell’s jersey, 
pay attention). Davis now must 
find ways to further motivate and 
groom The Deuce. That is what 
this season is about, and that is 
what Garcia’s release clearly af­
firms.
You keep a proven veteran
in the bullpen in case the starter 
goes down during a playotT run. 
Forget about making the playoffs 
this year, just make Russell into an 
NFL-caliber quarterback.
Yes, have him throw deep more 
to use that stunning arm strength. 
But he also must prove smart and 
dump short passes to his running 
backs or tight end when the pock­
et collapses.
If he develops during an un­
likely playotT run —  sorry, says 
here they go 4-12  —  that is a nice 
bonus. If Russell exits premature­
ly from his second full season as 
the starter and the Raiders call on 
a veteran, it doesn’t matter if it’s 
Garcia, Bruce Ciradkowski, C'har- 
lie Frye or Jim  Plunkett. This sea­
son’s goal becomes moot if  Russell 
misses snaps. The same probably 
holds true for 2010.
The Raiders are not a con­
tender this year.Their roster is ee­
rily familiar to last year’s clunker. 
They’re in a youth movement like 
their Coliseum co-tenant.
So why bring m Seymour, 
whose contract is up after this 
season? He seemingly is a fmal- 
piece-of-the-puzzle player, thus 
contradicting any “rebuilding” no-
see Raiders, page 67
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MCCLATCHV-TRIBUNE
Oakland Raiders quarterback JaMarcus Russell throws the hall under 
pressure in a preseason game. The 49ers defeated the Raiders, 21-20.
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SINCE 19
Townhouse 
Apartment Living 
For Students
1
Great Amenities...
Your own bedroom in 3-Bedroom Units 
Each Bedroom is individually leased 
Fitness center equipment and Heated Pool 
Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access 
Recreation Center/Billiards/Ping Pong 
TV Lounge with 72” Big Screen and VCR 
Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants 
On SLO City Bus Route 
Convenient Leasing Options 
Reduced Noise Hours after 10pm 
GPA Discount of 5%-10% for Superior Grades 
Full-time Maintenance Department 
24 hour Staffing for After-Hours Assistance 
We Accept Visa or Mastercard 
Newly renovated Rec Center
f r - i i p  '
‘^ 3
Apply Now and Redeve
$150 off 1ST MONTHS RENT WITH THIS COUPON
1 coupon per applicant
Must be new applicant Cannot be combined with other offers
On-site Tours Weekdays 9am-5pm
555 Ramona Drive. San Luis Obispo CA 93405 
•tel 805-543-1450 fax 805-543-1477 
www.valencidapartments.com
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Vick
i ontitiued from page 71
da'ssc'd .iboiit 2(H) iiuonung trcsh- 
nicii .It tin mostly I .itmo i barter 
lll^h SfluHll.
So how dul be do? WasViek tbe 
liigb-imp.u t spokesman tor animal 
rights tb.it be. tbe b.agles, and tbe 
Mnm.ine Society o f  tbe United 
States have promiseil be will be?
Not realK.
T'bere was notbmg wrong with 
tbe roiigblv lO-mmiite talk deliv­
ered bv Vu k It was pretty nuu b 
like everv other st.ty-ni-sebool. 
work-bard, listen-to-yoiir-parents 
school \isit bv pretty nuicb any 
other professional athlete (or pret- 
t\ much any adult invited to speak 
to sc hool kids, frankly). Vick made 
references to having a “dark side" 
and being “foolish" and doing 
things “detrimental to my career."
rbe kids listened attentively, 
blit Vick didn’t really tell Jns “sto- 
rv." l ie  acknowledged listening to 
bis friends .md getting into trouble, 
blit be didn't explain what be di(.l. 
or wbv lie  didn't tell them be was 
tbe ow ner and operator o f a large 
I rnnmal enterprise.
1 be point isn't that Vick needetl 
t»> confess everv awful aspect of bis 
dogfigbtmg operation, (irnesome 
details would not have been ap­
propriate 111 an .mditornnn full of 
hopeful teeiugers.
Hilt It tills is going to wi>rk. 
if Vuk 1- really going to effect 
k b.nige .md not merely show up 
tor .1 few photo ops. be needs to 
work on bis message. It be re.illv 
is imu|iiel\ positioned to reach at- 
risk voting people and cut tbroiigb
tbe noise in tbeir lives and “save 
more dogs than be banned,” as 
be put It, be has to do better 
tb.m tins.
Vdek could talk about grow­
ing up 111 New port New s, Va., 
about seeing bum.in life so de- 
\alueil that be couldn’t begin to 
tliiiik o f  animals’ lives as valu­
able.
He ctnild talk about bow 
tough it is to escape from tbe 
people and surroundings you 
grow up with. F.ven with Nf'l 
millions 111 tbe bank, V''ick 
couldn’t do it. Kids struggling 
to imagine a world beyond 
Roosevelt Houlevard might 
benefit from know ing that oth­
er, successful people faced tbe 
same challenges.
Vick could put all this in 
tbe most direct terms, because 
kids will understand those: “ 1 
lost over SHH) million and went 
from living in mansions to rot­
ting 111 prison because 1 tried 
to impress my stupid cbildluHnl 
friends by acting as ‘street’ and 
stupid as they ilul. And you 
know wb.it? 1 deserved it.”
When tbe li.igles signedVick, 
tbev said that they were moved 
b\ bow deeply remorseful be 
seemed to be. that be really ap- 
pe.ired to be a changed person. 
Vick b.isii’t shown that cbangeil 
aiul remorseful man to tbe rest 
of the world. Not yet.
Ills visit to tbe school did 
no b.irin, and it might even 
have done some good, but m 
tbe words o f countless teachers: 
Vuk IS capable o f better work. 
I le )ust has to apply bmiself.
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Mustangs head east for two games
SI’ORTS INHJKM.'VnON RKPURT
The Mustangs bit the road this 
week for a pair o f  game on the 
East Coast. Tbe second and third 
game o f  a six-game road trip. Cal 
Poly will first take on Florida 
International on Friday, Sept. 1 1 
and then play Florida Atlantic on 
Sunday, Sept. 13. Both games will 
be played in Boca Raton, FL.The 
Mustangs enter the week with a
1- 3 overall record after picking up 
their first win o f  the season with a
2 -  1 decision over Seattle this past 
Friday. The Mustangs returned to 
the field on Sunday, falling 2-1 at 
C.al State Bakersfield. Florida In­
ternational enters the week with 
a 1-2-2  record w'hile Florida At­
lantic IS 1-4 and will host North 
Florida before entertaining the 
Mustangs.
u p c o m i n g :
Following the game with 
Florida Atlantic on Sunday, Cal 
Poly will remain on the road with 
a trip to (Colorado for a pair o f  
games. The Mustangs wdll visit Air 
Force on Sept. IS and C^ilorado 
C?ollege on Sept. 20. Air Force 
enters the week with a 1-4-1 
and play at Saint Louis on Sept. 
13 before hosting the Mustangs. 
C.olorado (College is 2-2  and will 
play I'exas Cdiristian University, 
University o f  Kansas and the Uni­
versity o f  New Hampshire before 
hosting (]al Poly.
FLORIDA i n t e r n a t i o n a l :
Florida International enters 
the game with the Mustangs with 
a 1-2-2 record. FlU has not won 
or scored since opening tbe sea­
son with a 3 -0  win over Stetson. 
FlU bas bad two ties, Florida Culf 
t^iast and South Florida. In the 
team's last giime, C.entral Florida 
defeated the (¡olden Panthers .S-O. 
'I'baisa Moreno. Kassandra Sorza- 
no and Mayara Bordin have each 
scored goals for the (¡olden Pan­
thers. but Deana Rossi has taken 
rbe most shots on the team with 11. 
six on goal. Two goalies have split 
time in net for FlU with Melanie 
Raimo earning three starts and 
holding down a 0.34 (¡AA. Kait- 
lyn Savage has played nearly the 
same time earning one start with 
a I.K4 (iAA. Fhomas Chestnutt is 
in his third season .»s head co.ich 
o f  the (¡olden Panthers.
SO.MI. HISTORY Vm  H THE 
(iOLDEN p a n t h e r s :
NICK CAMACHO mdstanc. d a h y  riiF pHoro 
The Cal Poly women’s soccer team will lose its top scorer from last 
season, Ashley Vallis (2.3), as well as defender Carrie Andrews.
C^ al Poly holds a 1-0 advantage 
over Florida International in the 
all-time series. The Mustangs sle- 
feated the (¡olden 1‘anthers 5 -0  in 
the teams only march last season.
LAST TIME AGAINST FLORIDA
i n t e r n a t i o n a l :
(Sept. 14. 20OK) SAN I UlS 
O BISPO , Calif. —  Cal Poly ex­
ploded for five goals, four o f  them 
coming in the first half, to roll past 
Florida International, 5-0 , Sun­
day afternoon before 505 fans at 
Alex (¡. Spanos Stadium. Ashley 
Vallis, Julianne (¡riiistead. T iffany 
(¡ummovv, Alton I'hulin and Em­
ily Hein all scored for the Mus­
tangs. Ihe .Mustangs got on the 
hoard first in the 14th minute as 
sophomore Morgan Miller pkiyed 
a ball from the top o f the goal box 
to senior Ashley Vallis, who put the 
shot into the bottom-left corner o f  
the goal for her second score o f  the 
season. The Mustangs second goal 
came in the 3lst minute, when ju ­
nior defender (¡rinstead headed- 
home a corner kick from senior 
Leah Morales to make the score 
2-H. Just lime minutes later the 
Mustangs scored again, .is freshman 
(¡ummow scored her team-leading 
third goal on a blast from .V) yards 
out th.it ducked under the crossbar 
and past (¡olden Panther goalkeep­
er Rainio. With just 25 seconds re­
maining in the half the Mustangs 
tacked on another goal as junior
C.arissa Voegele sent a pass to T im ­
lin from 9 yards out. (?al Poly out- 
shot Florida International 15-1 m 
the opening half. Freshman Brooke 
(¡auvin replaced Hoover in goal to 
start the second halfand played into 
the K5lh minute, making two saves 
in her first-career action. Fellow 
redshirt-freshman Johanna Pfeifler 
replaced (¡auvin for the remain­
der o f  the game as she also took 
the field for the first time. In the 
Sist minute the Mustangs capped 
off the victory as senior I Icin stole 
the ball from a (¡olden Panther de­
fender and beat the charging FlU 
keeper for her first goal o f  the sea­
son to complete the 5 -0  victory. 
T he Mustangs out-shot FlU 10-0 
III the second half and 25-7 for the 
game.
FLt)RIDA ATLANTIC:
T he Owls enter the week with 
*a 1-4-0  record and will play North 
Florida before facing the Mustangs. 
The Owls picked up their first win 
o f  the season in game No. 3, a .3-0 
decision over Ball State at home. 
Ashley Mannarino has scored two 
o f the team’s three goals this season 
with Brcaniia Lewis scoring the 
third. Mannarino h.is taken a team 
high nine shots with seven on goal. 
Ashley I antes has made four starts 
between the posts and h.is a 1.07 
( ¡( ¡A . Ashley Parrinello h.is made
see Women’s Soccer, page 7 1
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one 'itart with ai tion in two games 
,ind has a 2.S^ (!AA. Ih ian Dooley 
is 111 liis I Irh seasim at l AU.
v s .  SEATTLE:
SAN I UlS om si'o, Calif. —  
Iwo secoiul-haU goals by the (ial 
I’oly women’s soccer team over­
came a one-goal clehcit and gave 
the team its first win of the 2on^ > 
season. With the 2-1 win, the Miis- 
t.inns improve to 1-2-0 tor the year 
while Seattle University suffers its 
second loss and falls to 4 -2-0 . Ka- 
leeiia .^ndress’ first goal o f  the sea­
son in the 72nd minute proved to 
be the game winner. Andruss took 
a long feed from Kristina C-ondon- 
Sherwood deep in the left cor­
ner and fired a ball into the right 
top side o f  the net over the out­
stretched hands o f Seattle goalie 
Madison (ioverde. The game-tying 
goal came in the OSth minute from 
Morgan Miller, her first o f  the sea­
son, when she settled the ball near 
the top o f  the box and beat the 
gf)alie as she came out to challenge 
her. Seattle got on the board first 
in the 24th minute o f  play when 
Kate Fulstrom fired the ball from 
3.S vards out only to have Hdstrom 
deflect it 111 for her third goal o f  the 
season. Hoover picked up her first 
win o f  the season with five saves, 
with (ioverde collecting nine for 
Seattle. F'Oi the Mustangs, their 1 1 
shots doubled the number from the 
first two games, nine coming in the 
second half while Seattle totaled 12 
shots, nine m the first half. Seattle 
had seven corer kicks to C'al l*oly\ 
one but was whistled for six fouls 
to the Mustangs'three.
AT c s  h a k e r s e i e l d : 
UAKl-KSF-lKLl), C alif (Sept. 
(>) —  ( al I’oly scored early, but 
was unable to hold the lead as Cal 
State Makerstield scored two first 
half goals m defeating the Mus­
tangs 2-1. With the. loss Cial I'oly 
falls to 1-3 on the season while CS 
Uakersfield improves to 3-3. The 
Mustangs lone goal came 2:.3f) into 
the game when Monica Hemene? 
corralled a lose ball and scored off 
a rebounded save by ( iS U li  goalie 
Kym Cause, file ( iS U ll  goalie had 
made a save on a shot by Miller. 
The Mustangs nearly made it 2-0 
when Miller settled the ball and hit 
the crossbar at l.SHif C'.SUH tied 
the game at 2S;((3 w hen Sam I’ena 
hit a shot from 2.3 yards out boating 
(iauviti. The Koadrunners scored 
the game-winner late in the first 
half (41:(H) when F-aith Ferry hit a 
shot from 2.S yards out, just inside 
the far post, for the team’s second 
goal and a 2-1 lead.'I'he Mustangs 
made a late charge with three shots 
on goal in the final two minutes 
of play, but was unable to convert, 
both teams had 1i* shots with the 
Mustangs getting 11 on goal com­
pared to ( . '.s u n ’s four, (iauviii tal­
lied eight nine saves in the game 
compared to just two for (iause. 
Ikikersfield took 10 corners com­
pared to the Mustangs one while 
(\il I’oly was whistled for IH fouls 
compared to (RSUH’s nine. Con- 
doii-Sherwiiod led the Mustangs 
With tour shots, two on goal w hile 
Miller and llemcne? each added 
three shots.
O pp onent Shots:
•After allowing .i combineil t)l 
shots against the first two oppo- 
'iciits. both ranked, the Mustangs 
hive onlv allowed 2S in the last
Friday, Sctpeniber 1 1,2009
two games. Seattle took 12 shots, 
seven on goal while CS Bakers­
field took li) shots, tour on goal.
CAE POLY s h o t s :
C'al Boly had a combined I 1 
shots after the first two games o f  
the season .... they doubled that 
against Seattle and took lb against 
Cal State Bakersfield ... in the sec­
ond two games, 21 W'ere on goal... 
they had only six in the first two 
games.
GOALS AND SH O TS:
Chiiulon-Sherwood and M on­
ica l lemene'’ lead the team with 
six shots each wdth each on goal 
three times ... Miller has taken five 
shot'!, three on goal., but Julie M c­
Kee has taken four shots with all 
four on goal.
H tiO V ER :
Hoover has started both the 
Mustangs home games and has 
faced a total o f  23 shots with 20 
saves. I looser has a .S70 save per­
centage and a 1.50 CAA.
THE r e c o r d :
Last season the Mustangs post­
ed a 10-0-1 overall record and 
were 5-3 in Big West contests. On 
home games. Cal I’oly was a me­
diocre 4-5 in Alex (1. Spaiios Sta­
dium, but was 6-2-1 on the road. 
Neutral games the team was 0-2.
THIS s e a s o n :
1-1 at home ami 0-2  on the 
road.
C RO ZIER REACHES 2 0 0 :
With the Mustangs 1-0 defeat 
o f  C'al State Northridge on O c ­
tober 12, 200K, head coach Alex 
(hosier was successful in his first 
attempt at reaching the 2o0-win 
plateau. Now in his IHth season, 
Cirozier is the all-time coaching 
wins leader in Big West Wom­
en’s Soccer history and has been 
named the conference’s tioach 
o f the Year four times. He also 
became just the 32nd coach in 
NCiAA women’s soccer history 
to reach 200 wins (miniimim 10 
years coaching at Division-1). En­
tering Friday’s opener, Cirozier’s 
record stands at 202-105-34.
PRESEASON BIG WEST
p o l l s :
The C'al I’oly women's soccer 
team has been selected by the Big 
West (Conference coaches to fin­
ish third 111 the 2(M)9 standings. 
Lhe Mustangs earned 65 points 
and a first-place nod. (Crozier’s 
Mustangs finished 10-9-1 tiverall 
and in third place in Big West play 
in 2<MI8. C'.al I’oly also welcomes 
back a quartet o f  all-conference 
honorable mention members 
in Miller. ('.ondon-Sherwood, 
Viiegele and Hoover. The U ( '  
Santa Barbara w'omen’s soccer 
team was selected to win the 2009 
Big West championship in a vote 
o f the nine co.iches. The (lauchos 
claimed five first-place votes and 
75 points to capture the fas'orite's 
role. Three-time defending Big 
West regular season champion 
Long Beach State accumulated 67 
points for second place. I he 49ers 
receised two first-place tallies. Af­
ter (Cal I’oly was I’.icific with 53 
points and one first-place vote. 
CCal State Northridge followed in 
fifth with 33 points and (Cal State 
I ullerton was sixth (32). Kound- 
iiig out the poll were LK' Irvine 
with 31 points. U ( '  Da\IS with 2S 
and LK' Riverside with 21.
.a
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Vick needs to improve his delivery
Phil Sheriilan
I III I'l l ll  .Mil I mi S IN O l  IKI w
I’Hll ADI 1 I’lllA  - I here 
were two reasons the personal 
Mich.iel Vick moratorium was 
over before it began.
Reason No. l:Vick nude the 
first o f  his anti-tlogfighting ap­
pearances at Nueva ICsperanza 
Academy in the Hunting I’ark 
section o f the city l uesday. Be­
cause owner Jeff rey Lurie creat­
ed the “proactive” gold standartl 
tor judging the LCagles’ signing 
of Vick, it is important to hold 
him, the organization, and espe­
cially Vick to that standartl.
Reason No. 2: Lhis might 
be a little harder to follow, but 
those of us who have come 
down heavily against the Vick 
signing ow'e it to the man and 
his new employers to keep our 
minds as open as possible. It 
Vick is really here as stime 
kind o f  experiment in football- 
based redemption and rehabili­
tation, it is only fair to give him 
a chance to prove himself.
So it is with apologies to tlie 
Vicked-out that we take one 
more preseason look at this 
situation. After today, we prom­
ise, the Vick moratorium and 
the regular season will begin. 
No moreVii k until he’s on the 
team and playing football and it 
just can’t be helped. Promise.
Let’s revisit Lurie’s heartfelt 
remarks the d.iy the LCagles in- 
troiluced Vick.'l hev are the cri-
jJktl
Ü
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Michael Vick runs past (Calvin Pace during first quarter presea.son action 
.Sept. .3. Vick struggled to find his rhythm in the pocket.
teria on which this pass-fail exam 
will be graded.
“ If we don’t have an extremely 
proactive player here off the field, 
then this is a terrible decision,” 
Lurie said.“ lt’s going to be initial­
ly disappointing to some people 
that we have given him the second 
chance, and I’m aware o f  that. ... 
My hope is that as we go forward, 
that Michael will prove his value 
in society. Whether he becomes a 
good football player again is possi­
ble, but more importantly for M i­
chael and for the National F-oot- 
b.ill League, he has an opportunity 
to be a very valuable member of 
society, and that’s the goal here.” 
The Eagles reportedly will 
roll out a bunch o f initiatives to 
raise awareness o f animal cruelty, 
and that’s all very nice. But this is 
about w hat Vick says and does, and 
on the first day o f  school, he ad-
sec Vick, page 70
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